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Current titles are marked with a ★.

Household Hints

378128 ★★ EXTRAORDINARY USES FOR ORDINARY THINGS, REVISED EDITION. Did you know you could remove pimples with window cleaner, fix a stuck zipper with a soap, or clean watermarks from wood with lemon juice? This comprehensive volume has thousands of ingenious tips to help you save time and money using stuff you probably already own. Well illus. in color. 284 pages. Reader's Digest. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 ★ PRICE CUT to $14.95

2841843 ★★ KNACK ORGANIZING YOUR HOME: Decluttering Solutions and Storage Ideas. By Emily Wilks. This fully illustrated guide shows how to get organized, step by step. Learn how to clear the clutter and efficiently deal with everything from clothes and towels to tools and bills. 242 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 ★ PRICE CUT to $14.95

★ 5069119 ★★★ LIQUIDATING AN ESTATE: How to Sell a Lifetime of Stuff, Make Some Cash, and Live to Tell About It. By Martin Codina. Regain control of your life by letting go of your stuff! An estate sale pro provides easy to follow how-to advice that guides you through the process of selling a lifetime of possessions, showing you how to maximize profits while gaining peace of mind. Well illus. in color. 266 pages. Krause. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 ★ PRICE CUT to $12.95

★ 3708128 ★★★ HOLIDAY HACKS. By Keith Bradford. Looking to save time, money, and sanity this holiday season? It’s time to hack your way through holiday mayhem! You’ll find tips tailored to simplify all the tasks that come between you and a stress-free celebration. With time and money saving tricks, you’ll be more prepared for the celebration, and feel less stressed. 240 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 ★ PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ 2962519 ★★★ GOOD THINGS FOR ORGANIZING. By Martha Stewart Living. Turn a handrail into a pot rack or a cupboard into a nightstand, or maybe some antiques to your medicine cabinet. Here are some great ideas and tips for maximizing space, clearing away clutter, and making your home more welcoming and comfortable—room by room. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Clarkson Potter. 9x10" Paperback. Pub. at $22.00 ★ PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ 2926601 LEMONS: The Natural Apothecary. By Penny Stanway. Lemons are packed with goodness that, with a little knowledge, can be harnessed to allow you to bypass the chemicals and produce your own all natural products at home. This guide is packed with hundreds of practical tips, tricks and recipes for home, health and beauty that allow you to utilize the vitality of lemons. 164 pages. Nourish. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 ★ PRICE CUT to $7.95

★ 3741664 ★★★★ GREEN CLEAN: Natural Cleaning Solutions for Every Room of Your Home. By Jill Polvin Schiff. Get ideas on how to green up your chores and reduce your family’s exposure to hazardous chemicals. Using safe, efficient and inexpensive ingredients and recipes, the author offers simple cleaning methods and smart tips that will keep both you and the environment healthy. Well illus. in color. 324 pages. Creative Homeowner. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 ★ PRICE CUT to $12.95


★ 3708332 ★★ A GUIDE TO NATURAL HOUSEKEEPING. By Christina Snutt. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. CICO Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 ★ PRICE CUT to $6.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/815
**Interior Design & Decorating**

**297074** MIRRORS: Reflections of Style. By Paula Fihoko. 144 pages. Norton, 8½x11½. Pub. at $45.00. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**

**696970** THE COUNTRYTOP BOOK. By Mary Anne Piccinillo. 1rd ed. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Pub. at $22.95. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**292936** YOGA AND SPIRITUAL RETREATS: Relaxing Spaces to Find Oneself. By Sibylle Kramer. Fully illus. in color. 100 pages. Braun, 9½x13½. Pub. at $59.95. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**688201** MAKING AMBASSADOR: Design for the Modern Woman in the 1930s. By Marilyn F. Friedman. Fully illus, some color. 239 pages. Bauer & Dean. 8½x10½. Pub. at $50.00.

**297088** MANHATTAN CLASSIC: New York’s Finest Prewar Apartments. By Geoffrey Lynn. Takes you on a lavishly illustrated tour of New York City’s legendary apartment buildings. Includes street maps locating each building, sample floor plans, nearly 200 color photographs, biographies of key architects, and indexes listing five hundred significant buildings. 224 pages. Fully illus. in color. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $50.00. **$74.95**

**374598** TINY HOUSE: Live Small, Dream Big. By Derek Diedricksen. The first book to tackle the idea of living in a eco-friendly, debt-free—in an environmentally-friendly home. No mortgage, no clutter, and boundless freedom. From tiny mobile homes in California, Nashville, and Minnesota to a small free house in Washington to a school bus converted to a camper in Oregon, this little volume is packed with big inspiration. Fully illus. in color. 255 pages. Clarkson Potter, 5½x7½. Pub. at $29.95. **PRICE CUT to $22.95**

**372718** PREFAB ARCHITECTURE. Ed. by Marta Serats. This splendid volume illustrates in beautiful color photographs the variety of prefabricated construction systems in modern architecture. Text in English and seven additional languages. 359 pages. Konemann. 7½x12. Pub. at $12.95.

**372725** 150 BEST TINY SPACE IDEAS. By Francesca Zamora Mola. Provides an all-new review of tiny spaces designed by internationally recognized architects and designers who have achieved practical, innovative, and stunning solutions for small spaces around the globe. This volume offers an extensive showcase of dwellings less than 75 square feet and provides a wealth of ideas for small-space living. Fully illus. in color. 479 pages. HarperDesign, 7½x7½. Pub. at $29.99. **$22.95**

**319116** MICROSHelters. By Derek Diedricksen. Join Diedricksen as he explores the most creative, clever microshelters out there and what makes them work. Full of scavening tips, ideas from leading designers, and a handful of building tips, this easy to follow guide will have your hammer hand twitching. Fully illus., many in color. 256 pages. Storey, 7½x9. Pub. at $18.95. **$13.95**

**201776** MICRO LIVING. 40 Innovative Tiny Houses Equipped for Small-Living. By Derek Diedricksen. 40 practical houses, equipped for full-time living, in 400 square feet or less. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Storey. 7½x9. Pub. at $18.95. **$13.95**

**285061** HOUSES OF PHILADELPHIA: Chestnut Hill and the Wissahickon Valley 1830-1930. By Charles P. Jonas. This book documents an outstanding group of buildings, illustrating the scope of development in the Wissahickon Valley and the talented architects who worked there. This volume examines 40 properties in detail with over 300 archival and contemporary photographs, drawings, and floor plans. 311 pages. Acanthus. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $50.00. **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**370631** DESIGNING A HOUSE: The Illustrated Guide to Planning Your Own Home. By Lester Walker. This is a step by step guide for prospective home builders who want to play a role in creating their own house plans. Each stage is illustrated with easy to follow diagrams and photographs. From setting up your office, to sketching your plan, to considering light and ventilation, to choosing eco-friendly materials this book has it all. 144 pages. Overlook. 8½x9¼. Pub. at $27.95. **$7.95**

**689945** 202 OUTSTANDING HOUSE IDEAS. By Bridget Ungaro. A reference for practicing professionals and homeowners alike chock full of ideas, analyses and successful applications from around the world. This handsome volume features floor plans, elevations, renderings, and building sections that showcase house exteriors and interiors. Fully illus. in color. 599 pages. Firefly. 7½x11. Pub. at $51.95. **$14.95**

**290396** KESLING MODERN STRUCTURES. By Patrick Pascal. Beginning in 1935, William Kesling was Southern California’s most prolific and successful practitioner of Streamline Modern design, then called Modernistic. His magnificently quick, easy and modern design within reach of the everyday home buying public. His striking creations and career story are highlighted in this survey. Well illus. 102 pages. Balcony Press. 9¾x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. **$5.95**

**297089** MINNEAPOLIS ARCHITECTURAL. By Princeton Architectural. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $50.00. **$14.95**

**297098** A TINY HOME TO CALL YOUR OWN. Second Edition: Living Well in Just-Right Houses. By Mimi Zeiger. Examines the many uses of tiny homes for all age groups and different socio-economic levels, how smaller homes can buy you time and flexibility, and what things do not serve you; the ecology and the Tiny House movement; and pre-existing tiny house communities. Unfilter and uncluster your uninhibited and why to help resist climate change. 211 pages. New Society. 5½x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. **$12.95**

**378022** SMALL HOUSES: Big Ideas for Today’s Small Homes. By the eds. of Fine Homebuilding. This new collection serves up a wealth of carefully thought out small homes, including new and remodeled, traditional and modern, urban and rural, and homes by the water and in the mountains. You’ll find a bungalow on a budget, a magnificent tiny home, a family-friendly remodel; a little house on an urban infill and a modern Victorian in a mountain resort. Fully illus. in color. 218 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. **$17.95**

**372095** DESIGNING FOR DISASTER. By Boyce Thompson. The climate is changing and so must domestic architecture. This volume presents sixteen innovative homes that represent the latest efficiency practices in four categories, earth, wind, fire, and water. These examples illustrate the importance of next level home design to help resist climate change and the changing climate of our time. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11½. Pub. at $29.95. **$22.95**

**372745** INSTANT HOUSES. By Claudia Martinez Alonso. A stunning volume with over 450 color photographs of the wide variety of beautiful prefabricated houses, worldwide. Text in English and three additional languages. 481 pages. Chapters. 8½x11. Pub. at $59.95. **$48.95**

**372752** FLOATING HOUSES: Living over the Water. By Patricia Martinez. There is a growing trend around the world, especially in Europe and the United States, to build greener and more sustainable housing, such as floating homes. This lavishly illustrated volume highlights the neighborhoods of floating homes with all the comforts and amenities of traditional homes. Text in English and French. Illus. in color. 141 pages. Mansa. 7½x9½. Pub. at $27.95. **$22.95**

**372276** PREAF: How Many Modules Do You Need to Live? By Patricia Martinez. An inspiring work that broadens our understanding of mid-century architecture and design. 248 pages. Yale. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $65.00. **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**372879** TINY HOMES. By Kleine Hauser. This stunning book presents more than 100 impressive images showing the wide variety of creative, modular and muscular solutions, showing options for expanding or downsizing according to each person’s need for space, and the ability to transform your own home to a new place. These homes are economical, green, and durable. Text in English and Spanish. Illus. in color. 141 pages. Mansa. 7½x9½. Pub. at $27.95. **$22.95**

**371328** TASTEMAKER: Elizabeth Gordon, House Beautiful, and the Postwar American Home. By Monica Penick. With nearly 200 images, Penick incisively assesses Elizabeth Gordon’s “ability to please” within the Postwar American Home, and an ability to infuse any space with style. The book is vital not only for deepening our understanding of mid-century architecture and design. 248 pages. Yale. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $65.00. **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**372879** TINY HOMES IN THE CITY. By Mirra Zeiger. Focusing on dwellings under 1,000 square feet, Zeiger aims to inspire readers to streamline their own homes and apartments. Urban infill, adaptive reuse, transformed and flexible living spaces, and micro-unit buildings make great architecture out of challenging locations and narrow sites. Fully illus. in color. 207 pages. Rizzoli. 7½x. Pub. at $29.95. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

---

*See more titles at erhbc.com/815*
Residential Architecture

★ 6962378 ARDOSSAN: The Last Great Estate on the Philadelphia Main Line. By David Neilson Wilson. A richly detailed history of the baronial splendor of the Philadelphia Main Line estate Ardrossan and the Montgomery family who built it. It includes eight page gatefolds and over 450 illustrations. An intimate portrait that captures the elegant lifestyle of the Montogmerys and the majesty of their beloved home and estate. 356 pages. 8¾x11½. $75.00 [Price Cut to $37.21051]

★ 3721051 21ST CENTURY HOUSE. By Jonathan Bell. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Abbeville. 8¼x11. $29.95

★ 3747255 COMPACT HOUSES: 50 Creative Floor Plans for Well-Designed Small Homes. By Gerad Rowan. Well illus. 107 pages. Storey. 8x10. $19.95

★ 2993937 THE ARTS & CRAFTS HOUSES OF MASSACHUSETTS. By Heli Meltsner. 152 pages. Bauhan. 10x7¼. Paperbound. $22.50

★ 2827565 LITTLE HOUSE IN THE CITY: Living Small Within City Limits. By Marc Vassallo. Fully illus. in color. 218 pages. Taunton. 8¼x11. $34.95

★ 6854451 ANATOMY OF A GREAT HOME: Discover: low-cost strategies for attracting the family who built it. Includes two eight pages of black and white photos. 244 pages. Little Bookroom. 6¼x6¼. $19.95

★ 2976049 COUNTRY HOUSES: 500 Years of Architecture. By Jean-Philippe & Dominique Lenclos. Examines the elements of refined cabin style by top designers in destination mountain resorts and prairie rural, rustic and mountain regions around the country. The beautifully designed homes curated in this work represent a fresh look at the genre, from traditional to transitional to modern. Fully illus. in color. 222 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12¼. $85.00

★ 2981343 ANTIQUE IRON: Survey of American and English Forms, Fifteenth Through Eighty. By Herbert Schiffer et al. Features architectural hardware, lighting devices, andrions and fireplace equipment. tools, toys, weather vanes, fireworks, kitchen utensils, fences and gates. Many items are in private collections, while others are from foremost museums. Concise descriptions of each item identify regional products from the U.S. and England. 348 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. $75.00 [Price Cut to $29.45]

★ 298153X THE BRASS BOOK: American, English and European, Fifteenth Century Through 1850. By Peter Schiffer et al. 447 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼. $60.00 [Price Cut to $24.95]

Vacation & Country Homes

★ 2981874 LONG ISLAND COUNTRY HOUSES and THEIR ARCHITECTS, 1860-1940. Ed. by Robert B. MacKay et al. A rich architectural history and compendium of architects who designed breathing houses for the very rich, the rich, and the so-called "well-heeled". Combines text, drawings, plans, and a wealth of vintage photographs to examine a treasure house of domestic architecture in myriad styles representing changes in the American building tastes over more than a century. 563 pages. Norton. 9x12¼x2. $85.00

★ 3744442 CABIN STYLE: By Chase Reynolds Ewald, photos by A. Hall. Shows the elements of refined cabin style by top designers in destination mountain resorts and prairie rural, rustic and mountain regions around the country. The beautifully designed homes curated in this work represent a fresh look at the genre, from traditional to transitional to modern. Fully illus. in color. 222 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12¼. $85.00

★ 660725X STORYBOOK STYLE: America's Whimsical Homes of the 1920s. By A. Gellner & D. Keister. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. $19.95

Real Estate

★ 6961790 THE BOOK ON INVESTING IN REAL ESTATE WITH (NO AND) LOW MONEY DOWN. By Brandon Turner. A book that will give you the tools needed to finance your next real estate deal and pursue your dreams. You’ll discover: where to find low down payment bank loans, strategies for keeping your loan costs low, how to get your first property despite a lack of experience and cash, and more. 187 pages. BiggerPockets. Paperbound. $19.99

★ 3010430 REAL ESTATE INVESTING 101. By Michael B. This excellent hands-on guide by one of the founders of the Boy Scouts of America contains a wealth of practical advice on how to build everything from a bar and a teepee to a house from the ground up, for both builders and dreamers. Well illus. 151 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. $19.99

★ 2951324 LIVING LARGE IN OUR LITTLE HOUSE: Thriving in 480 Square Feet with Six Dogs, a Husband, and One Parent. By Nicole Keating. 208 pages. Storey. 8x10. $19.95

★ 2962112 COLORS OF THE WORLD: A Geography of Color. By Jean-Philippe & Dominique Licenclo. Examines the palettes of diverse habitats to reveal how geology, climate, sociocultural behavior, the traditions of local residents, and construction techniques uniquely shape a landscape’s architectural personality and chromatic character. Fully illus. in color. 228 pages. Norton. 9x10¼. $38.00

Architectural Details

★ 2990016 DOORS. Selected by Bob Wilcox. Throughout history, doors have been an integral part of the house. This is an easy to understand guide to the history of doors, how to choose them, and how to finish the job. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Firefly. 9x12. $24.95

★ 2961776 ANIMALS IN STONE: Architectural Details. By Robert Arthur King. This delightful collection of creatures that people New York City buildings. History and meaning, who loves finding urban treasures. All sorts of animals, from realistic to fantastic, can be found in this collection. Includes maps of Manhattan, Brooklyn, the Bronx and Queens. 144 pages. Norton. 8½x11. $24.95

★ 2960893 ANGELS OF PARIS. By Rosemary Flannery. Look up and discover the angels of Paris. They’re more than just angels who are watching over us. These angels are taming urban dragons, both real and imagined. Fully illus. in color. 228 pages. The Little Bookroom. 6½x9½. $19.95
Woodworking


LIMITED EDITION 3790983 MADE WITH SALVAGED WOOD: 35 Contemporary Projects for a Sustainable Home. By Kimberly John & Billi D. This book is made from recycled wood. From infomation on the new generation of environmentally friendly water-based finishes to the final steps of application, you'll find a comprehensive guide to creating your own environmentally savvy projects. The authors share their expert knowledge for every task from beginning to end. This guide is a source of inspiration and new pyrography skills. Fox Chapel. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

3754823 WOODBURNING REALISTIC ANIMALS. By Minisa Robinson. With 12 projects that include hand drawn patterns, photo references, and step by step instructions, create stunning works of art as you take your pyrography skills to the next level. The authors share their expert knowledge for every task from beginning to end. This guide is a source of inspiration and new pyrography skills. Fox Chapel. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

2975001 WOODCUTTER’S HANDBOOK: The Beginner’s Reference to Tools, Materials, and Skills, Plus Essential Projects to Make. By Roger Horwood. A go-to resource for both beginner and experienced woodworkers to understand the fundamentals and practice their skills. You will be able to complete five step by step projects that are beautiful useful items, including a dining room table and a bedside cabinet. Concise and practical this handbook will help you take on new projects even if you have never worked with wood before. Well illus., in color. 168 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

2985002 WOODCARVER’S HANDBOOK: The Beginner’s Reference to Tools, Materials, and Skills, Plus Essential Projects to Make. By Roger Horwood. A go-to resource for both beginner and experienced woodworkers to understand the fundamentals and practice their skills. You will be able to complete five step by step projects that are beautiful useful items, including a dining room table and a bedside cabinet. Concise and practical this handbook will help you take on new projects even if you have never worked with wood before. Well illus., in color. 168 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

2975001 WOODCUTTER’S HANDBOOK: The Beginner’s Reference to Tools, Materials, and Skills, Plus Essential Projects to Make. By Roger Horwood. A go-to resource for both beginner and experienced woodworkers to understand the fundamentals and practice their skills. You will be able to complete five step by step projects that are beautiful useful items, including a dining room table and a bedside cabinet. Concise and practical this handbook will help you take on new projects even if you have never worked with wood before. Well illus., in color. 168 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

3783671 PEN KNIFE. By Scott Callow. 3792232 PRACTICAL CARRIAGE BUILDING. Compiled by M.T. Richardson. A go-to resource on this subject, this early trade that is now enjoying a renaissance, this combined reprint of volumes one and two of the 1882 edition is perhaps the most complete and accurate reference volumes ever published on this subject. Well illus., in color. 168 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

3781871 ART OF COPPERSMITHING. By John Fuller. S. Written in 1893 by one of the industry’s leading authorities, this reference has come to be recognized as the classic work in its field. The clearly written text is supplemented by 474 illustrations and is complemented by a reprint of the original edition. 327 pages. Astragal. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

3780859 HEIRLOOM WOOD: A Modern Guide to Carving Spoons, Bowls, and Other Homewares. By Max Bainbridge. Combining traditional techniques with contemporary design, Bainbridge teaches you how to identify and select wood with the right grain and color for your project. This basic guide offers step by step carving and cutting techniques for making your own simple, yet elegant, woodworking projects. Fully illus., in color. 143 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

3781404 SCRIBBLE WOOD: Techniques and Projects, Revised. By David Fenner. Presents a series of projects that will help to extend the versatility of small metal lathe. This volume covers the Mark 2 Mini-Lathe, and specific tool’s features, by the end of the book you will have 10 fully functional, working wooden locks with a working key. Well illus., in color. 131 pages. Linden. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

6942776 TURNING HOLLOW FORMS: Techniques and Projects. By Mark Sanger. Vases and other hollow forms are functional objects that can also be beautiful in their right. This comprehensive guide offers you all the necessary to get started with this satisfying technique, from getting started to tackling seven step by step projects. Well illus., in color. 168 pages. Taunton. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95


3750895 HEIRLOOM WOOD: A Modern Guide to Carving Spoons, Bowls, and Other Homewares. By Max Bainbridge. Combining traditional techniques with contemporary design, Bainbridge teaches you how to identify and select wood with the right grain and color for your project. This basic guide offers step by step carving and cutting techniques for making your own simple, yet elegant, woodworking projects. Fully illus., in color. 143 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

3971515 WOOD & STEAM: Essential Projects to Make. By Roger Horwood. A go-to resource for both beginner and experienced woodworkers to understand the fundamentals and practice their skills. You will be able to complete five step by step projects that are beautiful useful items, including a dining room table and a bedside cabinet. Concise and practical this handbook will help you take on new projects even if you have never worked with wood before. Well illus., in color. 168 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

3751055 THE BIG BOOK OF WOODEN LOCKS: Complete Plans for Nine Working Wooden Locks. By Tim Dekker. Each of these projects are fully functional, working wooden locks with absolutely no metal components. They are arranged in order of difficulty and include instructions for making your own locks. Includes expert step by step instructions. Each project will elevate your wood working skills as you learn new tips and techniques. 150 pages. Linden. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95


3751055 THE BIG BOOK OF WOODEN LOCKS: Complete Plans for Nine Working Wooden Locks. By Tim Dekker. Each of these projects are fully functional, working wooden locks with absolutely no metal components. They are arranged in order of difficulty and include instructions for making your own locks. Includes expert step by step instructions. Each project will elevate your wood working skills as you learn new tips and techniques. 150 pages. Linden. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/815
Do-It-Yourself Advice

★ 2822621 A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO CIRCUITS, By Gyvind Nytal Dahl. This teaching resource has the reader build projects, including a cookie-ajar alarm, in a light, disco party lights and more. All projects use a handful of readily available components, and no soldering is required. With easy to follow directions, the reader will understand core circuit concepts. Anyone can become an inventor. Well illus., in color. 68 pages. No Starch. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

★ 6953311 METALWORKER’S DATA BOOK FOR HOME MACHINISTS, REVISED. By Harold Hall. This comprehensive volume offers a wide range of reliable information, useful in both the workshop and at the designing table. 200 pages. The Crowood. 8¾x10½. Pub. at $24.95 $16.95

Legal Advice & the Legal System

★ 3787532 THE LAW (IN PLAIN ENGLISH) FOR PUBLISHERS, By L.D. Duboff & A. Bryan. This comprehensive guide tackles the many legal considerations of the publishing world. Both new and seasoned publishing professionals will find the information they need, as the authors break down the intricacies of the business in thorough yet concise explanations. 257 pages. Allworth. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

★ 3787869 THE PATENT GUIDE, SECOND EDITION: HOW YOU CAN PROTECT AND PROFIT FROM PATENTS, By C.W. Battle & A.D. Small. The authors deliver basic and comprehensive advice that is easy to understand and will allow you to protect, promote, and profit from your ideas. A go-to guide for inventors and entrepreneurs who are ready to take their projects to the next level. 338 pages. Allworth. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $24.95

★ 6629567 NEIGHBOR LAW, 9TH EDITION: FENCES, TREES, BOUNDARIES & NOISE, By E. Doskow & L. Guillin. An informative guide on how to solve problems and restore good-nigh邻居 relations. By Tim Smith. This guide includes noisy neighbors, trees that hang over a property line, blocked views, unclear boundary lines, drones trespassing onto your property, animal issues and more. 374 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $19.99

★ 2878054 JUSTICE WHILE BLACK: Helping African-American Families Navigate and Survive the Criminal Justice System, By R. Shipp & N. Chiles. Provides advice on specific legal circumstances such as traffic stops, avoiding arrest, being arrested, being in custody, plea bargaining, and proceeding for a trial. Also offers useful analysis of discriminatory practices such as racial profiling. 159 pages. Agate. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00 $9.95

★ 5701560 OBTAINING A CRIMINAL RECORD SEARCH, By Christopher Guy. Provides a comprehensive, step by step guide to obtaining a criminal pardon in the United States and Canada, considering the history of the pardon and the process involved with them. Designed to help individuals get their records cleaned up, including the new “first to file” rules. 275 pages. Agate. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

★ 3755328 REPRESENT YOURSELF IN COURT, 10TH EDITION. By P. Bergman & S.J. Berman. Many disputes are too big for small claims court but too small to justify a lawyer’s fee. Fortunately, if you’re willing to learn the courtroom ropes, you can usually handle your own case from start to finish. The guide breaks the trial and trial process down step by step so you can win a civil case. 584 pages. Nolo. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $29.95


★ 3240402 HOW TO MAKE PATENT DRAWINGS, 8TH EDITION. By J. Lo & D. Pressman. This step by step guide shows you how to complete a crucial step in the patenting process, creating formal patent drawings that comply with the strict rules of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. Plus, insider information and practical advice to help you get your drawings done the right way. Illus. 244 pages. Nolo. 8¾x11”. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $26.95

★ 3661328 LEGAL FORMS FOR EVERYONE, SIXTH EDITION. By Carl W. Battle & Ed. by M.T. Treasures. This self-help legal guide that will save you hours of research time and money in legal fees. Includes 53 forms for custom use and easy to understand instructions. 267 pages. Allworth. 8¼x11”. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $17.95

★ 2856622 THE TRADEMARK GUIDE, THIRD EDITION: HOW YOU CAN PROTECT AND PROFIT FROM TRADEMARKS, By Lee Wilson. Addresses issues important to both would-be trademark owners and those who already own trademarks, including how trademark rights are gained and perfected, how to choose a trademark without risking a lawsuit, how to use a trademark to keep it alive, and what to do if your trademark is infringed. 258 pages. Allworth. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 2854244 CRIMINAL LAW, 4TH EDITION: A Desk Reference. By Paul Bergman. With this detailed reference you’ll be able to learn the law with real-life examples; understand procedures from arraignment through appeals; see defenses to common crimes; and understand the evidence, law, like new rules on cellphone privacy. 421 pages. Nolo. Paperbound. Pub. at $44.99 $32.95

★ 3700986 NOLO’S PATENTS FOR BEGINNERS, 9TH EDITION. By D. Pressman & R. Schware. This easy-to-use guide is packed with everything inventors need to know about patent law basics, including the latest implications of the America Invents Act. This edition is up to date to cover the latest changes in patent law and regulations, including the new “first to file” rules. 275 pages. Nolo. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★ 2700148 MUSIC LAW, 9TH EDITION. By Mitch Smil. Written by a musician and a lawyer, it explains everything you need to write a partnership agreement, use samples and do covers; sell copyrights, sell g & W rights, get paid, deal with legal issues in the recording studio; understand record contracts; and much more. 539 pages. Nolo. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/815
DOLLHOUSE AND MINIATURE DOORS, 1840-1990. By Marcie Tubbs et al. This wonderful resource, featuring more than 525 color photographs of over 1,500 dolls, traces the history of commercially made miniature dolls: from first dolls to modern dolls created by professional doll artists, nationally costumed, and storybook characters. Dolls made of a wide variety of materials are pictured, with values reflecting 2009 market pricing. 256 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95

2685130 WARMAN’S ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES 2018, 51ST EDITION. By Noah Fleisher. Filled with remarkable and rare items in nearly 30 categories, all illustrated with 1,500 gorgeous color images from some of the finest auction houses and private collections in the country. This stunning volume is more than just a mere price guide. 702 pages. Fully illus. $9.95

2816695 GAME FACES: Early Baseball Cards from the Library of Congress. By Peter Devereaux. A must-have for any baseball fan, this stunning volume presents more than 300 fascinating, rare, colorful baseball cards that celebrate the first decades of the great American sport. Included are the games first stimulators including Ty Cobb, Cy Young, and Christy Mathewson. A fascinating window into the engrossing history of sports cards. 156 pages. Smithsonian. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $13.95

2795302 FURNISHED DOLLHOUSES, 1800s–1980s. By Dan Ziller with P. Cooper. Features nearly 150 dollhouses from America and Europe and over 400 pieces of furniture. Most of the houses are pictured fully furnished, complete with accessories. Includes the work of companies such as TootsieToy, Gottschalk, Ideal, and Marx. Includes values from 2001. 256 pages. Whitaker. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95

281335 ANTIQUE & COLLECTIBLE DOLLHOUSES AND THEIR FURNISHINGS. By D. Ziller & P. Cooper. Features over two hundred dollhouses from Europe and America dating from the mid-1800s through the 1970s, with over 2,000 examples of dolls, doll furniture, and accessories. This reference is a must for anyone interested in collecting dollhouses and furniture. Includes 1998 values. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95

2807259 BONE, IVORY, AND AKEEN: Identifying Natural Materials. By Michael Locke. The pre-plastic era was a time when materials were not made from artificial materials that are now often rare and misidentified by collectors, antique dealers, and the like. This definitive volume will help readers to know more about such artifacts: their biology, rarity, value, and how to conserve and restore them. Well illus. in color. 280 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $45.00

2971801 IT’S ALL ABOUT THE ACCESSORIES FOR THE WORLD’S MOST FASHIONABLE DOLLS, 1959-1972. By Hillary Shikitsis James. This reference guide is packed out with more than 1,700 color images of accessories for Barbie, Skipper, Francie, Ken and other fashionable dolls that were available from 1959 to 1972. Includes 18 pages of color reproductions of catalog pages. 209 pages. Astragal. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00. PRICE CUT to $16.95

2843374 KEEN KUTTER PLANES: The Simmons Hardware Company. By Alvin B. Neal. Presents the history and design of the Simmons Hardware Company, one of the most important patent attorneys who designed and engineered planes from 1910 to 1916. Each is indexed in three ways: alphabetically by patentee name, chronologically by date and patent number, and chronologically by date and type of tool. 420 pages. Astragal. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $21.95

7371106 AMERICAN COOPERAGE MACHINERY AND TOOLS. By Kenneth L. Cope. Provides more than 530 illustrations of these tools, along with a brief history of the individual maker, a list of the various cooperage machines that each made, and a list of the important patents granted to them. Contains over 4 reproductions of catalogs. 209 pages. Astragal. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00. PRICE CUT to $16.95

6876895 WARMAN’S ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES 2019, 52ND EDITION. By Noah Fleisher. Whether you fancy a Fabulous Fiberglass Fish or a Funky Frotte, this hardcover book goes from ceramics to glasses, furniture to jewelry, American art to toys, and beyond. Filled with thousands of color images; incomparable content from auction houses, collectors and shops from across the country; and more, 623 pages. Fully illus. $21.95

2881555 WRISTWATCH ANNUAL 2016: The Catalog of Producers, Prices, Models and Specifications. By Peter Braun with M. Radka. The most complete guide to mechanical wristwatches available, including 2015 prices on over 1,400 models made by more than 130 international brands. Fully illus. in color. 512 pages. Whitaker. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $17.95

6708829 PIN-UPS: Night and Day. Presents eight of the most charming collectible trading cards from a repertoire of 496 cards that were published by many different card companies and sets between 1945 and 1954. These lithographs were used in Mutoscope penny arcade vending machines. All are accompanied by quotes from the subject. Flammarion. Pub. at $11.95.

2970380 COWBOY COLLECTIBLES AND WESTERN MEMORABILIA. By R.W. Ball & E. Veblen. Focusing on the reality of the cowboy’s life, the authors present artifacts that were essential to life in the west including rifles, pistols, saddles, clothing, boots, hats and even the scenes of the Old West and the collector of its affects, this is a wonderful resource. Includes a 1991 price guide. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. PRICE CUT to $4.95


2970966 VINTAGE FOLK ART FISHING LURES. By Jeff Kiwy. Over 700 striking full-color photographs present vintage folk art fishing lures. Originally made for catching fish, these lures were available from available materials and household supplies. The text includes comprehensive background, historical information, explorations of primitive lures, vintage folk art classics, folk artists, fisherman-modified factory lures, and much more. 240 pages. Whitaker. Pub. at $49.99. PRICE CUT to $19.95

2971313 COLLECTING AMERICAN FISHING ARTIFACTS. By James G. & Sandi Frilli. This is the most comprehensive guide to collecting fish-related antiques available, presenting a fascinating collection of functional items like helmets, parade trumpets, alarm boxes, lanterns, and more. Covering the colonial times to the present, this reference serves historians and most serious “fisematics.” Includes 2014 pricing. Fully illus. 208 pages. Schiffer. 9x11. Pub. at $49.99

1393761 BEER ADVERTISING. By Donald Scanlon and Bourbon D. Krause. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

2981416 ART DECO LIGHTING. By H. Millman & J. Dwyer. Presents 300 illustrated examples of dramatic lights from theaters, important houses, great architects, and interior designers. Features chandeliers and accent lamps, boudoir lamps, chandelier, wall sconces, ceiling fixtures, bridge lamps, smoking stands, and torchieres. Includes 2001 pricing. 156 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Pub. at $49.99

2981167 WARMAN’S ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES 2017, 50TH EDITION. By Noah Fleisher. Whether you fancy a Fabulous Fiberglass Fish or a Funky Frotte, this hardcover book goes from ceramics to glasses, furniture to jewelry, American art to toys, and beyond. Filled with thousands of color images; incomparable content from auction houses, collectors and shops from across the country; and more, 623 pages. Fully illus. $21.95

2881695 GAME FACES: Early Baseball Cards from the Library of Congress. By Peter Devereaux. A must-have for any baseball fan, this stunning volume presents more than 300 fascinating, rare, colorful baseball cards that celebrate the first decades of the great American sport. Included are the games first stimulators including Ty Cobb, Cy Young, and Christy Mathewson. A fascinating window into the engrossing history of sports cards. 156 pages. Smithsonian. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $13.95

2795302 FURNISHED DOLLHOUSES, 1800s–1980s. By Dan Ziller with P. Cooper. Features nearly 150 dollhouses from America and Europe and over 400 pieces of furniture. Most of the houses are pictured fully furnished, complete with accessories. Includes the work of companies such as TootsieToy, Gottschalk, Ideal, and Marx. Includes values from 2001. 256 pages. Whitaker. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95

289136X ANTIQUE PHONOGRAPH ADVERTISING: An Illustrated History. By T.C. Fabrizio & S.F. Paul. Whether pragmatic, imaginatively avuncular, phonograph promotion assumed a variety of mantle during its first fifty years. Charming trade cards, brilliantly lithographed posters, flimsy flappers, and a wide variety of bizarre objects embelished with marketing slogans were used during the 1877-1929 period. Includes 2002 price guide for collectors. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95
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All About Cats

**LIMITED QUANTITY 3794147** 97 WAYS TO MAKE A CAT LIKE YOU. By Karl Kamman. Are you having a relationship with your cat? Here to change that predictable dynamic are nearly a hundred inspired, often silly, but truly fun tricks and games guaranteed to put owners on a direct path to their kitty’s heart. Fully illus. in color. Workman. 3¾x6. $8.95

2815729 TOILET TRAIN YOUR CAT, PLAIN AND SIMPLE. By Clifford Brooks. With his frank humor, Brooks step by step guide is as fun to read as its end results are rewarding. Includes helpful tips from an expert cat behaviorist to help you solve the wrong and clever illustrations to keep you in good spirits during the learning process. Get rid of that smelly box and learn to share your loo with tens, 103 pages. Simon & Schuster. 8x11. $12.99

2792052 WHAT YOUR CAT WANTS. By Francesca Riccomini. Learn the seven key skills of a perfect cat owner: Communication; Understanding; Motivation; Persuasion; eyewitness; empathy; awareness; and responsibility. In developing these skills, you will be rewarded with a friendlier, happier, and healthier cat. Color illus. 96 pages. Thunder Bay. $9.95

2918609 THE ULTIMATE CAT LOVER. By Marty Becker et al. You’ll find the top experts’ answers to some of the most perplexing questions Cat People wonder about in the areas of health, wellness, behavior, and nutrition, along with a winning mix of stories that celebrate the unique and life-changing bond between cats and their people in all its diversity. 254 pages. Workman. 8x11. $19.95

2860341 CATIFICATION: Designing a Happy and Stylish Home for Your Cat (and You!). By J. Ignatieff. From the star of My Cat from Hell and the Founder of Hauspanther.com walk readers through the step by step process of designing a cat-friendly space that is both functional and stylish for all your cats. 192 pages. Simon & Schuster. 8x11. $19.95

3758338 YE OLDE CAT MEMES: The Original Book of Cat Humor. By Eulalie Osgood Grover. Originally published in 1911, this little volume is proof of how little has changed when it comes to cat behavior. Indulge in a fashion as old as the internet with these vintage photos of costumed kittens. 86 pages. HMH. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

2995247 WARRIOR PUPS: True Stories of America’s K9 Heroes. By Jeff Kamen with L. Stone-Kamen. Meet the warrior pups and the people who transform them into war dogs at Lackland Air Force Base in Texas. Under the tutelage of volunteer civilian and military foster families these MWDs (military working dogs) are deployed around the world and work heroically with our military. Fully illus. in color. 170 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $19.95. $16.95

3796728 CHOW: Simple Ways to Share the Foods You Love with your Dogs You Love. By Rick Woodward. The author shows you the benefits of more than 100 foods that can be simply added to your dog’s normal diet. Several foods are combined with a few other ingredients to make a quick meal loaded with real meat, healthy fats, and antioxidants. Whether it’s scraps from the cutting-board or a low-calorie meal, your dog will love it. Fully illus. in color. 184 pages. Harper. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95
**All About Dogs**

**LEADING QUANTITY** 3765202

**HOW TO GET YOUR DOG TO DO WHAT YOU WANT.** By Warren & Andrea Eakle. A step-by-step guide that will help you train your dog, the fine art of peaceful, effective discipline and more. Photos. 282 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.00 $4.95

**6282191 PIT BULL. The Battle over an American Icon.** By Bronwen Dickey. An illuminating inside look at the beloved but controversial breed that became the most demonized and supposedly the most dangerous of dogs, and what role humans have played in the transformation. With thoughtful commentaries and a wealth of scientific fact, Dickey offers us a clear-eyed portrait of this extraordinary breed. Photos. 330 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.95 $6.95

**291705X U.S. MILITARY WORKING DOG TRAINING HANDBOOK.** By Department of Defense. Discover how to train your dog exactly as the U.S. military trains its canine soldiers. From the basics, such as heel and stay, to negotiating an obstacle course, tracking, searching, and even attacking, this manual reveals how to train dogs to be the best trained canines in the world. 295 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

**290047 LET DOGS BE DOGS.** By The Monks of New Skete & M. Goldberg. A gathering of dozens of inspiring and illuminating stories from the authors’ decades of experience training dogs of all breeds, this guide shows how even dogs that exhibit aggressive or fear-based unwelcome behavior can become model canine citizens. Photos. 269 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

**2910004 DOG TRAINING DIARIES: Proven Expert Tips & Tricks to Bring Your Dog and Harmony with Your Dog.** By Tom Shelley. A lifelong trainer captures the basic guidelines of training dogs and offers advice, strategies, and personal insights on how to make common problematic situations dogs own: face up on the leash, jumping, eating chair legs, separation anxiety, housebreaking, and aggression. 16 pages of color photos. Shyboy. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 PRICE CUT to $3.95


**3750502 CHOW HOUNDS.** By Ernie Ward. 300 pages. HCI Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**2048012 THE FIRST AID COMPANION FOR DOGS & CATS.** By Amy D. Shoja. All pet owners should own this companion guide, set up in A to Z format, that gives practical advice on common injuries and conditions. By knowing and following the proper steps you can save your pet’s life. 439 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT to $7.95

**2893503 YOUR BEAGLE PUPPY MONTH BY MONTH.** By Terry Albert et al. 362 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

**2862123 THE DOG: A Natural History.** By Adam Miklisi et al. 224 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $27.95 PRICE CUT to $15.95

**2898580 PET STORIES AND HUMOR.** By Carla Brown. Pub. at $12.95

**2891160 THE WILD LIFE OF CATS.** By Leigh Rubin. You never know what’s going to happen when cats start talking, but the funny felines in this book will certainly make you laugh. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Willow Creek. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**2894148 GIZELLE’S BUCKET LIST: My Life with a Very Large Dog.** By Lauren Fern Watt. With her roommates Chevy Chase, Lance Bass, and Amanda Hearst. 253 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $21.99

**2940242 EVERYTHING ESSENTIAL DOG TRAINING.** By Ernie Ward. 300 pages. HCI Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $149.95

**2908838 DOGSENSE: Relationship Tips from Your Canine Companion.** By Carla Genender. Dogs accept and love us despite our flaws, give us attention and unbridled affection, and communicate with us in their own special way, as demonstrated by the amusing photographs and witty observations and step by step advice for communicating with your dog, no hassle housebreaking, recognizing your dog’s state of mind and headspace when traveling with your dog, the fine art of peaceful, effective discipline and more. Photos. 282 pages. Companionhouse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

**376763X 1000 BEST DOG TRAINING SECRETS.** By R. Acley & B. Gorton. Learn how to train your dog exactly as the U.S. military trains its canine soldiers. From the basics, such as heel and stay, to negotiating an obstacle course, tracking, searching, and even attacking, this manual reveals how to train dogs to be the best trained canines in the world. 295 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

**3746560 RAISING HAPPY RABBITS: Housing, Feeding, and Care Instructions for Your Rabbit’s First Year.** By Robb Pearlman. May shed some light on what you can expect from your rabbit and may provide answers to some common questions. By knowing and following the proper steps you can save your pet’s life. 439 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**2895856 MIRACLE DOGS: Rescue Stories.** By Liz Stavrinides. Celebrates and honors rescuers and the dogs whose lives they’ve saved. Features stories of classic fairy tales, complete with heroic cats and happy endings. This fun collection will leave your feline meowing for more. 84 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

**3790054 BEDTIME STORIES FOR CATS.** By Leigh Anne Jasheway. Puts a twist on several classic fairy tales, complete with heroic cat and happy endings. This fun collection will leave your feline meowing for more. 84 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

**3808785 DUMP HIM, MARRY ME.** By Andrea Donner. Women are confusing. What can a cat offer a woman that a man cannot? This fun little volume is here to tell you what, and why a woman is wise to lose her man and marry the cat instead. Fully illus. in color. Willow Creek. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

**5684911 THE CAT WHO CAME BACK FOR CHRISTMAS.** By Janet C. Alper. When a cat first arrives, insist on a safe home, one that will be the best trained canines in the world. 295 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


**3741206 I HAVE A HOTDOG! What Your Dog Is Really Thinking.** By Stu Hample. They little collection of favorites from I Have a Hotdog, and never before seen photos, will have you barking for more! Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00 $3.95

**2923262 BONZO’S WAR: Animals Under Fire 1939–1945.** By Clare Campbell. What was it like to be a dog or a cat when the world was at war? Find out in these unique eyewitness accounts of how the animals coped with their fellow countrymen and animals. What she found were inspiring and harrowing stories. Thoroughly researched, and deeply moving, this is a fascinating account of the forgotten wartime animals. 160 pages of photos. 372 pages. Constable. $6.95

**2904876 THE CAT WHO CAME BACK FOR CHRISTMAS.** By Janet C. Alper. When a cat first arrives, insist on a safe home, one that will be the best trained canines in the world. 295 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/815
Your Pets in Pictures

305800X THE YORKIE DIARIES. By Melissa Sovey. Ever wonder what's really going on inside those pretty little Yorkshire Terrier heads? A lot more than most of us imagine! This adorably compiled collection of some of the most private Yorkie files, alongside beautiful color photos, will enlighten and entertain the JRT breed. Willow Creek. Pub. at $14.95

3057836 PUG MUGS: Juvenile Delinquents. They may be small, round, and sweet, but the mugs on these Pugs can't always be believed. Hidden beneath the big eyes and innocent-looking faces often lurks a Pug who has wandered to the wrong side of the tracks. Here is a collection of Pug mug-shots—caught in the act of their pernicious crimes! Willow Creek. Pub. at $14.95

308838X ADVENTURES WITH FLINT THE FABULOUS POMERIAN. By Robin Yu. The film star turned author shares in his own surprisingly modest words what it's like to be the world's most super-adorable dog. Fully illustrated. Willow Creek. Pub. at $15.95

289615X CATS IN SWEATERS. By Andrea Donner. If you've ever owned a cat, you know that they can sometimes be fussy. Fortunately, these lovable kitty attitude. 8 ½ pages. Rock Point. Pub. at $9.99

378844X WHAT LABS TEACH US... Ed. by Andrew Grant. Over the course of six years, he has raised hundreds of photos, charts, infographics, and illustrations. 318 pages. Artisan. Pub. at $36.00

3049132 JUST CATS. By Karen Anderson. An intimate portrait of someone comely and always mysterious Felis catus. From the pampered Persian luxuriantly in a Manhattan apartment to the plain tabby mousing a Montana ranch, here are over 150 beautiful and endearing photographs of our favorite pet. 142 pages. Willow Creek. Pub. at $24.95

2965402 ROVER. By Andrew Grant. Features 360 of Grant's most appealing photographs of dogs, all captured by state of the art equipment and all are truly the most beautiful dog pictures you will ever see. Over the course of six years, he has raised nearly $2 million for shelters through his photographic project and the sale of his limited edition books. 414 pages. Firefly. 11½ x 11½. PRICE CUT to $3.95

309317X SHAKE CATS. By Carli Davidson. Features feisty captions and photographs from dogs and the cats they love. Andrews McMeel. Publisher. Pub. at $9.99

3707296 LUKE & FORREST: My Saviors, My Salvation. By Donna Demari. This touching true story volume follows the entire arc of the lives of two very special dogs while chronicling their remarkable transformation in healing and lifting the author's troubled life from darkness into light. Fully illustrated. Willow Creek. 11¼ x 9½. Pub. at $35.00 PRICE CUT to $3.95

2001465 DOGS IN CARS. By Lara Jo Regan. Countryman. Pub. at $16.95


6904459 METAL CATS. Photos by Alexandra Crockett. 36 pages. House of Greyhounds. Pub. at $12.95

Encyclopedias & Almanacs

2799970 THE CIA WORLD FACTBOO K 2019. This comprehensive guide offers complete and up to date information on the world’s nations. With data on the politics, populations, military expenditures, and economics of 2017, it also includes appendices with useful information. A must have resource for students, journalists, travelers, and business people. 1130 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

3751244 THE NEWISH JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA: From Abraham to Zabar’s and Everything in Between. By Stephanie Butnick et al. Deeply knowing, highly entertaining, and just a little bit irreverent, this fascinating encyclopedia of all things Jewish and Jew-ish covers culture, religion, history, habits, language, and more. Includes over three thousand entries with hundreds of photos, charts, infographics, and illustrations. 318 pages. Artisan. Pub. at $36.00


369130X GAME OF THRONES 2020 CALENDAR. Featuring stunning character photographs, this seventh month calendar runs from August 2019 to December 2020. Universe. 12½ x 12¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

3689063 2020 THIS DAY IN HISTORY CALENDAR. For history lovers and trivia buffs alike, this day by day record of the extraordinary happenings throughout the ages includes fascinating photographs that will delight all. Runs from January to December. 12¼ x 12¼. Sourcebooks. Pub. at $14.99

3691861 LLEWELLYN’S DRAGON CALENDAR. Spectacular dragons will bring you exhilarating opportunities and dazzling challenges all year long. These marvelous creatures, with great power and grace, encourage you to be bold and successful. This 12 month calendar showcases awesome dragons, ferocious wyverns, and more. Calendar runs January 2020 to December 2020. Llewellyn. 12 ½ x 12 ½. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

369115X 2020 NURSES CALENDAR. Features feisty captions paired with archetypal black and white nursing photos. After all, a good sense of humor remains as vital as every nurse. For individuals who chose nursing as a career. Runs September 2019 to December 2020. Andrews McMeel. 12 ½ x 12 ½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99
Sports & Leisure

6824263 INCREDIBLE BASEBALL STORIES. By K. Heavy & R. Speeder. Tells unique baseball stories showcasing extraordinary stats and facts in baseball history, through the 2015 season. The authors have scoured the records for untold tales and looked at familiar ones with new statistical insights to create a perfect resource for baseball fans from coast to coast. Illus. 279 pages. Sports Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

2950685 INCREDIBLE BASEBALL STORIES: The Coolest, Strangest Stats and Facts in Baseball History. By K. Heavy & R. Speeder. Tells unique baseball stories showcasing extraordinary stats and facts in baseball history, through the 2018 season. The authors have scoured the records for untold tales and looked at familiar ones with new statistical insights to create a perfect resource for baseball fans from coast to coast. Illus. 279 pages. Sports Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

2979322 GOLF’S FORGOTTEN LEGENDS & UNFORGETTABLE CONTROVERSY. By Jeff Gold. Collects the stories of Golf’s first 100 years and covers legendary controversies and scandals—and also how golf and the Bible are interconnected. Illus. 191 pages. Morgan James. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

2655908 SMART BASEBALL. By Keith Law. This provocative volume takes the established view of baseball stats, understanding over a century’s worth of baseball dogma. Law examines how analogous to these old ideas is the new baseball irrational adherence to tradition, and offers a clear-eyed discussion of the new stats that are helping teams win. 301 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $14.45

2956683 AN ENCyclopedia OF WOMEN’S WRESTLING: 100 Profiles of the Strongest in the Sport. By LaToya Ferguson. Written by a noted authority, and containing full-color photos, this encyclopedia references the fun, the drama, and the struggle of women’s professional wrestling throughout the years and on 100 different competitors, each is profiled with relevant stats and includes their compelling stories. 272 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

6715660 WWE ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW. By S. Pantaleo & D. Miller. Learn the inside info on superstars such as John Cena, Seth Rollins and all strange and fascinating facts about WWE superstars, including popular competitors from RAW, SmackDown Live, and NXT, this unique reference will surprise and delight new and diehard sports entertainment fans. Fully illus. in color. 200 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $14.95

2841665 AT THE OLD BALLGAME. Ed. by Jeff Silverman. Before multimillion-dollar salaries and luxury boxes, there existed the belief in playing the game the way it was meant to be played. Nothing captures that spirit better than these 22 classic pieces by Ring Lardner, Zane Grey, Candy Cummings and others. 240 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

2979187 THE GREATEST EVER: The 2017 World Championship Collectible. Ed. by Ken Toyoda. A unique reference to the World Series game will be remembered for both its moments—Edelman’s game-winning catch, Hightower’s and Flowers’ timely sacks and White’s three touchdowns—and for its significance. The game, the comeback, the quarterback, the coach, and the team’s ultimate achievement is simply The Greatest Ever. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Workman. 10/16. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

6823165 FACEING THE GREEN BAY PACKERS. Ed. by Chuck Carlson. A veteran sportswriter takes Packers fans inside the locker rooms, onto the sidelines, and out on the field with opposing players and coaches and covers the most dramatic moments, most intense rivalries, and most unforgettable games from Green Bay’s pro football lore. 184 pages. Sports Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

6895549 VIKINGS 50: All-Time Greatest Players in Franchise History. By Jim Bruton. In commemoration of its 50th anniversary, the history is written with a look at its 50 greatest players. From the fearsome Purple People Eaters to explosive receivers Cris Carter and Randy Moss to the incomparable Fran Tarkenton and coaching titan Bud Grant, this volume covers them all. Fully illus. in color. 210 pages. Triumph. 9/14/10. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95

2914698 THE BIZARRE BASEBALL UNIFORMS EVER WORN. By Todd Radom. Just like there’s love out there for French bulldogs or Christmas sweaters, ugly uniforms hold a warm place in the hearts of baseball fans. New and diehard baseball fans will love this book. Illus. 279 pages. Triumph. 9/14/10. Pub. at $17.95 $14.45


6899498 50 SUPER BOWLS: The Greatest Moments of the Biggest Game in Sports. By A. Maki & D. Naylor. From beginning as the first World Championship Game between the AFL and the NFL in 1967 to the raucous worldwide cultural event that was Super Bowl 50, the authors recount the greatest moments of American football’s biggest game in this fully illustrated collector’s edition. 160 pages. Theresa Jenkins. Hb. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

3740960 WWE 35 YEARS OF WRESTLEMANIA. By B. Shields & D. Miller. For wrestling fans and non-fans alike, this is the first time, all the most exciting matches, celebrity appearances, and controversies in this premier event’s storied history. The key matches of every Wrestlemania are explored in depth here so get ready for the greatest spectacle in sports entertainment! Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9/14/10. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

3686679 ELECTRIC OCTOBER: Seven Minutes of Fame That Lasted Forever. By Kevin Cook. Cook ruminates on the first ever televised World Series of 1947 between the New York Yankees and the Brooklyn Dodgers, six men plucked from obscurity to shine on the sport’s greatest stage. For some, the 1947 Series was a memory to hold on to. For others, it would haunt their dreams for the rest of their days. 165 pages. Illus.photos. 289 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00 $8.95

3775218 AMERICA’S GAME: The NFL at 100. By J. Rice & R.O. Williams. This intimate chronicle of the NFL’s first 100 years is a compelling, insightful, authoritative look at pro football’s grand transformation from a loose coalition to its eventual preeminence as an American institution, and is filled with surprising tales from the locker room to the trenches. A must-read for NFL fans of all ages. DayStreet. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

6972902 ELECTRIC OCTOBER: Seven Minutes of Fame That Lasted Forever. By Kevin Cook. Cook ruminates on the first ever televised World Series of 1947 between the New York Yankees and the Brooklyn Dodgers, six men plucked from obscurity to shine on the sport’s greatest stage. For some, the 1947 Series was a memory to hold on to. For others, it would haunt their dreams for the rest of their days. 165 pages. Illus.photos. 289 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00 $8.95

2924390 THE NEW YORK YANKEES OF THE 1950S: Mantle, Stengel, Berra, and a Decade of Dominance. By David Fischer. This six-book series on the Yankees. Fischer brings expertise and a knack for great storytelling to the saga of the most dominant decade in the annals of sport, set during a defining moment in U.S. history. Illus. 289 pages. $26.95 $19.95

3774481 THE 1919 BLACK SOX SCANDAL. By Dan Heyman. In the almost 100 years since eight White Sox players were banned for life from the game, accounts of the 1919 World Series, there has been little historical closure. Heyman chronicles the events both before and after the controversial incident that eight players’ careers almost ended. League Baseball, Illus. 127 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

3720049 PITTSBURGH’S GREATEST ATHLETES, By David Finoli. Greatness in sport is both undeniable and immediately recognizable. For Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, there has been a graced with a long history of athletes who embody the essence of greatness. Finoli covers the greatest fifty men and women athletes in Pittsburgh history. 159 pages. ESPN. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

686550X DEATH ON MOUNT WASHINGTON: Stories of Accidents and Foulhardiness on the Northeast’s Highest Peak. By Randi Minetier. Describes the circumstances behind the tragic tales of those who have lost their lives on the mountain. No one is safe from the mountain’s mercurial weather conditions. Learn from the mistakes of those that have died so that you won’t follow their path. ESPN. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

3768864 NITRO CIRCUIT LEGENDS, STORIES, AND EPIC STUNTS. Told by K. Entertainer. Go behind the scenes of one of the premiere action sports companies in the world Nitro Circus! With stunning photography, and behind the scenes from Nitro Circus’ first 15 years, see bios of top athletes and get stories straight from the legends themselves. ESPN. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95


2076507 TEAMMATE: My Journey in Baseball and a World Series for the Ages. By David Ross. The memories of one of the greatest catchers of all time, who was the first catcher to win a World Series with one team after winning it with another. From behind the plate to the locker room, this book is a must-read for any baseball fan. Illus. 216 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT to $14.95


2094677 K: A History of Baseball in Ten Pitches. By Tyler Kepner. Filled with poignant insights from many of the best pitchers in baseball history including twenty-two Hall of Famers—from Bob Gibson, Steve Carlton, and Nolan Ryan, to Mariano Rivera and Clayton Kershaw—this is the definitive volume on pitching. Photos of some color. 530 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $34.95

669648 TWO ON: One Fight, One Night—Tony Galento vs. Joe Louis. By Joseph Monninger. Recalls the June fight in 1939, in which Tony Galento defeated the father of boxing Joe Louis, the finest heavyweight of his generation. Most gave Galento, the Falstaff of boxing, little chance until he connected with a single left hook and put Louis down. Illus. 208 pages. Steerforth. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

6935443 BEING TED WILLIAMS: Growing Up with a Baseball Idol. By Dick Enberg with T. Clavin. Though other volumes have recounted Williams’s career, none have done so quite like this one. While Williams was visiting the Boston Bomber, Joe Louis, the finest heavyweight of his generation. Most gave Galento, the Falstaff of boxing, little chance until he connected with a single left hook and put Louis down. Illus. 208 pages. Steerforth. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


6894534 THE NATIONAL BASEBALL HALL OF FAME ALMANAC, 2018 EDITION. By Ben Badier et al. 572 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $39.95


Celebration not only reveals the grandeur and history of these parks, of the breathtaking landscape through these spectacular faces.


4816887 CALL OF THE AMERICAN WILD: A Tenderfoot’s Escape to Alaska. By Guy Grieve. Guy Grieve was trapped in a job he hated and up to his neck in debt until a stroke of luck allowed him to make the fateful decision of escaping to Alaska. Packed with adventure, humor, and insight, this is the gripping story of an ordinary man learning the ways of the wilderness. Color photos. 382 pages. Tuttle. Pub. at $17.99. $4.95

297431 MOTHER OF GOD: An Extraordinary Journey into the Uncharted Tributaries of the Western Amazon. By Paul Rosolie. In an extraordinary odyssey into the heart of the wildest place on earth and as Rosolie delves deeper into the heart of the jungle, he finds things he never imagined could exist. And as the legendary explorer Percy Fawcett warned, “the few remaining unknown places of the world have exact a price for their secrets.” 16 pages of photos, some color. 306 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95


3740899 THE TRAVELS OF MARCO POLO: An 1,800-Mile Four Month Long Trek, Out of the Mongol Empire to China to meet the Mongol Emperor Kubilai Khan. He returned with stories that would take a lifetime to tell. Featuring exotic creatures, strange customs, extraordinary landscapes, and political intrigue, this book reveals the fantastical treasures of the East in the words of the legendary medieval explorer. 493 pages. Arcturus. Paperback.

3796553 SOUTH: By Ernest Shackleton. In 1914, Ernest Shackleton set out on a journey to China to meet the Mongol Emperor Kubilai Khan. He returned with stories that would take a lifetime to tell. Featuring exotic creatures, strange customs, extraordinary landscapes, and political intrigue, this book reveals the fantastical treasures of the East in the words of the legendary medieval explorer. 493 pages. Arcturus. Paperback.

2395103 CONNEMARA MOLLIE: An Irish Journey on Horseback. By Hilary Bradt. After the sad death of Mollie, her horse pony, in the Kerry mountains, Bradt returns to Dingle to look for a replacement pony, determined to continue the ride through Ireland. Written with warmth, the honest and self-deprecating humor, this is the story of her journey. Color photos. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

2891403 ENCOUNTERS FROM A KAYAK: Native People, Sacred Places, and the Great Glimpse of History. By Nigel Foster. Offers a fascinating and inspiring collection of kayaking stories that celebrate Foster’s magical experiences. These stories include the animals, the natural wonders, and sacred places he was shown. The stories are told in Foster’s own words, giving Foster’s attention while sea kayaking. Illus. in color. 256 pages. Falcon. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $3.95

3794210 IN MOROCCO: Stanfords Travel Classics. By Edith Wharton. This volume contains breathtaking photographs of all the highlights of this region. Readers will appreciate the wonders of this region through the lens of master photographers Carl Heilman II. 192 pages. Welcome Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95
Travel

**3700877 THE HUNT FOR THE BURU: The True Story of the Search for a Prehistoric Reptile in New Guinea** by Ralph Laird. This is a firsthand account of a 1948 journey to a treacherous valley in northern New Guinea in search of a mysterious creature. Laird chronicles his harrowing movement in a remote valley in Assam, on a quest for the Buru, an elusive, monstrous reptile well documented by those native to the area. Photos. 176 pages. Craven Street. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3704975 SAFARI: A Memoir of a Worldwide Travel Pioneer** by Geoffrey Kent. In this gripping memoir Kent recounts his phenomenal journey: growing up barefoot in the African bush, riding his motorcycle across the continent, and ultimately becoming the most sought-after travel professional in the world. A breathtaking and exhaustive adventure through some of the most exotic and stunning locations on earth. Well illus., most in color. 311 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3768414 POP-UP & BUILD NATIONAL PARKS.** By Mike Graf. Discover the beauty of America’s most accessible landmarks with this three-dimensional tour of its national parks. Each of the 59 U.S. national parks is profiled in this clever and visually stimulating layout, featuring the nation’s most prominent parks–Yellowstone, Yosemite, Grand Canyon, Everglades, and Badlands–are featured as pop-up models that you will assemble. Fully illus. in color. 31 pages. Thunder Bay. 11x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**376403X RUINS: Discover Britain’s Wild and Beautiful Places.** By Jane Eastoe. From romantic ruined castles to magnificent unspoilt landscapes with this feisty and frivoulous tour of the Scottish Borders. The title chronicles the expedition’s 1948 journey to a treachorous valley in Assam, on a quest for the Buru, an elusive, monstrous reptile well documented by those native to the area. Photos. 176 pages. Craven Street. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3769297 GREETINGS FROM THE LINCOLN HIGHWAY.** By Brian Bulko. The first continuous road to connect the coasts, the Lincoln Highway allowed newly motorized Americans to cross the country by automobile. This colorful illustrated guide will take you through more than a century of the highway with stops at historic landmarks, bridges, taverns, movie palaces, diners, gas stations, ice cream stands and roadside attractions. 288 pages. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**3772493 TANGIER: From the Romans to the Rolling Stones.** By Richard Hamilton. In this intimate portrait of a city, the former BBC correspondent explores its history, his favorite Tangier cafés and the secrets to find out what it is that has inspired so many international writers, artists and musicians. 16 pages of photos, some color. 300 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $15.95
Travel

**2880644 THE HEBRIDES.** By Paul Murton. Traveling the length and breadth of Scotland’s west coast, Murton has sailed to over eighty islands. From the lush shores of Gigha to the towering cliffs of St. Kilda, he explores the island’s breathtaking scenery and introduces its colorful history, culture, myths and legends in this stunning volume. Well illus. in color. 232 pages. Bibl. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

**2867765 NATURAL WONDERS OF THE WORLD.** By Kent Dannen. In all more than 240 of Earth’s natural wonders are covered in detail and a further 230 are described in the directory. But rather than reading from cover to cover, this is a book you will return to time and time again as you try to decide where next in the world you wish to travel. Fully illus. in color. 440 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10x12. Pub at $50.00

**287359 THE HIGH SIERRA OF CALIFORNIA.** By Gary Snyder. Using traditional Japanese and European woodcut techniques, artist Tom Killian has created stunning visual images of the Sierra that focus on the backcountry above nine thousand feet, accessible only on foot. Accompanying Snyder’s journal entries are Snyder’s journals chronicling more than forty years of travels through the High Sierra. 128 pages. Heyday, 11x9½. Paperbound. Pub at $25.00

**2887428 FROM SIENA TO NUBIA: Along the Volta.** By I. Bordonat. The first English translation of Ricci’s travels. 1871-1822. By Daniele Salvoldi. Presents an English-translated critical edition of Alessandro Ricci’s text and most of his drawings, grouped as Ricci originally intended them to appear. Ricci, an Italian physician and draftsman, traveled throughout Egypt and Sudan between 1817 and 1822, keeping this detailed account of his adventures, which was never published in his lifetime. 48 plates. American Univ in Cairo. 8¼xll½. Pub at $39.95


**3971474 SARDINIA: Island of Myth and Magic.** By Edward Burnham. 16 pages of color photos. 306 pages. Taurus Parke. Pub at $28.00


**3970206 THE WONDERS OF THE WORLD.** By Irene Trapani. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Chartwell. 9x13. Pub at $24.95

**6858047 FORD MODEL T COAST TO COAST: A Slow Drive Across a Fast Country.** By Tom Cotter. Fully illus., most in color. 224 pages. Motorbooks. Pub at $35.00

**2934420 SEARCH AND RESCUE ROCKY MOUNTAIN.** By Ken Dannen. Illus. 204 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub at $18.95

**3280606 A WALK THROUGH PARIS: A Radical Exploration.** By Eric Hazan. Illus. 198 pages. Verso. Pub at $22.95

**3736865 GREAT CITIES THROUGH TRAVELERS’ EYES.** Ed by Peter Futardo. Illus. 368 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub at $29.95


**3698086 WEIRD VIRGINIA: Your Travel Guide to Virginia’s Local Legends and Best Kept Secrets.** By Jeff Bahar et al. Well illus., most in color. 256 pages. Sterling. Paperbound. Pub at $14.95


**2941945 THE VOYAGES OF CAPTAIN JAMES COOK: The Illustrated Accounts of Three Epic Voyages.** Ed by Nicholas Thomas. 320 pages. Voyageur. 8¼x10½. Pub at $40.00


**2846365 THE MOST BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY TOWNS OF TUSCANY.** By James Bentley, photos by A. Ramsay. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10x12½. Pub at $40.00


**2871998 LIGHTHOUSES OF EUROPE.** By Thomas Ebert. Illus. 156 pages. Adlard Coles. 6¼x11. Pub at $30.00


**2909936 NORTHLAND: A 4,000-Mile Journey Along America’s Forgotten Border.** By Porter Fox. The author spent three years exploring 4,000 miles of the border between Maine and Washington, traveling by canoe, freighter, car, and foot. Fox blends a deeply reported and beautifully written story of the region’s history with a riveting account of his travels. 247 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub at $16.95

**2737353 500 THINGS TO EAT BEFORE IT’S TOO LATE AND THE VERY BEST PLACES TO EAT THEM.** By Jane & Michael Stem. You’ll find hundreds of delectable treats to feast on, or mail order, from a fabulous list of classic restaurants. Whether you’re taking a cross-country trip or want to seek out the region’s history with a riveting account of his travels. 247 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub at $16.95

**375460X GUIDE TO THE ALASKA HIGHWAY. 3RD EDITION: Your Complete Driving Guide.** By Ron Dalby. Discover the many treasures that the Alaska Highway has to offer with this guide. Dalby spotlights about 200 destinations, and includes tips on where to spot wildlife, favorite fishing holes, where to camp, and where to eat. 232 pages. Menasha Ridge. Paperbound. Pub at $19.95

**3748812 BERLITZ ICELAND POCKET GUIDE, THIRD EDITION.** By L. Price & J. Proctor. This pocket-sized portable guide is packed with all the information you need: what to see; what to do; cultural tips; and practical advice on where to stay, dining out, and how to get around in Iceland. Color photos. 143 pages. Berlitz. Paperbound. Pub at $8.99

**3748804 BERLITZ CROATIA POCKET GUIDE, FOURTH EDITION.** By Robin McKeevie. This pocket-sized portable guide is packed with all the information you need: what to see; what to do; cultural tips; and practical advice on where to stay, dining out, and how to get around in Croatia. Color photos. 144 pages. Berlitz. Paperbound. Pub at $8.99

**3704319 MOON MINNEAPOLIS & ST. PAUL.** By Tracy Cornell. Experience the life of the cities in the best neighborhoods; see the Spoonbridge and Cherry sculpture at Rice Park; enjoy a downtown cityskyline cocktail at the Marvel Bar; and make excursions to Stillwater, Duluth, and Lake Superior’s North Shore with this guide that contains 141 maps. 318 pages. Berlitz. Paperbound. Pub at $17.95

**3748820 BERLITZ ITALY POCKET GUIDE, TENTH EDITION.** By J. Altman & P. Schultz. This pocket-sized portable guide is packed with all the information you need: what to see; what to do; cultural tips; and practical advice on where to stay, dining out, and how to get around in Italy. Color photos. 144 pages. Berlitz. Paperbound. Pub at $9.95

**3748782 BERLITZ AMSTERDAM POCKET GUIDE, TWELFTH EDITION.** By Lindsey Bennett. This pocket-sized portable guide is packed with all the information you need: what to see; what to do; cultural tips; and practical advice on where to stay, dining out, and how to get around in Amsterdam. Color photos. 143 pages. Berlitz. Paperbound. Pub at $8.99
### Travel Guides

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3747820</td>
<td>BERLITZ BERLIN POCKET GUIDE, TWELFTH EDITION</td>
<td>Brigitte Lee</td>
<td>Berlitz</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>373909X</td>
<td>RAIL-TRAILS: Michigan &amp; Wisconsin</td>
<td>John Bartlett</td>
<td>Countryman</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>373999X</td>
<td>RAIL-TRAILS: Iowa &amp; Missouri</td>
<td>John Bartlett</td>
<td>Countryman</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2836661</td>
<td>BACK ROADS IRELAND: Eyewitness Travel</td>
<td>Donnal Dailey</td>
<td>Globe Pequot</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>279422X</td>
<td>DONUT NATION</td>
<td>Tim Surrett</td>
<td>Countryman</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>671515X</td>
<td>THE FINGER LAKES, FOURTH EDITION</td>
<td>Catherine Delavan Dyson</td>
<td>Countryman</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3748847</td>
<td>BERLITZ ROME POCKET GUIDE, SEVENTEENTH EDITION</td>
<td>Patricia Schultz</td>
<td>Berlitz</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2841029</td>
<td>LIVING THE RV LIFE: Your Ultimate Guide to Life on the Road</td>
<td>Marc &amp; Julie Bennett</td>
<td>Globe Pequot</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2841126</td>
<td>THE HITS HITS ON ROUTE 66: 100 Best Stops on the Mother Road</td>
<td>Amy Bizzarro</td>
<td>Countryman</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6799180</td>
<td>CD 6799180 EXPERIENCE OF LONDON</td>
<td>Peter Maciejewski</td>
<td>Rough Guides</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>374311X</td>
<td>DAMRON MEN'S TRAVEL GUIDE, 52ND EDITION</td>
<td>Gina M. Gatta</td>
<td>Damron</td>
<td>$25.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2958414</td>
<td>TOURIST GUIDES, SEVENTH EDITION</td>
<td>Eric White</td>
<td>Countryman</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6981801</td>
<td>COLLINS HANDY ROAD ATLAS SCOTLAND</td>
<td>Collins</td>
<td>Collins</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2891204</td>
<td>DAY HIKE! CENTRAL CASCADAS, 3RD EDITION</td>
<td>Mike McQuaide</td>
<td>Countryman</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3777960</td>
<td>AMERICA'S BEST DAY HIKES: Spectacular Single-Day Hikes</td>
<td>David O. McLain</td>
<td>Countryman</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2808277</td>
<td>MOON USA NATIONAL PARKS</td>
<td>Becky Lomax</td>
<td>Moon Books</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3743222</td>
<td>WILD RUINS: The Explorer's Guide to Britain's Lost Castles, Follies, Relics and Remains</td>
<td>Jonathan Blumberg</td>
<td>Countryman</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3743681</td>
<td>2019 APPALACHIAN TRAIL THRU-HIKERS' COMPANION</td>
<td>Stephen Stuebner</td>
<td>Stackpole</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3739600</td>
<td>THE GUIDE TO WALDEN POND</td>
<td>Robert M. Thorson</td>
<td>Countryman</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2891204</td>
<td>DAY HIKE! CENTRAL CASCADAS, 3RD EDITION</td>
<td>Mike McQuaide</td>
<td>Countryman</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller**
Puzzles & Games

3781054 THE ULTIMATE BOOK OF SUDOKU. The ultimate collection of 500 puzzles—the perfect companion to challenge and entertain sudoku fans of all levels of ability. Solutions included. 352 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

3760243 CHESS: Openings, Strategies & Endgames. By Hugh Patterson. Whether you are new to chess or want to improve your technique, this illustrated guide is packed with top tips and successful strategic options to help you get to grips with this most absorbing of games. 176 pages. Fopple. Spiralbound. Pub. at $16.95

375641X READER'S DIGEST ULTIMATE CHRISTMAS PUZZLES. Ed. by Pamela Johnson. This ultimate collection of entertaining puzzles is guaranteed to tickle your glee and replace holiday stress with good cheer. Dive into 115 fun and fascinating games, including intricate mazes, ingenious number challenges, unique word searches and classic sudokus. Solutions provided. Fully illus., many in color. 208 pages. Reader's Digest. Spiralbound. Pub. at $16.95

3781094 MENSIA MIND PUZZLES. By David Millar. One hundred brand new brain games and puzzles to get your blood pumping and you brain racing! These games are designed to challenge your mind and provide a fun but useful tool for comparisons between family and friends. Includes tetra droop, story logic, mazes, riddles and more. Solutions included. 115 pages. Skyhorse. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99

5914221 SUDOKU: With over 500 Puzzles. Sudoku fans of all levels of ability will love losing themselves in this fabulous collection of over 500 puzzles. Solutions provided. 352 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

2791090 BRAIN POWER: 50 Challenges. Packed with brain-boosting ideas and challenges, as well as fun and testing exercises, puzzles, and quizzes. Designed to sharpen your memory, focus your mental skills, and transform your concentration. Keep your mind young and active! Illus. in color. 288 pages. Parragon. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

3934565 PICTO MazEAS: Find 72 Hidden Animals! By the eds. at Nikoli Publishing. $ 9.99. Ordered by level of difficulty, easy to hard, these mazes combine brain-stretching concentration with almost a meditative workout of your short term memory. Start to the theme map, assure of who made their pencil twirls and turns, a hidden image of an animal comes into focus. Solutions included. 118 pages. Workman. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95


3781032 DOT-TO-DOT: DO ALLAN TOWERS. Watch the pictures form as you connect the dots to uncover iconic characters from the fantastical world of J.R.R. Tolkien. Perfect for relaxation, you'll be amazed at what you can create with your pen. Thunder Bay. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

3707468 SHUFFLE AND DEAL: 50 Classic Card Games. By Tara Gallagher. Offers complete rules and variations for 50 classic card games—all designed to help you prepare for today's threats. These puzzles and activities are designed to improve your brain's cognitive functions and transform you into a thinking game master! Solutions included. 350 pages. Harper. Pub. at $19.99

3791122 MONTA GE ISLAND MYSTERIES AND OTHER LOGIC PUZZLES. By R. Wayne Schmittberger. This thoroughly unique collection offers an escape from the everyday world and it follows a group of friends who meet regularly to play murder-mystery games at the island home of a wealthy couple. As you go exploring the logic puzzles, you'll learn more about the guests, the house, and the island and uncover a secret murder-mystery games at the island home of a wealthy couple. As you go exploring the logic puzzles, you'll learn more about the guests, the house, and the island and uncover a secret

3722163 WHERE'S ELVIS? Find Him in 20 Pieces of Elvis Art. By Andrew Grant Jackson. The King of Rock 'N Roll has gotten lost! You must find him and other Elvis-related things hidden in 20 coloring pieces of original full-color artwork, each inspired by the many phases of his career and his most beloved hits. Solutions provided. 96 pages. Thunder Bay. 10x10/16. Pub. at $17.95

3702931 PLAY BETTER CHESS TODAY! A Quick Guide to Improving Your Chess! By Roz & David Katz. If you have learned the basics, this guide is perfect for you if you're ready to take your game to the next level and start winning tournaments. This book includes 30 diagrams that show how to exploit the strengths of each piece and defend against their weaknesses. 112 pages. Cardoza. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95
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### Puzzles & Games

**3787044 THE EVERYTHING TABLETOP GAMES BOOK.** By Bebo. You'll find more than 600 games of today's most popular tabletop games, including Azul, Codenames, Dominion, Dungeons & Dragons, and more; photographs showing how to set up games; along with information about hundreds of new expansion options to add a spark to some of your old favorites. 320 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $6.95

**3786692 CELTIC DESIGNS: Connect & Color.** By Maddy Brook. Illustrations of snowmen, angels, elves, Christmas themed dot to dot images! Each completed your pattern, bring the image to life. 128 pages. Reader's Digest. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**8953948 DOT-TO-DOT NATURE SCENES.** Would you like to keep your brain challenged while you chill out? Then choose this compelling new genre of connect the dots, you get puzzles of nature scenes that combine brain training with puzzle solving and coloring-in fun. Parragon. 9½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**2793277 FAMILY FUN NIGHT! TRIVIA NIGHT!** These lively placemats are designed with your family meal in mind, with more than 375 family friendly trivia questions to get you and your family talking, thinking, and laughing! Some questions are easy, some are hard, and some are just plain fun. With 24 different placemats, you can have a family trivia night! Illus. in color. Cider Mill. 17¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

**3780759 DAY OF THE DEAD DOT-TO-DOT.** By Maddy Brook. Each of the sumptuous images in this volume is guaranteed to be a haunting journey of discovery. And though you can use paints or pencils to bring these incredible illustrations to life, 128 pages. Arcturus. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**3787014 TERRIFIC DOT-TO-DOT PUZZLES.** By Conceptis Puzzles. This is a value package, three books for the price of two, with elaborate and engaging puzzles. Subjects include cars being rescued from a tree, a surfer riding a wave, or a double decker bus with parrots on a perch; and much more. Solutions provided. 96 pages. Puzzlewright. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95

**3785179 MAGIC: Clear & Concise Explanations of Classic Illusions.** By Ed Pien. A republication of the work originally published in 1903 from little table tricks to grand illusions, this how-to guide by a famed performer and author offers every aspiring magician with more than 200 popular illusions accompanied by explanations. Illus. 130 pages. Dover. Paperback. $7.95

**3789713 SINISTER SUDOKU.** By Frank Longo. Provides a sly, alluring host for even the best, most proficient experts, starting with advanced puzzles, then moving on to Sudoku that could crush even the most stalwart of solvers. Solutions included. 378 pages. Puzzlewright. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

**3759296 WAY BEYOND BLACK BELT SUDOKU.** By Frank Longo. Go way beyond black belt with super sudoku puzzles that require upper level strategies. The sudoku gradually become increasingly difficult as you go along from “pretty dam hard” to “excruciating.” Are you ready for the challenge? Solutions included. 192 pages. Puzzlewright. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**3780383 THE GREAT BOOK OF SUDOKU.** A bumper crop of more than 250 sudoku! A real treat for fans of all levels of ability, from beginner to expert. Solutions included. 304 pages. Sirius. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**3791082 MIND STRETCHERS, VOLUME 2.** Ed. by Allen D. Bragdon. Test your general knowledge and learn new facts with this fun and informative brain teasers that progress in skill level from easy to difficult. Includes: number puzzles; sudoku; word searches; crossword puzzles; and much more. Solutions provided. 192 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8x10¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $5.95 $4.95

**3791106 MIND STRETCHERS, VOLUME 3.** Ed. by Allen D. Bragdon. Test your general knowledge and learn new facts with these fun and informative brain teasers that progress in skill level from easy to difficult. Includes: number puzzles; sudoku; word searches; crossword puzzles; and much more. Solutions provided. 192 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8x10¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**3754041 MIND STRETCHERS, VOLUME 4.** Ed. by Allen D. Bragdon. Stimulate those brain cells with these fun visual, numerical, and logic puzzles. Tickle your neurons into action with a number puzzle. Fire up those synapses as you immerse yourself in word sudoku. Delight your dendrites with a word search workout! Solutions included. 200 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8x10¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**2871262 LOST ICONS OF ROCK: Dot-to-Dot Portraits.** Thirty of rock’s greatest legends who were lost to us before their time, are presented here in unique dot to dot portraits. Try just one and you’ll be hooked on following the numbers to uncover every likeness. Includes solutions. Get ready to color scenes 11x13. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**3180840 THE LITTLE BOOK OF BIG MIND BENDERS.** By Scott Kim. Smart, addictive, challenging, and fun; this mind-expanding collection of over 450 dot-to-dot puzzles, revealing exotic landscapes, activities and more. Solutions provided. 160 pages. Puzzlewright. Spiralbound. Pub. at $7.95 $3.95

**697242X ABSOLUTELY NASTY DOT-TO-DOT, LEVEL 1.** By Conceptis Puzzles. Take a break from the nasty world with these meditative and accessible dot-to-dot puzzles, reversing the order you form the outline of Grumpy Cat’s face, to form the outline of Grumpy Cat’s face, to dot to dot portraits. Try just one and you’ll be hooked on following the numbers to uncover every likeness. Includes solutions. Get ready to color scenes 11x13. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**697242X THE LITTLE BOOK OF BIG MIND BENDERS.** By Scott Kim. Smart, addictive, challenging, and fun; this mind-expanding collection of over 450 dot-to-dot puzzles, revealing exotic landscapes, activities and more. Solutions provided. 160 pages. Puzzlewright. Spiralbound. Pub. at $7.95 $3.95

**6097563 THE VERY BEST DETECTIVE MYSTERIES & BRAIN TEASERS.** By S. Silverthorne & J. Warner. Sharpen your sleuthing skills with these super brain strainers! Put on your detective hat and prepare to solve the best mind-bending puzzles of all time! This collection of crazy conundrums will keep you guessing until the final page and provide hours of entertainment for detectives of all ages. Solutions provided. Well Illus. 169 pages. Harvard House. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**3787575 THE LITERARY BOOK OF ANSWERS.** By Carol Bolt. This updated edition of the bestselling divination tool and party favorite–ask a yes or no question, open the volume, and discover your answer in the form of quotations from the world’s most compelling literature. Hachette. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

**3791130 THE MOVIE BOOK OF ANSWERS.** By Carol Bolt. An updated edition of the bestselling divination tool and party favorite. Ask a yes or no question, open the volume, and discover your answer in the form of quotations from well-known movies. Hachette. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

**3771043 PUZZLELOOPEDIA.** By Robert Lighton et al. This is the A-Z collection of more than 200 quirk brain bending, endlessly fun, and unusually unusual puzzles. All you need is a sharp pencil and your wits. Solve word searches with zany themes, croswords, spot the mistake, code breaking, oxymorons, palindrome, and other bamboozling conundrums. 278 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**2930285 FAMILY FUN NIGHT CONVERSATION STARTERS.** These lively questions are sure to get you and your family talking, thinking, and laughing! With 24 different placemats, and 375 thought provoking questions, they will brighten up any table and keep the family conversation flowing like never before. Illus. in color. Cider Mill. 17x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

**3780315 LIFE OF THE PARTY PLACEMATS.** These placemats are designed with your dinner party in mind, with questions and activities that invite you to spot their likenesses; they will provide entertainment for detectives of all ages. Solutions provided. Well Illustrated. 450 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**3160173 399 GAMES, PUZZLES & TRIVIA CHALLENGES SPECIALLY DESIGNED TO KEEP YOUR BRAIN YOUNG.** By Nancy Linde. Organized on an increasing scale of difficulty from “wanna do” here are 399 puzzles, trivia quizzes, brain teasers, and word games that are both fun and engaging to play, and are expertly designed to stimulate the growth of new brain cells. Solutions included. 402 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**6789013 THE SATURDAY EVENING POST THE DIFFERENCES PICTURE PUZZLES.** By Sara Jackson. Features twenty-five pairs of color reproductions of iconic covers from The Saturday Evening Post, that invite you to find the eleven to fifteen differences between them. 64 pages. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**2965577 1001 DOT-TO-DOT DAY OF THE DEAD: Incredible Puzzles to Liven Up Your Day.** Features 42 dot-to-dot puzzles of people, petals, colors, patterns, symbols, and more that people hours of enjoyment and relaxing contemplation for those seeking to explore the heritage of the Mexican Day of the Dead. Each puzzle includes informative text about the history, traditions, and celebrations associated with the day that honors those who came before, and whose memories we cherish. Thunder Bay. 9¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95
**Chess ASP!** By Avery Cardoza. This easy to read prime mover shows step by step all the information you need to sit down and play chess. After just one reading you'll be ready to play chess! Plenty of examples and 135 chess diagrams help you understand how the game is played and how you can immediately start playing. 168 pages. Cardoza. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**#3706311 MAGIC, THE GATHERING: Rise of the Gatewatch.** The Gatewatch’s character histories, from their origins through their first battle in Magic: The Gathering with deck Bolas are presented via the very best card, packaging, and convention-exclusive artwork, all of it reproduced together here for the first time, some never before seen outside of the card frame. 242 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $19.99

**#3681616 WINNING LOTTO/LOTTERY FOR EVERYDAY PLAYERS.** By Brian Jones. Learn how to beat any Lottery anywhere; win with wheeling systems; how to create winning tickets; strategies to beat Keno, and more in this expanded edition of the Lottery classic. 144 pages. Cardoza. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**#3729567 WHO SAID THAT? Take the Quiz Challenge.** By Owen Frank. Test your quote IQ! With hundreds of witicisms, musings, words of inspiration, and canny observations, all wrapped up in one addictive game with different ways to play, this is the most fun you can have while actually getting smarter. Illus. 340 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**#6718235 CHESS MASTER LESSONS: Take One a Day to Be a Better Chess Player.** By Andrew Soltis. Analyzes 365 key chess games, each game features test-yourself quizzes to help cement understanding, as well as chess diagrams. Challenging tactics are revisited in later games to help you recognize when they occur. Illus. 364 pages. Batsford. Pub. at $13.95

**#3769577 THE ULTIMATE RPG GAMEPLAY GUIDE.** By James D’Amato. Whether you’re new to the role-playing game world, getting back into RPGs, or want to get more out of your current campaign, this ultimate guide is the most fun and creative way to make your story one worth telling. Includes exercises and advice to help you get the most from your gaming experience. 254 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**#6927807 THE SENIOR MOMENTS ACTIVITY BOOK.** By Geoff Tibballs. If you refer to your dearest friend as “Thiny” or call your wife “Widow” because she forgot her name, you need this edition! It’s packed with questions, tests and exercises that range from maths to history, science and nature to the arts, food and drink to geography. Embrace your senior self and have a go! 222 pages. Margo. Paperback. O’Mara. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**#694311X SPOT THE DIFFERENCE ARCHITECTURE & BEYOND: Photographic Puzzles.** Enjoy stunning photos of the world’s famous buildings in this phenomenal spot the difference collection of 40 challenging puzzles that will boost your observations skills. Includes fun fact-filled captions that will take you on your own architectural guided tour. 94 pages. Puzzlewright. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**#3764168 SOLVE THESE F’KING PUZZLES.** By Val Garry. Jam-packed with a boatload of proflane word puzzles to keep that disgustingly wonderful gutter brain of yours sharp as a knife. Maybe you’ll even learn a curse or two! Solutions included. 224 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

**#3750272 BOARD GAMES IN 100 MOVES.** By I. Livingstone & J. Walls. This intriguing collection will help you discover surprising stories behind board games you know and love to play, including: Buddha’s banned games; stolen patents; boards smuggled into prison; and a dragon’s hysiteria. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Hellen & Company. 8x11x1¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**#3441813 WARGAME: The American Revolutionary War.** By Peter Dennis. The American Revolution is brought to life in this collection of artwork that includes the armies, buildings, trees, and artillery given to create battle scenes where Washington’s army, battle plans and instructions and Simple directions are given for constructing the scenes as well as the rules for playing war games. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Hellen & Company. 8x11x1¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**#3744991 MASTERWORKS: Rare and Beautiful Chess Sets of the World.** By Kevin Dutton. Brings together some of the most beautiful and unusual chess sets ever made, over hundreds of years, from semiprimitive to modern, and curated from private collections and museums. Fully illus. in color. 229 pages. Fuel. 8x10¼. Pub. at $19.95

**#3661805 THE SATIN VEIL WARGAMES 11.** By Keith Flint. These wargame rules allow for a wide range of tactics, and rewards historical play—but the fog of war sometimes produces undue uncertainty until you always obey their orders. This game moves quickly and players must be prepared to regroup and counterattack or to press home an advantage. Workout. in color. 64 pages. Osprey Media. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

**#3766578 ODDITIES: A Spot the Odd One Out Puzzle Book.** By John Bigwood. From strikingly similar stags to look alike llamas, find the minute differences lurking on every page. The keenest puzzlers will love spotting the odd ones out and solutions are included. 224 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

**#3750310 LEARN TO PLAY CHESS LIKE A BOSS.** By Patrick Wolff. For those who play chess, it provides a lifelong learning experience. Learn how to make the first move to learn the rules or improve beyond feeling like a pawn! In this updated guide you’ll get an introduction to chess, how to use Basic Chess开出 king, helpful hints to protect your pieces from capture and guidance on understanding when it’s time to attack and when it’s crucial to defend. Well illus. 390 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

**#3759087 TAKE £100,000 FOR EVERYDAY PLAYERS.** By Professor Jones. Join the many players who’ve won million and multimillion dollar jackpots at lotto and lottery using these winning strategies. Learn how to create winning combinations for keno! Features winning strategies for lotto and lottery games in every state with easy step by step explanations of all strategies. 144 pages. Cardoza. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

**#6818099 THE ALAN TURING CODEBREAKER’S PUZZLE BOOK.** Compiled by Gareth Moore. This collection of challenging and innovative codebreaking puzzles has been specially created to test your codebreaking skills. You will find the puzzles becoming progressively harder if you need help, there’s a special hints section, and the solutions lead you step-by-step through the logic of every puzzle. 304 pages. Radius. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

**#3744151 WHAT’S YOUR IQ? Challenges With Over 400 Formidable Puzzles.** By T. Dedopulos & R. Cater. Pattern recognition, numerical challenges, lexical problems, logic puzzles, and more have included to test and improve your brainpower. Includes explanations of each puzzle type, details for how to analyze your results, and tips on how to achieve the best score you can. Solutions provided. 288 pages. Thunder Bay. Paperback. 8x11¼ x 1/8. Pub. at $19.95

**#2956128 THE SECRETS OF STREET MAGIC: A Step-by-Step Guide to Becoming a Master Magician.** By Paul Zenon. The definitive guide to performing amazing magic anytime, anywhere. Starting with simple but impressive tricks, this no-nonsense collection of illustrations you will progress to more sophisticated routines using all of the tricks you pick up along the way. 192 pages. Carlton. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**#6928617 THE LITTLE BOOK OF MAGICK: How to Do Magic, Speak, and Win.** By Seth Brown. Whether you’re new to the game or looking to sharpen your skills, this detailed, easy to follow guide is essential for learning the classic pastime. Includes full-color illustrations and tips for strategies and winning. 176 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

**#3768425 PAC-MAN PUZZLES.** By James A. Galland. Put your skill and ingenuity to the test in these puzzles based on the classic arcade game. Challenges you as quickly as possible—but avoid the Ghosts, or else it’s game over! Solutions included. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Portable Press. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**#3718818 THE SHERLOCK HOLMES COMPLETE PUZZLE COLLECTION.** By Tim Dedopulos. Your powers of deduction are needed to solve the cases within this volume. Can you live up to Sherlock’s exciting challenge? Solve these mind-bending riddles and puzzles over 200 puzzles to suit all tastes and levels of logical skill, from elementary riddles to fiendish brainbusters. Solutions included. Illus. in color. 400 pages. Green tree. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95


**#3761770 FANTASY AGE BASIC RULEBOOK.** By Chris Pramas. Your entry point into the exciting world of paying for you! Solutions provided. 328 pages. Thunder Bay. Paperback. 8x11¼ x 1/8. Pub. at $19.95

**#3760185 STAY SHARP! Advice, Puzzles and Activities to Keep Your Brain Active in Later Life.** By Gary Moore. If you’re unsure about how to look after your aging brain, look no further. This no-nonsense collection of puzzles and exercises to improve mental sharpness and brain fitness, this is the perfect collection for you! Solutions provided. 313 pages. Green Tree. Pub. at $16.00

**#3798097 STAY SHARP! Advice, Puzzles and Activities to Keep Your Brain Active in Later Life.** By Gary Moore. If you’re unsure about how to look after your aging brain, look no further. This no-nonsense collection of puzzles and exercises to improve mental sharpness and brain fitness, this is the perfect collection for you! Solutions provided. 313 pages. Green Tree. Pub. at $16.00

See more titles at erhbc.com/815
Crosswords & Word Games

★ 3745333  100 GARDEN PATH CROSSWORDS. By Thomas Joseph. Whether you're finishing up a stroll down a garden path or taking indirect, tour de force, or homegrown crosswords that are light, breezy and easy. Solutions included. 128 pages. Puzzliewright. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95  $6.95

★ 3754494  DEVILISHLY HARD FIREBALL CROSSWORDS. Ed. by Peter Gordon. Beware! These crosswords are so hard, they may scar your brain. Of course, some people like to get burned once in a while, especially by brilliantly executed crosswords with fiendishly difficult clues. Solutions provided. 64 pages. Puzzliewright. 8¼x11. Spiralbound. $6.95

★ 3750111  DIABOLICALLY HARD FIREBALL CROSSWORDS. Ed. by Peter Gordon. Beware! These crosswords are so hard, they may scar your brain! Of course, some people like to get burned once in a while, especially by brilliantly executed crosswords with fiendishly difficult clues. The crosswords are made tough by tricky cluing but obscure answers. Solutions are included. 64 pages. Puzzliewright. 8¼x11. Spiralbound. $6.95

★ 3789181  GREATEST CROSSWORDS EVER. By Richard Manchester. With over 500 crosswords, this incredible collection has something for everyone. Puzzles range in difficulty from easy to medium and hard. Want more? How about over 60 Diagramless puzzles that will test the sanity of any true puzzle aficionado. Solutions included. 409 pages. Bristlewick. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $12.95

★ 3956071  FAST & EASY MINI CROSSWORDS: Tiny Crosswords for Quick Solving. By Matt Gaffney. This collection of puzzles is perfect for a little mental diversion, nothing that will take hours like a challenging or Sunday-size puzzle. Each crossword features a mini-theme, and getting one answer will often help with the other. Solutions provided. 160 pages. Puzzliewright. 8¼x11. Spiralbound. $7.95

★ 3704858  THE BEST F*CKING ACTIVITY BOOK EVER. Illus. by Nicole Narváez. This irreverent and slightly vulgar collection of activities offers all your favorite puzzles and games, with an adult spin. It’s packed full of over 100 impolite exercises guaranteed to make you laugh, including dirty coloring pages, impolite doodles, naughty word scrambles, and more! Solutions included. 128 pages. Ulysses. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $9.95

★ 2814111  FRESH FREESTYLE CROSSWORDS. By Todd McClary. McClary has created 72 challenging theme-less puzzles filled with fresh, modern clues and answers like “Weeble-Wobble” and “Sleeping Beauty,” making this a collection of puzzles you won’t find in other crossword books. Solutions included. 96 pages. McClary. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95  $6.95


★ 2910233  THE NEW YORK TIMES MONDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES OMNIBUS. Ed. by Will Shortz. Enjoy the thrill of blazing through The Times’ easiest crosswords! Here are 200 of the best, with solutions provided. 200 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95

★ 2955563  THE NEW YORK TIMES MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY EASY TO MEDIUM CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 4. Ed. by Will Shortz. Serious solvers know that the puzzles in The New York Times get harder as the week goes on. For Friday to a dauntingly difficult Friday puzzle, this collection is sure to challenge you with each passing day. Can you make it all the way to the end of the week? Solutions provided. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99  $8.95

★ 3340201  THE NEW YORK TIMES GREATEST HITS OF WEDNESDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. On the fence? You must be a Wednesday crossword puzzle solver! This collection of not too easy and not too hard puzzles from The New York Times will get you through the midweek slump in no time. Includes solutions. 100 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95


★ 3708290  THE NEW YORK TIMES GREATEST HITS OF SATURDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. Why are Saturdays the best? If you’re a New York Times crossword puzzle solver, it’s because you have at least one of the toughest puzzles in the puzzle! But you don’t have to wait till the weekend with this collection. Includes solutions. 100 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99  $8.95

★ 3708301  THE NEW YORK TIMES GREATEST HITS OF FRIDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. You know you’re a seasoned puzzle solver when you can crack the not so easy New York Times Friday crossword. Give it your best shot with this collection of 100 tough puzzles. Solutions provided. 100 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $14.95

★ 3746453  THE NEW YORK TIMES SUPER SUNDAY CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 3. Ed. by Will Shortz. Relax and unwind or get totally energized, with 50 of America’s favorite puzzles, with bigger, easier to read clues. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8¼x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99  $8.95

★ 3746451  THE NEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORD PUZZLES EASY AS ABC. 75 Fun and Easy Puzzles. Ed. by Will Shortz. You’re sure to excel with these no-pressure crossword puzzles in this convenient, travel-size volume. Solutions included. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95


★ 3810913  THE NEW YORK TIMES GREAT TUESDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. Crossword solvers know the Tuesday New York Times puzzles are tougher than the Monday puzzles, but still easier than the Friday puzzles. Most of the Tuesday puzzles were created to reach for the migraine medication. This collection is just what the doctor ordered. Solutions provided. 100 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

★ 3707369  THE NEW YORK TIMES RED HOT CROSSWORDS. Ed. by Will Shortz. Get ready for some spicy solving with these 75 easy to challenging Monday's Paperback. Pub. at $7.95  $5.95


★ 3700362  SCARABLELLIBLE WORD SEARCH CHALLENGE. Ed. by Jeff Ashworth. Boost your brain with this collection of more than 140 word search puzzles–all the fun of classic SCRABBLE words, so you’re improving your game knowledge too. Solutions provided. 320 pages. Media Lab Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99  $11.95
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**376966** TRIVIA ON THE INTERNET. By Allan Golbin. 320 pages. Black Dog & Penguin. Pub. at $22.95

**378260** LARGE PRINT WORD SEARCH PUZZLE #55. 236 pages. Michael M. Danna. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Challenging, baffling, and absorbing; these word search puzzles are easy to read and fun to do. There's a little bit of pop culture, sports, and entertainment, but the emphasis is on keeping things interesting. Solutions included. 288 pages. Puzzlewright. $12.95

**378784** THE HISTORY OF THE CROSSWORD. By John Halpern. Tells the fascinating story of how a seemingly simple black and white grid became the puzzle that has confounded, frustrated, and ultimately satisfied solvers for generations. Includes tips for solving different types of crosswords and a personal insight into the unique mind of the crossword-setter. 221 pages. Andre Deutsch. PRICE CUT to $2.95

**379202** UNCLE JOHN’S BATHROOM READER NATURE CALLS. By The Bathroom Readers’ Institute. Earth’s teeming biosphere comes to life with this wild book about all creatures great and small, bizarre behaviors and natural wonders, plus an alphabet boggle board that plays video games; the explosive history of America’s deepest lake; two real continents that sank (like Atlantis); and the history of dirt. 436 pages. Portable Press. Paperbound. $18.95

**288803** BIZARRE CROSSWORD VARIANTS. By Henry Hook et al. 224 pages. Puzzlewright. Spiralbound. PRICE CUT to $2.95

**287169** WIDE-OPEN EASY THEMED CROSSES. By Martin Ashwood-Smith. 96 pages. Puzzlewright. $8.95

**692160** THE NEW YORK TIMES HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS CROSSES. Ed. by Will Shortz. 200 pages. St. Martin’s. $18.95

**286752** MENTAL FLOSS CRUNCHY CROSSES. By Matt Gaffney. 96 pages. Puzzlewright. $8.95


**495355** THE UTTERLY COMPLETE AND TOTALLY ACCESSIBLE SCIENCE-FACT O-PEDIA. By Wendy Leonard. Loaded with nearly 2,000 fun facts, this book will arm you with hundreds of useless (and not so useless) science facts. If you have any reference books, did you know that you should have a ton of salt one could be stretched into a wire more than five miles long, or that dolphins sleep with only half their brain at a time? Illus. 310 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. $12.95


**628220** HOW FAT WAS HENRY VIII? And Other Questions on Royal History. By Raymond Lamont-Brown. Everyone wondered how fat Henry VIII really was? Or what made Mary “Bloody”? This is filled with amazing statistics and little-known facts, and the inquisitive reader an in-depth look at the secrets of our past royals. 190 pages. History Press. PRICE CUT to $3.95


**800375** THE BUMPER BOOK OF THINGS THAT NOBODY KNOWS. By William Hartston. Bringing together THE Things That Nobody Knows and Even More Things That Nobody Knows, this bumper collection adds another layer of gaps in our knowledge of cosmology, mathematics, animal behavior, medical science, music, art, and literature—never has ignorance been so entertaining. 624 pages. Atlantic. Pub. at $19.95

**800375** THE BUMPER BOOK OF THINGS THAT NOBODY KNOWS. By William Hartston. Bringing together THE Things That Nobody Knows and Even More Things That Nobody Knows, this bumper collection adds another layer of gaps in our knowledge of cosmology, mathematics, animal behavior, medical science, music, art, and literature—never has ignorance been so entertaining. 624 pages. Atlantic. Pub. at $19.95

**280811** CAN YOU BELIEVE IT? By C. West & M. Latter. Did you know that you’re more likely to die in an accident while building a sandcastle than you are in a car crash? This book is packed with loads of answers as you go, or challenge friends and family to see how smart they really are. Fully illus. in color. 304 pages. Portable Press. Paperbound. $22.95

**280423** RIPLEY’S BELIEVE IT OR NOT! BETER THE BIZARRE! Text by Jeff Tribble. Filled with thousands of strange stories from the past and far-out fancies from around the world. Discover how one man lived in a sand castle for 20 years, and read about the cat with 28 legs, the man who swam 100 miles fully illus. in color, 306 pages. 9x12x1. Paperbound. $21.95
Humor

3149005 S’MOTHER: The Story of a Man, His Mom, and the Thousands of Allogether Insane Letters She’s Mailed Him. By Adam Chester. The author is the son of a very loving mom who, after thirty years, has passed his life with uncollected advice, news updates, and很长的句子...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2979063 SOMETHING DIFFERENT TO EAT</td>
<td>Matthew Biggs</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>Chicago Review</td>
<td>$26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3785068 WHOLE FARM MANAGEMENT: From Start-Up to Sustainability</td>
<td>By Nick Andrews et al.</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>Ten Speed</td>
<td>$26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2979845 EDIBLE PARADISE: How to Grow Herbs, Flowers and Vegetables in Any Space</td>
<td>By Vera Green</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>Permanent</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2979055 GARDENING WITH JUNK: Simple and Innovative Planting Ideas</td>
<td>By Adam Caplin</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>OICO Books</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2851865 HOW TO WINDOW BOX: Small-Space Plants to Grow Indoors or Out</td>
<td>By C.A. Goodrich</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>Ten Speed</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3702170 GARDENING IN MINIATURE: Create Your Own Tiny Landscape World</td>
<td>By Janet Calvo</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Timber Press</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2950677 THE HERBALIST'S BIBLE: John Parkinson's Lost Classic-82 Herbs and Their Medicinal Uses</td>
<td>By J. Bruton-Seal &amp; M. Seal</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>Skyhorse Press</td>
<td>$18.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3702199 THE GREENHOUSE GARDENER'S MANUAL. By Roger Marshall</td>
<td></td>
<td>256</td>
<td>Timber Press</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3702145 THE WILDFLOWER GARDEN</td>
<td>By Wendy Potter-Spinner</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>Timber Press</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3728835 THE BONSAI WORKSHOP</td>
<td>By Herb L. Gustafson</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>Oxo House</td>
<td>$10.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3785363 STRAW BALE SOLUTIONS</td>
<td>By Joel Karsten</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>Racehorse Press</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2979066 CONTAINER GARDENS</td>
<td>Over 200 Fresh Ideas for Indoor and Outdoor Gardens</td>
<td>By Linda Gray</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>Oxo House</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Trees, Shrubs & Plants

- **2849933 INSECTIVOROUS PLANTS.** By Charles Darwin. 462 pages. Langford. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

Garden Features & Furniture

- **3710319 THE REVOLUTIONARY YARDSCAPE: Ideas for Repurposing Local Materials to Create Containers, Pathways, Lighting, and More.** By Matthew Levesque. Shows you how to find the best salvage materials, and how to transform them into unique, sustainable garden projects. From simple creations like a planter made from an old toolbox to projects such as arbors made from window shutters, the ideas in this guide represent the best in innovative re-use garden design. Illus. in color. 189 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95. **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

More Works on Gardening

- **3722503 ROSES.** By P.J. Redoute & J. Stutchbury. Outrageous keepsake showcases the skilled artistry of two men who dedicated their lives to botanical illustration: the Belgian Pierre-Joseph Redoute and his English contemporary, James Sowerby (1757-1822). Includes a DVD with images of the roses to be used by readers. 287 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $29.95. $4.95
- **3745767 JOSEPH BANKS’ FLORILEGIUM: Botanical Treasures from Cook’s First Voyage.** By Mel Gooding. Beautifully bound volume of extraordinary engravings of floras discovered on Captain Cook’s first voyage, featuring some of the most precise and exquisite examples of botanical illustration ever printed. 319 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperbound. $14.95
- **375412X EMILY DICKINSON’S GARDENING LIFE: The Plants & Places That Inspired the Iconic Poet.** By M. Nilsson & W. Grady. Showcases the skilled artwork of two men who dedicated their lives to botanical illustration: the Belgian Pierre-Joseph Redoute and his English contemporary, James Sowerby (1757-1822). Includes a DVD with images of the roses to be used by readers. 287 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $29.95. $4.95
- **3740420 THE GREEN FLORILEGIUM.** Filled with 75 well-done reproductions of a rare 17th century album of floral illustrations, reproducing the original work of 178 botanical illustrations in their entirety, and including an introductory essay and captions with basic information on each flower. 247 pages. Prestel. 9x13 inches. $32.95
- **6755866 INSTANT WALL ART: Butterfly Botanical Prints.** Presents 45 well-done reproductions of vintage illustrations even large enough for your home decor. Prints depict the world’s most breathtaking plants, combined with the vibrancy of nature’s stick figure style, also presented on perforated, single sided pages. Adams Media. 8½x11. $44.95
- **6897398 ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT AND THE BOTANICAL EXPLORATION OF THE AMERICAS.** By R. Walter Lack. 280 pages. Prestel. 9x13 inches. $39.95
- **374518X THE ORCHESTRA: Celebrating 40 of the World’s Most Spectacular Orchestras Through Rare Prints and Classic Texts.** By L. Gardner & R. Chinn. 224 pages. Andre Deutsch. 9x12. $37.95
- **2961148 ESSAY ON GARDENS: A Chapter in the French Picturesque.** By Claude-Henri Wattelet. Illus. 90 pages. UPAP. Pub. at $45.00. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**


See more titles at erhbc.com/815
Garden Tours & Notable Gardens

3783529 THE SECRET GARDENS OF CHARLESTON. By Louisa Pringle Cameron. Charleston is famous for its beautiful private gardens that are open to the public. This book offers a unique glimpse into the world of Charleston's gardeners and their creations. Full size, in color. 96 pages. USC Press. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95. $9.95


3705749 ROYAL GARDENS: Extraordinary Edens from Around the World. By John Montanye. This lavishly illustrated book offers a tour of the world's most remarkable royal gardens, from the private gardens of royal families to the public gardens that welcome visitors from all over the world. Full size, in color. 96 pages. Kansas City Star. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95. $9.95

2810123 THE GARDENS OF BUNNY MEMLYN. By Linda Jane Holden, photos by R. Foley. This lavishly illustrated volume is the first to focus on all of the public and private gardens that Memlin designed, and filled with her own garden plans, sketches, and watercolors, as well as with photos of the gardens on the grounds of their royal palaces. Here an acclaimed landscape photographer offers an exclusive tour of extraordinary gardens in Europe, the Middle East, and Asia, with access to gardens that still belong, to royal families. Full size, in color. 280 pages. Abrams. 10x11½. Pub. at $60.00.


3745051 PRIVATE GARDENS OF THE MEDITERRANEAN. By Jean Mus. Fully illus., in color. 191 pages. Flammarion. PRICE CUT TO $7.95.

Quilting


3710009 CANDY STORE AND MORE: 1930s Quilts Made New. By K. Connors & K. Earline. Ten fresh quilts that take their cues from 1930s classics. Inspired by antique quilts and patterns discovered in old newspapers, these quilts blend with old fashioned charm. Projects for all skill levels. Fully illus., many in color. 96 pages. Martingale. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95. $9.95


370343 STITCHES FROM THE SCHOOLHOUSE. By Renee Plans. Inspired by the enduring charm of one-room schoolhouses, this guide presents a diverse collection of 19 quilting projects. Five classic patterns will please patchwork and applique lovers alike, plus you’ll love the trio of samples that echo a simpler time. Fully illus., in color. 112 pages. Kansas City Star. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95. $9.95

2991827 FINDERS KEEPERS QUILTS. By Beth McCullough. 9 projects. These projects are based on a collection of 1900s quilts found in an old farmhouse in Davis County, Iowa, in pristine condition, provided by the insurance for these eight updated versions included here. Includes clear, concise instructions that will appeal to today’s modern quilters. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Kansas City Star. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95.

299495X THE QUILTMAKER’S BUTTERFLY FOREST. By Felicia T. Bencoe. Features twelve full-size butterfly patterns that stitch up fast using raw-edge applique. There are eight projects, from large quilts to pillows and place mats, for you to try your hand at. Includes pull-out templates and step by step instructions. Fully illus., in color. 48 pages. C&T. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95.

6597762 SLASH YOUR STASH: Scrap Quilts from McCaul’s Quilting. Ed. by Mary V. Green. Enjoy an array of scrap quilts specially selected for their variety of styles, skill levels, techniques, and sizes. Choose from 16 attractive pieced and appliqued designs from the pages of McCaul’s Quilting; gather inspiration from expert designers and play with a variety of scraps to give your projects depth and individuality. Fully illus., in color. 96 pages. Martingale. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $9.95

3710211 THE LITTLE THINGS IN LIFE: Quilted Projects to Brighten Your Day. By Darlene Zimmerman. Featuring 16 unique quilted projects for both new and experienced quilters. Add interest and whimsy with buttons, embroidery, and applique, taking everyday objects to a stylish new level. Most projects offered in alternate designs that tell the story of a family through six marvelous colors. Each design includes step by step instructions and illustrations, plus every project includes her own background and blending, think again. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Kansas City Star. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95.


2996863 QUILT WITH TULA & ANGELA. By L. Pink & A. Walters. Known for her cool, innovative style, Tula will inspire you to toss your color wheel and commit to her signature approach to combining colors. Angela creates the complementary finished and surface texture for each design, resulting in the perfect marriage of design and color. Each featured 17 quilts. Includes step by step instructions. Illus., in color. 192 pages. Fons & Porter. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99.


2992112 SPOTLIGHT ON NEUTRALS: Quilts and More for Any Decor. By Pat Wys. If you think neutral fabrics are only for backgrounds and borders, think again. See what can happen when sophisticated taupes, warm browns, rich creams, and contemporary grays take center stage. Includes 12 projects with tips and visual appeal including quilts, pillows, a square table topper and a mantel scarf. Includes templates and instructions. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Martingale. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99.

2991302 TRIBUTES AND TREASURES: 12 Vintage-Inspired Quilts. By Yoko Saito. Includes 14 projects that feature traditional patchwork combined with charming applique. Evoking warmth and comfort each quilt is perfect for tossing over the arm of a chair to be used at a moment’s notice. Includes templates and complete instructions for each project. 112 pages. Martingale. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.99.

299941 QUILT TRADITIONS, By Kim Diehl. A fresh new look at quilt design, with designs that are perfect for beginning quilters. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Kansas City Star. 8x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.55.

2974967 NEW CLASSIC PATCHWORK: 78 Original Motifs and 10 Projects. By Yoko Saito. Yoko Saito offers a cornucopia of original designs in her signature quilting style. She brings her own fresh interpretation of folk-inspired blocks—stars, crosses, pinwheels, circles, and other shapes—to ten beautiful projects, including her signature bags, baskets, and pouches. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Interweave. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99.

6942725 LITTLE RIBBON PATCHWORK AND APPLIQUE. By Heart Space Studios. Presents 20 designs, each with a problem solving quilt technique based on the use of ribbons and fabric, with projects for the home, for yourself, or to give as gifts. Each design includes step by step instructions, illustrations, and helpful techniques for stitching ribbons pieces. 128 pages. Taunton. 8x10. $9.95

2991799 LIGHTHOUSE DESIGNS FOR QUILTERS. By Patricia A. Aho. Presents a collection of 20 designs based on 12 historic Maine lighthouses. Offers charming quilting patterns in nautical themes, including ships, boats, stars, and anchors, with instructions that are as easy to follow as the directions. Fully illus., many in color. 112 pages. Down East. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95.
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Runway Crochet: Hip Gurlz, Outfit It Gurlz, Top Designers’ Hooks to Yours. By Margaret Hubert. Enamored with the trendy look and touchable textures of crochet, the world’s top fashion designers scatter crochet items throughout their collections. No one can create that chic, upscale look for yourself with 21 stitch patterns for jackets, tops, dresses, skirts, and accessories. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99.

The Granny Square Book, Second Edition. By Margaret Hubert. This edition offers 25 additional squares for a total of 100 projects! All skill levels, this volume includes crochet basics; stitch instructions and symbol diagrams; and guidance and ideas for designing your own original accessories, gifts, and more. Fully illus. in color. 156 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

Cute & Easy Crochet with Flowers. By Nicki Trench. Features 35 patterns for cute and easy crochet projects using beautiful floral motifs and decorations. For beginners through experienced crocheters, it also includes a Crochet Know-How section. Projects include a poppy purse, glovelettes, floral bag and much more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.


100 Snowflakes to Crochet. By Carilin Sainio. Bring a touch of fresh snow into your own home with this gorgeous collection of crocheted snowflakes. With clear instructions for a wide range of designs, from simple and easy to large and intricate, this book gives you all the techniques you need. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95.

100 Snowflakes to Crochet. By Carilin Sainio. Bring a touch of fresh snow into your own home with this gorgeous collection of crocheted snowflakes. With clear instructions for a wide range of designs, from simple and easy to large and intricate, this book gives you all the techniques you need. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95.

Cute & Easy Crochet with Flowers. By Nicki Trench. Features 35 patterns for cute and easy crochet projects using beautiful floral motifs and decorations. For beginners through experienced crocheters, it also includes a Crochet Know-How section. Projects include a poppy purse, glovelettes, floral bag and much more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

100 Snowflakes to Crochet. By Carilin Sainio. Bring a touch of fresh snow into your own home with this gorgeous collection of crocheted snowflakes. With clear instructions for a wide range of designs, from simple and easy to large and intricate, this book gives you all the techniques you need. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95.

Cute & Easy Crochet with Flowers. By Nicki Trench. Features 35 patterns for cute and easy crochet projects using beautiful floral motifs and decorations. For beginners through experienced crocheters, it also includes a Crochet Know-How section. Projects include a poppy purse, glovelettes, floral bag and much more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

100 Snowflakes to Crochet. By Carilin Sainio. Bring a touch of fresh snow into your own home with this gorgeous collection of crocheted snowflakes. With clear instructions for a wide range of designs, from simple and easy to large and intricate, this book gives you all the techniques you need. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95.

Cute & Easy Crochet with Flowers. By Nicki Trench. Features 35 patterns for cute and easy crochet projects using beautiful floral motifs and decorations. For beginners through experienced crocheters, it also includes a Crochet Know-How section. Projects include a poppy purse, glovelettes, floral bag and much more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

100 Snowflakes to Crochet. By Carilin Sainio. Bring a touch of fresh snow into your own home with this gorgeous collection of crocheted snowflakes. With clear instructions for a wide range of designs, from simple and easy to large and intricate, this book gives you all the techniques you need. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95.
Embroidery & Needlepoint


- **The Embroidered Art of Chloe Giordano.** Under the artist’s exquisite depiction of woodland animals, delicately embroidered with flowers and foliage. Gain insight into Giordano’s unique creative process as he shares how he uses sketching and painting to develop her designs, chooses and blends her thread colors and prepares her embroidered art. 9¾x10. Pub. at $35.00.

Cross Stitch


- **Cross Stitch Flower Models: 20 Beautiful Frames.** By Lesley Teare. Each of the 20 circular designs of flowers or floral groups in this collection is accompanied by a full-color and symbol chart for 14-count Aida or 28-count even-weave linen. Each design measures approximately eight inches and can be displayed in a simple embroidery hoop. 63 pages. Tuva. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95. 

- **Cross Stitch Cuteness: 20 New Animal Models.** By Lesley Teare. Each of the 20 circular designs of animals or floral groups in this collection is accompanied by a full-color and symbol chart for 14-count Aida or 28-count even-weave linen. Each design measures approximately eight inches and can be displayed in a simple embroidery hoop. 64 pages. Tuva. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95.

Needlework Projects & Reference

- **50 Fun Little Toys: To Crochet, Knit, Felt & Sew.** By Nguyen Le. Features comprehensive introductory sections with suggestions for materials and instructions for all the techniques you’ll need; troubleshooting help and quick tips and inspiration ideas for making groups of projects: farm animals, families, and everyday objects. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. Sellers. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

- **50 Sunflowers to Knit, Crochet & Felt.** By Kristin Nicholson. Create your very own garden with these original sunflower designs, from blooms and buds to leaves, stems, and flowers. Fill your life with sunflower loving creatures. With instructions and useful information on knitting, crochet, felting techniques, as well as inspirational advice on how to work with color. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99.

Activities for Kids

- **Better Homes and Gardens New Junior Cook Book.** Ed. by Shena Chnilak. Measuring, washing, shaping, stirring–there’s no job too small when you’re making Car Hopping Chicken Strips; Monster Cookies; M.V.P. Mac’n Cheese; Rainbow Pizza; and Big Top Brownies! Inside you’ll find 65 easy, tasty recipes that kids will love to make in the kitchen. Ages 5-12. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Harper. 8¾x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95.

- **Fingerprint & Draw on the Farm.** By Marie Bartlett. Using only paint, your fingers, and a few easy steps, learn to create more than 30 drawings, including a horse, a dog, a tractor, and more! For each drawing there are clear step-by-step instructions and a finished illustration to guide you. Includes a paper pad to practice drawing. Ages 3 to 7. Paragon. 8¾x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $3.95.

- **Ready, Set, Draw! Wild Animals.** By Juan Carle. Text by W. Potter. You’ll go wild for this amazing animal guide, that’s packed with step by step instructions to drawing creatures from around the world. Start with simple shapes, follow the clear, blue guidelines, and build up your picture until you’re adding the finishing touches that make your drawing incredible! Ages 8 and up. Pub. at $19.99.

- **Build a Butterfly.** Illus. by Kiki Ljung. Build a 3D butterfly with step by step instructions and uncover the inner workings of the world’s most beautiful insect! Learn about their life cycle, how they fly, where and when they live. Ages 5-8. Fully illus. in color. Frances Lincoln. Pub. at $12.99.

- **Make Your Own Birdhouses & Feeders.** By Robyn Haus. Kids can make their very own no-fuss birdhouses and birdhouses with this fun and informative guide. Along the way they’ll learn which birds eat which seeds, discover the difference between ground and tree feeders, uncover different nest sites and nesting habits; and more! Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. Pelican. 96 pages. Rooster. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95.
Activities for Kids

**3780711 MIND-BOGGLING ANIMAL PUZZLES: A Treasury of Fabulous Facts, Secret Games, Mazes, and More!** By Vicki Whiting, illus. by J. Schinkel. With crazy cool codes, puzzles, word searches, and so much more, these entertaining activities teach kids about animals and keep them engaged as they learn. With this expansive collection of fun exercises, children will spend hours learning loads of fun animal facts. Solutions included. Ages 5-10. Fully illus. in color. 72 pages. Workman. Pub. at $23.00

$5.95

2845431 COLOR YOUR OWN DOLL’S HOUSE. As you take a tour around the Victoria room, you’ll meet the family that lives there and you can color the different rooms, objects, and outfits using your own imagination. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. Sterling. 8¼×11. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

$3.95

3705420 COOL CITY. By Sean Kenney. From the creator of Cool Rocks and Cool Robots, comes Cool City. This volume confirms stunning scenes from a massive LEGO city, along with directions on how to build and decorate your own LEGO metropolis.

Includes stickers to decorate your city. With 6 & up. 32 pages. Holt. 10¼×8½. Pub. at $7.25

$4.95

37620X FUN JOKES FOR FUNNY KIDS, VOLUME 2. Jam packed with knock knock jokes, riddles, and perfect puns, this collection is guaranteed to keep your kids rolling in laughter. Ages 6-12. 128 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperback.

$3.95

3785636 THE ANTI-BOREDOM CHRISTMAS BOOK. By Andy Seed, illus. by S. Garrett. In addition to tons of activities, several blank pages in the back leave plenty of room to scribble. Packed full of hilarious artwork, this will provide hours of festive fun. So this Christmas season, get festive and turn up the Fun O Meter to the max! Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. Parragon. 8¼×11¾. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99

$3.95

3798620 POP-DOT & PAINT HORSE BREEDS. By Cindy L. Wilson. With templates you can create lovely paper models of ten different breeds, from the shaggy Shetland to the elegant Arabian. Step by step directions make it fun and exciting to create. Also includes directions on creating darling accessories and even your own stable. 88 pages. Storey. 8¼×10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

$4.95

2832945 2000 STICKERS SPOOKY! Enter at your peril and get busy scribbling, pursing, and matching your Spooky brain to keep up. Fully mixed up hidden pictures, and more. All the activities have clear and simple instructions and can be made with common items. Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. 90 pages. Racehorse. 8¼×11. Pub. at $12.99

$9.95

3788771 THE NERF BLASTER MODIFICATION GUIDE. By Luke Goodman. Guides the reader through the basics of Nerf mod mechanics. Showing simple mods that kids and their grownups can tackle to hotrod their foam blasters. Includes step by step studio photography and complete instructions in order to complete the go-to guide for how to modify your own Nerf blaster.


$9.95

3795008 BIGFOOT ACTIVITY BOOK. By D.L. Miller. Join the elusive Bigfoot for hours of fun with this amazing array of entertaining activities. From whimsical mazes and riddles to word search puzzles, crosswords and more. Fun facts help you and your fans learn more about the interesting world we live in. Comes with more than 100 stickers. Solutions are included. Ages 5-12. Fully illus., many in color. 128 pages.

Happy Fox. 8½×10. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

$7.95

3778002 THE BIG STICKER BOOK OF BIRDS. By Yuval Zamir. Jam-packed with more stickers than a peacock can shake its tailfeathers on! You can stick them throughout the book, design a hoopeo’s crown, stick the right egg in the nest, and play a game of Blackbird Bingo! Ages 6 & up. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3. Fully illus. in color. Thames & Hudson. 8×11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

$17.95

**3796534 PEANUTS HOLIDAY COOKBOOK.** Bring the whole family together to make irresistible goodies for the holidays with this special guide. Featuring over 50 delicious recipes like Peppermint Pattycups and Witch Hat Cookies, and tons more, you’ll be array of fun dressing-up creations including dino paws, astronaut’s helmet, knight’s tabard, superhero mask, buccaneer boots, and ice princess tutu. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼×10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**3781342 MY BIG BOOK OF SUMMER ACTIVITIES: Packed with Creative Crafts to Make and Outdoor Activities to Do.** By Clare Beaton. Color, and craft your way to a fantastic and spectacularly spooky Halloween with these wonderful projects, cards, decorations, and gift ideas. Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. 90 pages. Racehorse. 8¼×11. Pub. at $12.99

$9.95

3784959 THE BIG BOOK OF DREAM PROJECTS. By L. Minter & T. Williams. There’s nothing more fun than dressing up! Simply grab your mom or dad, craft kit, and this guide and you’ll soon be bouncing around in some incredible dressing-up creations including dinosaur paws, astronaut’s helmet, knight’s tabard, superhero mask, buccaneer boots, and ice princess tutu. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼×10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**2951169 DC WONDER WOMAN: Ultimate Sticker Collection.** By Landry Q. Walker. Discover the world of Wonder Woman, the incredible Amazon warrior with this new collection of over 1000 stickers! Meet her allies, and jump into battle with her foes, as you create your own stories. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¾×11. *PRICE CUT to $3.95*


*PRICE CUT to $3.95*

2921898 ENCYCLOPEDIA EMMET LOBO. By Cordelia Evans. Now you can visit the Emmet town on the skids from Toto! Meet them then take a tour of Textopolis and swing by Hi-Five’s games that you can play and share with your friends. Ages 10 & up. Well illus. in color. 170 pages. No Starch. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

*PRICE CUT to $9.95*
Activities for Kids


278758X MARY POPPINS IN THE KITCHEN. By P. Travers, illus. by Shepard. This beautiful knitted apron offers a glimpse at the spilt-spot English nanny as she and the Banks children take over the kitchen. With the help of friends, Mary Poppins teaches her irresistible charges the basics of the kitchen, cooking up everything from A to Z. Meringue pie was never so much fun! Ages 8 & up. Well ill. in color. Crowood. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99


Children's Titles

3791637 AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 MAPS. By Clare Hibbert. These 80 colorful historical maps chronicle journeys across the sea in a tiny sailing boat, encountering extraordinary boats from all around the world as they go. Gradeschoolers; Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $29.95


3925486 MAKE YOUR OWN SMALL LAUNCHERS: Tablotop Battles. By Rob Ives, illus. by J.P. DeQuay. Fully ill. in color. 32 pages. Hungry Tomato. 8 1/4 x 10 1/2. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95


3999126 LEGO STAR WARS ULTIMATE FACTIVITY COLLECTION. By Ellie Rose et al. Illus. in color. 64 pages. 8 1/4 x 10 1/2. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95


3719286 HELP YOUR KIDS WITH COMPUTER CODING. By Carol Vorderman et al. Kids can take their first steps toward becoming expert computer programmers with the guide to coding for beginners. They’ll master Scratch 3.0, the brand new version of the world’s most popular coding language. This book will let them discover what makes a computer work while learning how to build their own computer programs and games. Ages 10 & up. Fully ill. in color. 224 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

See more titles at erhbc.com/815
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**FASHION & COSTUMES**

- **3798454** PERFUME: A Century of Scents. By Luzie Ostorn. An alluring story that explores the products that have shaped the way we've spritied over the past century. Scent is truly a passport to memory, making this volume both a nostalgic journey and an insightful examination of the twentieth-century through the most mysterious of the five senses. Illus. 374 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $26.95

- **2962193** DOLCE VITA CONFIDENTIAL. By Catrin, Lorenz, and the Swinging High Life of 1950s Rome. By Shawn Levy. A romp through the worlds of film, fashion, and titillating journalism that made “Italian” a global synonym for taste, style, and flair. 447 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95

- **3796833** GENUINE AUTHENTIC: The Real Life of Ralph Lauren. By Michael Gross. To the public Lauren is a gentle and modest, yet secure and purposeful man. Inside the walls of Polo, however, a different story is told. The image that was long seen as the epitome of film, fashion, creative energy, tabloid media, and bold-faced libertarianism that made “Italian” a global synonym for taste, style, and flair. 396 pages. Morrow.

- **3796834** LINGERIE: Two Centuries of Luscious Design. By Nomna Shephard. From ruffles to provocatives, hundreds of fascinating garments are shown in over 500 color photographs that reflect ever changing social factors. Includes a full glossary, value guide, and index. 176 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $19.95

- **2804581** FIERCE: The History of Leopard Print. By Jo Weldon. In this lush compendium illustrating stunning full-color images, Weldon reveals how this sexy, playful, decadent, and vibrant pattern once reserved for royalty became a fashion staple, and explores how fashion icons were dared to wear it throughout the ages. 232 pages. Harper. Pub. at $24.99


- **3793215** COSTUMES & TEXTILES OF AWADHI: From the Era of Nawabs to Modern Times. By Sushmita Swaroop. Taking a look at the costumes, this volume recaptures the ambiance of the Nawabi era and the British Raj in Awadh and is the culmination of five years of research. This work is further embellished with rare photographs and exclusive pictures of the costumes and textiles of this time. 160 pages. Roll. Pub. at $29.95

- **3741317** ESQUIRE DRESS CODE: A Man’s Guide to Personal Style. By Craig J. Hight. A definitive personal style guide from the editors of Esquire that offers witty, wise, and practical advice for modern men. The authors cover closet essentials, important pieces, office and wedding clothes, and how to develop and express your personality: fashion fundamentals you can rely on. Illus., most color. 190 pages. Hearst. Pub. at $29.95

- **3792501** GAME OF THRONES: The Costumes. By Michele Clapton with G. McIntyre. This definitive exploration of one of the most breathtaking elements of the award-winning show. 438 pages. Insight Edns. Pub. at $35.95

- **3775445** EDWARDIAN FASHIONS: A Snapshot in Time from Harper’s Bazar 1906. By Kristina Stehleshank. This compilation bridges the gap between the popular Edwardian-era fashion and the fashions of the early 1900s. These delightful illustrations feature hats and fancy aprons to French evening gowns and bridal attire—offering an intriguing reflection of American values at the turn of the century. 135 pages. Dover. Pub. at $13.95

- **2661271** PAINTED FACES: A Colourful History of Cosmetics. By Susan Stewart. Anyone who has ever wondered how the Romans used algae to color their faces and undertakers became a fashion staple, and how up make survived the war will enjoy this colorful journey through the human obsession with beauty. 16 pages of photos, some color. 288 pages. Amherst. Pub. at $28.95

- **2849526** MAKE: PROPS AND COSTUME ARMOR: Create Realistic Science Fiction and Fantasy Weapons, Armor, and Accessories. By Shawn Thorsen. With this indispensable guide you’ll learn to fabricate, replicate, paint, and weather your way to making amazing realistic pieces for game, comic, and anime conventions; theatrical presentations; costume parties; and live action role-playing. With step by step instructions you’ll be able to make professional-grade props and costume armor from scratch. Includes 20 projects in color. 296 pages. Maker Media. Pub. at $29.99

- **2859213** BIKINI, BELL-BOTTOMS & BEAKERS: 150 Years of Fashionable Clothing from the Mad Men Decade. By Emily Lenihan. Lavishly illustrated volume provides a comprehensive survey of 200 color plates from the early 1960s through 1778 to the early twentieth century, organized chronologically and accompanied by authoritative and illuminating texts. 426 pages. Dover. Pub. at $54.95

- **2802319** EARLY 1960S: Fashionable Clothing from Sears Catalogs. By Tina Skinner. One in a series documenting fashion trends in America. These guides are indispensable for costume designers working to recreate an era, for collectors who want to document vintage clothing, and for fashion designers looking to revive and rework retro styles. A visual treasure chest of 160 pages. Met. Pub. at $34.95
Fashion & Costume

★370/260 FASHION PATTERNMAKING TECHNIQUES FOR ACCESSORIES. By Antonio Donamaria. Intended for fashion students and professionals, this volume includes different pattern techniques for each accessory including: shoes, bags, hats, gloves, and belts. It includes descriptions of materials, examples of patterns and designs, and different possible finishes through illustrations.

Promopress. 11x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $45.00 

★2930843 PORTRAIT IN LACE: Breton Women and their Costumes. By Charlotte Fréger. A series of portraits of Breton women, wearing costumes and headdresses of endless variety. Over fifty headdresses are introduced and described, accompanied by specially commissioned illustrations. These photographs demonstrate a wealth of pride, ingenuity and personal expression.

240 pages. Thames & Hudson. 11x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95

★374/678X SUPREME GLAMOUR. By Mary Wilson with M. Bego. Sixty years after the formation of Motown’s most successful act, founding member Mary Wilson presents the cream of Motown’s unparalleled costume collection. Thirty-five of the most deluxe gowns and ensembles have been specially photographed on stage at L.A.’s Grammy Museum. This volume is filled with rare and exciting pieces, ranging from dresses, uniforms, and other attire is a feast for fashion lovers.

204 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8¼x10¾. Pub. at $45.00

★3751279 THE ART OF DISNEY COSTUMING: Heroes, Villains, and Spaces Between. By Jeff Kurtti et al. A celebration of the imagination, attention to detail invested in each Disney costume. The elegant and adventurous array of dresses, uniforms, and other attire is a feast for the eye. The authors explore the history and themes of the costumes and practice of designers working at one of America’s leading theme parks.

Shorey. 11x6¼. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95

NEW! ★3778053 HENRY POOLE & SONS: The First Tailor. By James Sherwood. In the gilded age of emperors, maharajas, courtiers and kings, Henry Poole & Co. dressed them all. For over two centuries, Savile Row’s founding father was a Mecca for the men and women who made history. This beautifully illustrated volume celebrates the great names in Poole’s story of this exceptional British tailoring house.

400 pages. Thames & Hudson. 11x4¼. Hardcover.Pub. at $145.00

★3693422 MENSWEAR DOG PRESENTS THE NEW CLASSICS: Fresh Looks for the Modern Man. By D. Fung & Y. Kim. Bodhi, the Shiba Inu behind the Menswear Dog, is here to show you the timeless items every guy needs in his wardrobe, and how to mix and match them all year long. Includes tips on when to splurge and when to save, how to get the perfect fit, brands that stand the test of time, and more. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Artisan. Pub. at $16.95 

★3295241 ASIAN STREET FASHION. By James Benét. This collection of Benét’s photographs offers us a personal journey of Asian fashion at its best, sparking our imaginations, inspiring fresh interpretations of style, and inviting us to recalibrate our own relationships between culture and fashion.

8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

★2883120 AMERICAN MENSWEAR: From the Civil War to the Twenty-First Century. By Daniel Delis Hill. The author takes readers on a detailed and fascinating journey of American fashion by highlighting the changing landscape, tracing menswear from the early nineteenth century to today. This volume contributes a much needed resource to experts in the field and to historians of American culture.

8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $59.95

Mosaics

★3710181 JUST MOSAICS: Simple Projects for Your Home and Garden. By T. Boomer & D. Morbin. Offers detailed instructions and simple techniques for creating beautifully designed decorative mosaics, from olive pattern pots and planters, to mirrors, lamps, and wall hangings.

Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Taunton. Pub. at $22.95
Paperbacks

3713997 COLOR-GAMI: Color and Fold Your Way to Calm. By M. Donahue & E. Kwei. The relaxing art of origami meets the artistry of origami with these 20 unique designs. First, bring your choice of vivid color to any one of the 100 graphically designed sheets of origami paper. Then, fold a variety of animals, flowers, and objects using the 80-page guide’s accessible step by step instructions. 80 pages. Thunder Bay. 8¼x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99

3731049 SAY IT WITH PAPER. By Hatte Nelson. One of the most versatile materials ever invented, paper is readily available, easy to work with, and can be transformed into exquisite works of art. From skyscrapers to silhouettes and lanterns to kaleidoscopes, each project includes fully step-by-step instructions, with plenty of expert tips and tricks to give your creations a professional finish. Fully illus., many in color. 128 pages. ILEX. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

3734728 SNOWFLAKES: Creative Paper Cutouts for All Seasons. By Cindy Higham. Create unique paper snowflakes at home or in the classroom with 144 patterns designed for every season. Ideal for scrapbooking, greeting cards, decorating and more. 152 pages. Gibb Smith. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

3736506 PAPERMAKING WITH COMMON PLANTS & COMMON WEEDS. By Helen Hibert. Almost any common plant can be made into paper. This guide reveals how to: collect and harvest plant fibers from starchy, succulent, woody, and fibrous materials; process the fiber, press, dry and finish your paper, and embelish your sheets with natural dyes and decorative materials like flower petals and pine needles. Fully illus. in color. 106 pages. Paperbound. 9¼x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

3745626 PAPERCUTTING: Geometric Designs Inspired By Nature. By Patricia Moffett. Clear, paper-art focused explanations teach you the principles of mathematics we see in nature, including the Golden Angle and Golden Spiral, Fibonacci numbers, and other interesting and important principles. This guide features 25 projects, along with traceable templates and instructions for each project, and a section on tools and techniques. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. $21.95

3799651 BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO MAKING ORIGAMI & PAPERCRAFTING SKILLS. By Gylleym Descamps. The ancient Japanese art of kirigami combines paper folding with cutting to create delicate three dimensional objects. This practical guide teaches the basic techniques and gives step by step instructions to make 24 exquisite and impressive objects, from decorations and gift boxes to greeting cards. The ultimate reference guide, you can now easily personalize any gift with origami designs and origami paper. Fully illus., 96 pages. Sinus. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

3875017 POP-UP DESIGN AND PAPER MECHANICS. By Duncan Birmingham. A comprehensive, easy to follow introduction to the fun and intriguing craft of pop-up design. This book teaches how to design and computerize pop-up is not dependent on mathematical calculation, measuring or technical drawing. Highly complex folding sculptures can be made using only card, scissors and glue. Fully illus. in color. 8¼x10. Hardcover. Pub. at $22.95

3748899 NAUGHTY GIRLS: Paper Dolls. By Brenda Snow. This collection of five dolls and 35 costumes re-create the golden age of “cheesecake” pin-up art, with a nod (and a wink) to the calendar art of Gil Elvgren, Earl Moran, George Petty, and others. Well illusion, in color. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.75

3814611 JAPANESE PAPER FLOWERS: Elegant Kirigami Blossoms, Bouquets, Wreaths and More. By Hitomi Yamaizaki. This step-by-step guide for elegant Japanese paper flowers and arrangements that can practically pass for the real thing—and they’ll never wither! With just scissors, colorful Tant origami paper and a few drops of craft glue, you can create flowers to last all year. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Tuttle. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99


3757949 ORIGAMI & PAPERCRAFTING SKILLS. By Fujimoto. Includes everything you need to make 24 adorable and entertaining paper finger puppets—animals, characters, flowers and more! Includes a guide with detailed step by step instructions; a helpful basic section for novices; and 25 sheets of double-sided origami paper. Illus. in color. 64 pages. Quarry. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

3793360 FANTASTIC FLEXTAGONS. By Nick Robinson. A delightful collection of instructions and materials to create hexaflexagons, tri-tetra flexagons, cubes, flexacubes, and flexing kaleidocycles. Create 3-D shapes, displaying a multitude of different colors, shapes and designs. This book teaches you how to make 13 different fun flexagon models and 40 easy tear-out pages with pieces to assemble your hexaflexagons. 64 pages. Racehorse. 8¼x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99


3829956 THE ORIGAMI GARDEN: Perfectly Mindful Origami. By Mark Bolitho. This collection of origami includes more than 25 inventive paper projects, from a simple rose to a complex leaf system and everything in between. Each one is superbly designed and clearly explained with fully illustrated instructions. Also included are 30 sheets of origami paper to get you started on a creative and relaxing activity. 128 pages. Jacqui Small. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99


Caligraphy

3771917 HAND LETTERING AND CONTEMPORARY CALLIGRAPHY. By Lisa Foradori. FINDER’S GUIDE TO CONTEMPORARY HAND LETTERING will teach you how to create your own unique and sophisticated lettering by using traditional and cutting edge handmade lettering tools, from classic calligraphy pens to blending metallic inks and glue pens. Each chapter features complete alphabets, cybernetic lettering, and exciting applications. Fully illus. in color. 11x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

5855261 HOW TO DRAW CREATIVE HAND-DRAWN LETTERING. By Mark Benfield. This comprehensive guide makes learning hand lettering easy and beautiful. Shows you how to create a variety of stylish, personalized alphabets. It goes through the steps, and explains essential concepts. Step-by-step instructions help you master hand lettering. Fully illus. some in color. 30 pages. Salaraya. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/815
Cooking Techniques & Guides

2090890 KITCHEN CREATIVITY: Unlocking Culinary Genius—With Whimsy, Inspiration, and Imagination from the World’s Most Creative Chefs. By Karen Page. The ultimate reference for culinary brainstorming that will spur your creativity and help you be a hit in the kitchen and beyond. This paradigm-shifting guide will inspire you to think, improvise, and cook like the world’s best chefs. Illus. in color. 427 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95

3174085 BUTCHERING BEEF. By Adam Danforth. This comprehensive, photographic guide to humane butchering and cutting of cattle shows you how to be well-prepared for slaughtering day, how to get the cuts you want from each primal, and how to cut and prepare, preserve quality, appearance, and freshness, and more. 342 pages. Storey. 8x10/4. $24.95

3730514 POWER BLENDER REVOLUTION. By Vanessa Simmons. This essential high speed blender companion offers over 300 recipes for delicious drinks from juices to slushies, hummus, gazpacho and other tasty spreads and dips; stews; soups and side dishes mostly in the power blender; and one dish meals packed with flavor. Color photos. 228 pages. Harvard Common. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

2896702 SALT, FAT, ACID, HEAT: Mastering the Elements of Good Cooking. By Samin Nosrat, illus. by W. MaChnaughton. Master the use of just four elements: salt, which enhances flavor; fat, which delivers flavor and creates texture; acid, which balances flavor; and heat, which ultimately determines the texture of food—and anything you cook will be delicious. By explaining the hows and whys of good cooking, Nosrat will teach you how to make delicious meals with any ingredients. Illus. 462 pp. S&S. Pub. at $37.50 $31.95

3709469 FIX, FREEZE, FEAST, 2ND EDITION. By K. Neville & L. Ahrens. Cook one bulk recipe and feed a family of four for 3709469 FIX, FREEZE, FEAST, 2ND EDITION. By K. Neville & L. Ahrens. Cook one bulk recipe and feed a family of four for 3709469 FIX, FREEZE, FEAST, 2ND EDITION. By K. Neville & L. Ahrens. Cook one bulk recipe and feed a family of four for 3709469 FIX, FREEZE, FEAST, 2ND EDITION. By K. Neville & L. Ahrens. Cook one bulk recipe and feed a family of four for 3709469 FIX, FREEZE, FEAST, 2ND EDITION. By K. Neville & L. Ahrens. Cook one bulk recipe and feed a family of four for


Recipe Collections

3755479 TASTE OF HOME CASSEROLES: 377 Dishes for Families, Potlucks & Parties. Ed. by Janet Briggs. Your family will be delighted to taste the creamy goodness of these one dish meals that please all. You’ll find main dishes from beef, pork and chicken to seafood, meatless and brunch. These recipes are ideal for two, families and potlucks. There’s also a sampling of sides to round out meals or to take to gatherings. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Reader’s Digest. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

3788938 THE ENTREES: Remembered Favorites from the Past. By Gail Monahan. Packed with main courses from chicken as well as Fried Chicken, Meatloaf and Brussels Sprouts; Skillet Roasted Apples with Salted Caramel Sauce; and much more, plus fascinating stories, photos and trivia about Duke, Fully illus., in color. 252 pages. MediaLab Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

3798860 THE TACO TUESDAY COOKBOOK. By Laura Fuentes. Here you’ll find fifty-two taco recipes, all of which are made with real food ingredients and most of which are ready in 30 minutes or less. There are also vegetarian, gluten-free, and paleo options throughout. Sample recipes include Elote Ranchero Tacos, Chickpea and Butternut Squash Tacos, Mexican Short Rib Tacos, and Baja Fish Tacos. Color photos. 176 pages. Fair Winds. Pub. at $29.95

3793197 TOTS! 50 Tot-ally Awesome Recipes from Totchos to Tots. By Laura Fuentes. This quirky collection features more than 50 recipes for making fun, delicious and over the top meals with tater tots, from Chicken Tot Pie to Cheeseburger Tot Stacks. Color photos. 200 pages. Fair Winds. Pub. at $29.95

3722689 PRIME: The Complete Prime Rib Cookbook. By John Whelan III. Culinary experts from across the country present a go-to recipe collection for the ultimate celebratory feast. Focused on the most tantalizing cut of beef, Prime Rib, it’s full of everything from Prime Rib au Poivre and Cowboy Steaks to creative twists like Californian Coffee Prime Rib. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. CiderMill Press. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

3751929 THE LITTLE HOUSE COOKBOOK, REVISED: Frontier Foods from Laura Ingalls Wilder's Classic Stories. By Barbara M. Walker. Celebrates the life of a pioneer family working, cooking, and eating together. More than 100 unique recipes are included, all from modern kitchen needs. Includes excerpts from the Little House books and invites the reader to recreate the very foods described, from pancake men to homemade sausage, vanilla cakes to strawberry jam. Well illus. in color. 304 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

3057895 SWEET POTATOES: Roasted, Loaded, Fried, and Made Into Pie. By Grace Parisi. Bursting with 500 simple and flavorful sauce recipes, this collection will help you inject variety into dinner and dessert. Includes代表 Flavored ingredients such as chiles, coconut milk, and chocolate transform your favorite super-food into sixty bold, creative dishes. Recipes include Chicken and Dumplings, Sweet Potato Chips, Sweet Potato Ravioli, Sweet Potato Tacos, Sweet Potato Ice Cream, and more. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95
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3967252 | I LOVE MEATBALLS. By Rick Rodgers. An all-around delicious meatball menu to just dress up your spaghetti. This collection of over 50 recipes, ranging from traditional to cutting-edge and more, expands the beloved meatball. Try Fried Olive Meatballs, Italian Meatball Soup, or Holiday Meatball Lasagna. Color photos. 156 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. At $11.95. $9.95

378799 | THE SUPER BIG BOOK OF EASY, DELICIOUS, & HEALTHY RECIPES THE WHOLE FAMILY WILL LOVE! You’ll find more than 500 kid- and parent-pleasing recipes that are full of delicious flavors and nutrients without extra additives and empty calories including: Confetti Scrambled Eggs; Chili Mac and Cheese; Chocolate Cupcakes; Baked Zucchini Stacks; and more. Color photos. 396 pages. Andrews Media. Paperbound. At $19.99. $14.95

3787397 | ICE CUBE TRAY RECIPES: 75 Easy and Creative Kitchen Hacks for Freezing, Cooking, and Baking with Ice Cube Trays. By Jen Katerich. Trays are now available in many different styles with a variety of shapes. This cookbook teaches you how to use these trays to create everything from infused ice cubes to one bite appetizers and even mini main dishes. Recipes include: Candied Bacon Twists; Oreo Crust Mini Cheesecakes; Polenta Cheesecake Pot Pie; and more. Well illus. in color. 169 pages. Pellman Good. Paperbound. At $16.99. $12.95

3582434 | ROBIN TAKES 5: 500 Recipes, 5 Ingredients or Less, 500 Calories or Less, 5 Nights a Week at 5:00 PM. By Robin Miller. With 380 main dishes, there are enough entrees in this collection to create a different meal seven nights per week for an entire year without having the same thing twice. There’s also a huge selection of side dishes and desserts that are simple enough for anyone to follow. Includes over 580 pictures. Color photos. 401 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. At $29.99. $24.95

6859015 | THE GREAT LITTLE PUMPKIN COOKBOOK. By Michael Kornell. No matter how wizened you are when it comes from your garden, a farm stand, or even a can, whether it’s cut out to be a fearsome pumpkin ornament, an ingredient in exotic stew, or plain old pie, you’ll love this collection of recipes from around the world. 108 pages. Celestial Arts. Paperbound. At $6.99. $5.95

3777559 | ONIONS ET CETERA: The Essential Allium Cookbook. By K. Winslow & G. Ambrosino. This collection is for allium lovers who can’t imagine cooking dinner without onions. In these pages the wonderful versatility of the humble onion will be explored. You’ll find 130 onion centered dishes including Pearl Onion Tarte Tatin, Appalachian Chimichurri, Scallop Sesame Pancakes, Grilled Fish with Charred Garlic Scallion Butter, and more. Well illus. in color. 335 pages. Burgess Lea Press. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. At $35.00. $26.95

377502X | THE ULTIMATE PROTEIN POWDER COOKBOOK: Think Outside the Shake. By Anna Sward. Learn how to choose the right protein powder for you and embrace a brand-new way to fit and healthy with more than 150 tried and tested, gluten-free, sugar-free, dairy-free and more delicious recipes including Protein Waffles; Whey Protein Bread; Protein Quiche Lorraine; Strawberry & Dark Chocolate Protein Bars; and more. Illus. in color. 276 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. At $24.99. $19.95

3442110 | 101 THINGS TO DO A BUNDT PAN. By Jenny Hart. Packed with “nothing Bundt” tasty recipe ideas baked in everyone’s favorite iconic pan, this collection offers fun breads, breakfasts, appetizers, main dishes, desserts and more. Recipes include Lemon Poppy Seed Bread; Biscuit Ring; California Blackberry Bundt; and more. Includes over 1250 pictures. Color photos. 328 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. At $39.99. $29.95

3929112 | DINNER FOR TWO. By Julie Wampler. Has your life become so busy that you no longer enjoy preparing a meal? Then pull up a chair, and revisit the pleasures of cooking and eating at the end of a long day. Whether you’re alone or with loved ones, these easy recipes include dressings and place settings that are most likely in your cupboard and include: Rustic Pot Pie with Biscuits and Chicken Bacon Burgers. Fully illus. in color. 172 pages. Potbelly Press. Paperbound. At $24.25. $18.95

392721X | GOOSEBERRY PATCH OUR FAVORITE PUMPKIN RECIPES. When suppertime arrives, serve family and friends a warm bowl of soup, pie, or stew, along with Pumpkin Cornbread. Or give them some homemade Pumpkin-Gingersnap Ice Cream! This little volume offers a wide variety of delicious pumpkin recipes that food they enjoy is beyond the ordinary. Enjoy some of their favorite recipes such as Baked Corn, Chicken Roast, Potato Rolls, Cracker Pudding, and more. 36 pages. Good Books. Paperback. $8.00. $6.95

3724223 | FIX-IT AND ENJOY-IT: 5-INGREDIENT RECIPES. By Phyllis Pellman Good. Amish families gather around their long kitchen tables for three meals together a day. This book allows you to enjoy all of their food they enjoy beyond the ordinary. They won’t only need 5 simple ingredients to create! Featuring dishes like Mexican Egg Enchilada, Marvelous Mini Meat Loaves, Chicken Pot Pie, and much more. 284 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. At $15.95. $11.95

3720290 | THE REALLY QUITE GOOD BRITISH COOKBOOK. By William Sitwell. What do you cook for the people you love? This question, 100 of Britain’s food heroes have shared their most beloved recipes to make this an extraordinary resource for the serious cook. Recipes include Mince Pudding’s Chocolate Guinness Cake; Rick Stein’s Shrimp & Dill Fritters with Ouzo; and Jamie Oliver’s Fantastic Fish Pie. Color photos. 428 pages. Nourish. 8½x11. Paperbound. At $34.95. $27.95

3712168 | LAURA IN THE KITCHEN: Favorite Italian-American Recipes Made Easy. By Laura Vitale. This companion to the YouTube cooking show is filled with recipes for 120 simple, delicious Italian-American inspired dishes such as Stuffed Chicken with Potatoes, Wine, and Olives; Spinach and Artichoke-Stuffed Shells; Pot Roast alla Pizzaola; Cheesy Garlic Bread; and No-Bake Nutella Cheesecake. Perfect for anyone looking to have fun cooking. Color photos. 240 pages. Clarkson Potter. Paperbound. At $24.99. $19.95

3710022 | THE POTATO COOKBOOK. Text by Dale Wibrow. This collection of 80 recipes from around the world is divided into main dishes: Balsamic Chicken and Potatoes; Potato Doughnuts; Potato, Apple and Parmesan Fritters; Gingerbread Sweet Potato Cheescake; and more. Fully illus. in color. 168 pages. Hard-Grant Books. Paperbound. At $24.99. $19.95

3057925 | TASTE OF HOME ANNUAL RECIPES 2016. Ed. by Catherine Cassidy. Here are a years worth of Taste of Home favorites plus dozens of bonus dishes–over 500 recipes in all including The Ultimate Slow Cooker Cookbook, Pumpkin Maple Pull Pork with Ginger Sauce; Peach-Rosemary Cobbler; Fried Pstachio Bars, and more! Color photos. 320 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperbound. At $16.95. $13.95

3746380 | TASTE OF HOME EVERYDAY CHICKEN COOKBOOK. By Ed. by Catherine Cassidy. There’s everything you and your family could want in this comprehensive collection of chicken recipes, from tantalizing appetizers to satisfying soups. Choose from Individual Chicken Potpies, Chipotle Chicken Fajitas, Greek Sloppy Joes, and much more. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Taste of Home. 8½x11¼. Spiralbound. At $9.95.

3057933 | TASTE OF HOME EVERYDAY SLOW COOKER & ONE DISH RECIPES. Ed. by Catherine Cassidy. With more than 360 hearty specialties, this three in one cookbook features sections devoted to stovetop classics, slow-cooked favorites, and savory oven entrees. Recipes include: Bavarian Pot Roast; Greek Sloppy Joes, Lemon Chicken Tortellini, Crab Alfredo; and much more. Color photos. 256 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8½x11. Paperbound. At $11.95.

3789802 | TASTE OF HOME 100 FAMILY MEALS: Bring the Family Back to the Table. Ed. by Catherine Cassidy. Are you planning for a church supper, a charity bake sale, family reunion or lunch buffet at work? This collection offers more than 200 potluck-perfect recipes! Each dish travels well and serves up to 12 people. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Taste of Home. Paperbound. At $15.95. $11.95

6975348 | COOKING WITH MICROGREENS: The Grow-Your-Own Superfood. By S. Grossman. A guide to growing and using the “microgreen” versions of many plants held as much as 50 times the nutrients per volume as the same plants grown full size. You can raise these easy to grow plants in your own kitchen, and this guide will show you how. Includes fabulous recipes for salads, soups, main courses, and more. Illus. in color. 175 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. At $19.95. $15.95

3057806 | BEST OF BETTY: COOKER LEARN WITH BETTY: Essential Recipes and Techniques to Become a Confident Cook. Whether you’re new to the kitchen or an experienced cook, this collection of recipes, cooking tips, and how-tos, you can indulge your inner chef. Each inventive recipe includes five different variations to show you how to be creative. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. HMH. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. At $25.00. $20.95

3789861 | TASTE OF HOME HEALTHY FAMILY FAVORITES. Ed. by Amy Gander. Get the skinny on eating light with these 284 family-friendly, nutritious, and delicious recipes that include flavor-packed, low-calorie foods including: Twenty-Second Street Sandwiches; Black Bean & Sweet Potato Rice Bowls; and Chickpea & Chipotle Tostadas. Color photos. 256 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperbound. At $15.99. $12.95

3728277 | THE WHOLE Hog COOKBOOK: Hoofs, Loin, Shoulders, and All the Good Stuff. By Libbie Summers. Here, the pork expert Libbie Summers brings us more than 100 innovative and inspiring recipes. From charming country hams, sweeten your days, to shoulder, butt, and ham, you’ll learn tips for getting the most flavor out of all your favorite cuts.

Along with the recipes, Summers tells the stories behind the food. Color photos. 191 pages. Rizzoli. Paperbound. At $30.00. $25.95
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2812355 THE ANNE OF GREEN GABLES GOURMET BOOK: Coloring Recipes from Anne and Her Friends in Avonlea. By K. Macdonald & L.M. Montgomery. Have you ever wanted to sneak a sip of Diana Barry’s Favorite Raspberry Cordial or try Anne Shirley’s famous Linitime Cake? Now you can, with the delightful tea time snacks, mains, desserts and more, all inspired by the beloved children’s classic. Well illus. in color. 111 pages. Rainbow. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

2865823 THE GOURMET COOKBOOK: More Than 1,000 Recipes. Ed. by Ruth Reichl. With engaging introductions to each chapter, entertaining head notes, indispensable information about ingredients and techniques, hundreds of tips from Gourmet’s test kitchens, and an extensive glossary, this volume is the essential kitchen companion for anyone who wants to put a delicious meal on the table. 1,000 recipes. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95


370286X THE GREAT AMERICAN CHICKEN COOKBOOK. By Eric Akis. Elegant yet comforting, quick to prepare yet nutritious, flavorful yet versatile, rotisserie chicken is perfect for many occasions. Here are over 100 great meals using this amazing ingredient, from Chili Chicken Mini Tostadas to Pulled Chicken Sliders, plus sides to complement any chicken dinner. Well illus. in color. 212 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

3727892 WELCOME HOME HARVEST COOKBOOK: Quick-and-Easy Farm-To-Table Dinners and Desserts. By Hope Comerford. Ring Bound. Discover wholesome farm to table meals without a lot of fuss! Comerford’s fresh, simple, comforting meals from home cooks across the country, offering over 450 recipes that Autumn Chicken and Veggies, Rhubarb Pecan Pie, Sour Cream-Tuscan-Style Pork Ribs with Balsamic Galze; and more. Color photos. 578 pages. Good Books. 9 x 10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95


3772442 HOW TO WIN A COWBOY’S HEART COOKBOOK. By Katty Uryk. A good home-cooked meal is still the easiest route to a cowboy’s heart. The recipes collected here include Sour-Cream Mashed Potatoes and Ham; Grilled Corn; Barbecue Brussels, Crusty Garlic Rolls, Festive Rice PUdding, and more. 112 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2811252 SUPER TUSCAN: Heritage Recipes and Simple Pleasures from Our Kitchen to Your Table. By Gabrielle Corcos et al. Includes dishes for busy weeknights like Chicken Saltimbocca and Pasta with Mushrooms and Asparagus. Other dishes include Potato Crisps; Pork Chops; and K entucky Hot Browns—delicious! Over 100 recipes to help you live a dolce vita, it will inspire you to indulge your cooking with Tuscan traditions. Well illus., in most color. 269 pages. Touchstones. 8 x 10.4 x. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95

2815644 THE AMERICAN TABLE: Simple Comfort Food from Across the Country. By Larry Edwards. Brings together in one volume over 165 soul-satisfying recipes from every corner of the country, featuring such delicious dishes as Buttermilk cornbread Muffins; Black-Eyed Pea Salad, Cola Chicken; and Apple Coffee Cake. You’ll be transported back to your grandmother’s kitchen as you dig into these classics. Illus. in color. 300 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

3730581 UNICORN FOOD: Natural Recipes for Edible Rainbows. By Sandra Mahul. Add technicolor sparkle to your sash and fairy lace magic to your mocktails. And it’s all deliciously natural, no nasty food additives or preservatives, just beautiful food colorings made from berry juices and flower petals. A little bottle of this sheen will open culinary p ossibilities that a ca st-iron instrument, revealing the endless culinary possibilities that a cast-iron instrument can provide. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

371179X THE HOT BOOK OF CHILIES, SHRIMPS & SHELLS. By Faye. Features a gallery of over 90 popular varieties, from mild jalapeno and pimiento peppers to hardy habanero and ghost peppers. Learn loads of useful tips from injured chilies including their degree of hotness, benefits, biology, and history. Includes 51 recipes and loads of tips for relieving chili burn and growing and preserving chili peppers. Illus. in color. 160 pages. Gibbs Smith. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95


3791114 MOM’S COMFORT FOOD. By Joyce Kyriakista. These easy to make dishes will inspire fellowship and fabulous food. You will find a delicious, down to earth recipe for every gathering, special occasion, and everyday meal including: Chicken Kiev, Baked Eggplant Parmesan, Baked Creamy Slow Cooker Potato Soup; Dutch Butter Bars; and Pecan Joy Pie. Well illus. in color. 244 pages. Good Books. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

4529162 101 THINGS TO DO WITH PUMPKIN. By Eliza Cross. Celebrate the flavor of pumpkin year-round with this delicious collection of recipes, including Curried Pumpkin Soup; Pumpkin Apple Pecan Chicken; and Decadent Pumpkin Butter Cake. 126 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95


3744302 WELCOME HOME HARVEST COOKBOOK: Quick-and-Easy Farm-To-Table Dinners and Desserts. By Hope Comerford. Ring Bound. Discover wholesome farm to table meals without a lot of fuss! Comerford’s fresh, simple, comforting meals from home cooks across the country, offering over 450 recipes that Autumn Chicken and Veggies, Rhubarb Pecan Pie, Sour Cream-Tuscan-Style Pork Ribs with Balsamic Galze; and more. Color photos. 578 pages. Good Books. 9 x 10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

3723445 101 THINGS TO DO WITH A SHEET PAN. By Madge Baird. From appetizers and breakfasts to all meals, these recipes will help you save time, easy delicious meals. Includes Italian chicken with Lemony, Asparagus and Garlicy Quick Bread, Taco Salad Fixin’s and Spicy Fries, and more. 128 pages. Gibbs Smith. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

2992531 WRAPPED: Crepes, Wraps, and Rolls from Around the World. By Galir Pagnach-Chandra. Whether as a snack on the go or as part of a family feast, filled pancakes or wraps are found on every Main Street and served up in homes all over the world. This delicious collection of recipes includes the best of America, Europe, India, China, Mexico, and the Middle East. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Interlink. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95
Recipe Collections

**3744373 101 THINGS TO DO WITH A JAR.** By Barbara Beety. Twist, pop, and enjoy! Get to enter a jar, pickles, desserts, and giffable meal kits, simple glass jars can be used for much more than just jam and pickles. Recipes include Pickle-It-Up Pepperoncini Pickled Avocados, BLT Salad, Tie-Dye Rainbow Cupcakes, and more. 128 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**3756933 THE NECROMONOMNOM: Recipes and Rites from the Lore of H.P. Lovecraft.** By Mike Slater. The authors have summoned forth 50 funny, bizarre, and horrible dishes such as The Deep Fried Deep Sea Fish. With a 3-dimensional model of The Great Old Ones, Gin and Miskatonic, and more. Like Lovecraft's Necronomicon, the legendany tome of the dead, this collection of recipes will be a unique addition to your library, dungeon, or scullery. 205 pages. Countryman. 8¾x10¼. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95


**3754456 FRENCH TOAST: Stacked, Stuffed, Baked.** By Donna Kelly. Kelly begins with simple, classic French toast recipes and takes you on an adventure through the flavors, custardings, and toppings, and approaches to turn simple breakfast bread into decadent desserts, hearty sandwiches, and even casseroles. Color photos. 272 pages. Sterling. 8¾x11½. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

**376752X THE SWEET POTATO LOVER'S COOKBOOK.** By Lyniece North Talmadge. With more than 100 ways to enjoy one of the world’s healthiest foods, this comprehensive compendium showcases the sweet potato in an astonishing range of recipes, including drinks, breakfasts, and desserts. How about Hot Sweet Potato Butterfinger Dip, or Spiced Breakfast Chix for a change of pace? 226 pages. Cumberland House. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**6876532 BETTY BROCKETT'S PICTURE COOK BOOK.** Ring bound. An authentic reprint of the well-loved 1950 edition that launched Betty Crocker into America's kitchens. Every practical tip, useful hint, and great advice. Offers terrific recipes for all-time favorites, from Apple Pie to the perfect Roast Turkey. 449 pages. HMH. 9x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**6819067 GRANNY MILLER'S FAST AND FABULOUS CUPCAKES.** By Peggie Glenn. With side-splitting pothogy commentary, yummy dishes for every occasion and directions even the dumbest of cooks can follow. Recipes include Three-Ingredient Potato Salad; French Toast Casserole; Bad-Ass Beef and Broccoli; and more. Adults only. Color photos. 176 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

**6830339 COOKING WITH BOOZE.** By George Harvey Bone. The author demonstrates that wine, beer, and spirits can be incorporated into recipes for every meal of the day with incredibly delicious results. From beer batter for onion rings to ribs braised in wine, from the perfect penne a la vodka, Bone presents a delicious collection of easy-to-follow recipes. 146 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**3744434 CABIN COOKING: Rustic Iron and Dutch Ovens.** By Colleen Sloan. Known for her easy to use cookbooks and one-pot meals, “The First Lady of Cast Iron Cooking” travels the West spreading the spirit of cabin cooking. Enjoy new dishes such as Houmoutney Pancakes, Calico Beans, Cowgirl Apple-Pie Cake, and 150 other recipes. 176 pages. Clarkson Potter. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**3727491 THE COOK'S DICTIONARY.** By Denise Greig. The ideal reference tool for anyone with a healthy interest in food, containing over 3,500 entries covering a range of subjects, including basic foodstuffs, preparation and storage tips, cooking techniques, cooking utensils, macrobiotic terms, and more. Color photos. 272 pages. Neltwell. Pub. at $9.99 $6.95

**3784614 INSPIRED & BEYOND.** By Ali Maffucci. Among the 125 healthy recipes in this collection you'll find Flourless Breakfast Crepes with Peaches & Salted Butter Sauce, Chicken & Cornbread Grilled Cheese; and Mint Chocolate Avocado Ice Cream. Rest assured, Maffucci offers up brand-new spiraled diners. 268 pages. Clarkson Potter. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $14.95

**3777464 THE ULTIMATE ROTISSERIE COOKBOOK.** By Diane Phillips. Creatively takes the countertop rotisserie well beyond chicken to every kind of food and every course. Features classic recipes such as Asian Salmon Burgers, Porcini Roasted Chicken, Rotisserie Caramel Apples, Milwaukee Brat Buns, and Mango, Apple, and Feta Chutney. 374 pages. Harvard Common. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $6.95

**3773532 THE LITTLE WOMEN COOKBOOK.** By J. Bergstrom and M. Osada. Experience Louisa May Alcott's classic novel in an entirely new and delightful way, as a cookbook. Step back into the March family home with your favorite characters, and whip up recipes like: Meg's Plummy Wedding-Cake; Jo's Molasses Candy F1 to Eat; Beth's Toast for Tea, and more. Color photos. 176 pages. Ulysses. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**3777431 1,000 LOW-CALORIE RECIPES.** By Jackie Newgent. These 1,000 flavorful recipes prove that low-calorie is not tasteless and unsatisfying! Without using artificial ingredients or substitutes, this collection shows you how to prepare good eating. Recipes include Thai-inspired Chicken Satay; Heriroom Tomato Salad; Cajun Veggie Gumbo; Chicken Chimichurri; and much more. 600 pages. HMH. Pub. at $35.00 $8.95

**3751910 THE KITCHEN SHORTCUT COOKBOOK.** By P. Weinstein & M. Scarbrough. This collection of more than 200 ingenious recipes will supercharge your time in the kitchen without sacrificing quality or flavor. Featuring new ways to use the kitchen tools and ingredients you already own, this guide shows you how to make a great supper easier like Creamy Pork and Cabbage Stew with Caraway Dumplings, with stovepot and pressure cooker directions. Photos. 235 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $15.95 $7.95

**2788675 COOK'S ILLUSTRATED ALL-TIME BEST DINNERS FOR TWO.** By the eds. at America's Test Kitchen. Cooking for two has never been easier with 75 recipes that have been re-engineered to serve two. From Teriyaki-Glazed Steak Tips, to Garlicky Pork with Eggplant and Singapore Noodles with Shrimp, anyone starting out and empty-nesters alike, will love these meals tailored just for them. Color photos. 182 pages. America's Test Kitchen. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

**2951509 AMERICAN INDIAN COOKING: Recipes from the Southwest.** By Carolyn Niethammer. A cookbook and fascinating guide to the rich culinary traditions of the American Indians of the Southwest featuring 150 authentic fruit, grain, vegetable, and meat dishes, including Mesquite Gruel, Hashberry Jam, Dandelion Wine, Yucca Flower Soup; and more. Originally published as American Indian Food and Lore: Illus. 192 pages. Bison. 8¾x10¼. Pub. at $19.95 $16.95

**3759946 THE MILK STREET COOKBOOK, REVISED EDITION.** By Christopher Kimball et al. Featuring more than 275 tried and true recipes, this volume is the ultimate guide to high quality, low effort cooking and the perfect companion for cooks of all skill levels. You'll find simple recipes that deliver big flavors and techniques that have been waiting for you. Peas and Basil, Roasted Cauliflower with Miso Glaze, French Apple Cake, and more. Well illus. in color. 560 pages. Voracious. 8¾x10¼. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

**2893796 THE WHOLE OKRA: A Seed to Stem Celebration.** By Chris Smith. Featuring like Okra Fries, Okra Seed Pancakes; and Okra Flower vodka, along with a rich collection of okra history, lore, craft projects, growing advice. Well illus. in color. 258 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

**2897873 HOW TO BRAISE EVERYTHING: Classic, Modern, and Of Course Using a Time-Honored Technique.** By America's Test Kitchen. An authoritative guide from the experts at America's Test Kitchen on the art and science of braising with over 230 unique kitchen-tested recipes that include Braised Beef and Broccoli; and more. Color illus. in and out of frame. 368 pages. America's Test Kitchen. 8¾x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95

**2885358 AIR FRYER PERFECTION.** By America's Test Kitchen. Discover how to cook a whole meal in the air fryer, using the recipes you trust from America's Test Kitchen. Offering tips and tricks, they'll show you how to cook Sweet and Smoky Pork Ribs; Breaded Battering Batter; Squash, Southwestern Beet Hand Pies; and Top Sirloin Steak with Roasted Mushrooms and Blue Cheese Sauce. Well illus. in color. 182 pages. America's Test Kitchen. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $25.95

**2782073 MARY BERRY: Foolproof Cooking.** Foolproof, delicious recipes that you can depend on completely. With simple weekday suppers, spectacular dinner parties, and everything in between, this book will make the family, this is the ultimate collection for every home cook. Color photos. 320 pages. BBC. Pub. at $45.00 $34.95
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3750477 APHRODISIAC CUISINE. By Bruno Cond de. Aphrodisiacs have been believed to be indispensable arrows in Cupid’s quiver—irresistible subtle seductions—the idea is to make the arousal as memorable as the act. This book is a selection of the best recipes from all over the world to help with that goal including Mesquite Soup with Seafood; Kochi Prawn and Coconut Curry; and Dark Almond Chocolate Tart. Color photos. 96 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $7.95

★ 3760766 PIMENTOS & PIRI PIRI: Portuguese Comfort Cooking. By Carla Azevedo. Seamless balancing selections from ‘Grandmother’s’ home cooking with modern, dynamic adaptations from Canada’s Portuguese community, these tempting recipes celebrate the ongoing romance between Portuguese food and the world. Sample such fare as Mussels in Tomato Curry Sauce, Portuguese Pulled Pork, or Creamy Potato Puree and Greens. Color photos. 376 pages. Whitecap. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95. $31.95

2852713 CORK FRESH YEAR-ROUND: Barbecue Cooking. Celebrate simple seasonal eating with this sweet boxed collection of recipes in four small volumes: Spring, Summer, Fall, and Winter. Includes over 50 delicious recipes inspired by produce at its peak—cooked in foil or on the grill. Color photos. 256 pages. Picador. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $1.95

★ 2949458 STEAK REVOLUTION: All Cuts, All Ways—Perfect Every Time. By Rob Corredor. This book includes a steak by steak guide with notes on grain, tenderness, and flavor, as well as tasty recipes for every cut. Go on a journey to cook it all. Whole. Steak. Cooked. Turned in its own rendered fat, Hanger Steak Souvlaki with Chester’s Tzatziki; and Cherry-Glazed Fillet. Color photos. 272 pages. Little. $14.95

★ 2987113 WHAT THE FORK ARE YOU EATING? An Action Plan for Your Pantry and Plate. By Stefanie Sacks. Presents a practical guide to the most offensive ingredients in our food and ways to remove (or at least minimize) them in our diets, featuring an aisle by aisle food and ways to remove (or at least minimize) arrows in Cupid’s quiver—irresistible subtle seductions—the idea is to make the arousal as memorable as the act. This book is a selection of the best recipes from all over the world to help with that goal including Mesquite Soup with Seafood; Kochi Prawn and Coconut Curry; and Dark Almond Chocolate Tart. Color photos. 96 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $7.95

★ 3280466 PIZZAS AND FLATBREADS: Over 100 Recipes Featuring Everyone’s Favorite Comfort Foods. By Cook’s Illustrated. Make the star of every meal with this game-changing guide showcasing more than 70 vegetables in everything from appetizers and side dishes to main courses. From classic pizzas to Neapolitan Pizza Dough, Gluten Free Pizza Dough, Deep Dish and Bacon Pizza, Mashed Potato, Bacon, and Scallion Pizza, and lots more. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Cider Mill. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ 3291427 VEGETABLES ILLUSTRATED: A Designer Guide with 700+ Kitchen-Tested Recipes. By Cook’s Illustrated. Made vegetables the star of every meal with this game-changing guide showcasing more than 70 vegetables in everything from appetizers and side dishes to main courses. From classic pizzas to Neapolitan Pizza Dough, Gluten Free Pizza Dough, Deep Dish and Bacon Pizza, Mashed Potato, Bacon, and Scallion Pizza, and lots more. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Cider Mill. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ 6976212 COOKING FROM THE GARDEN: Best Recipes from Kitchen Gardener. Ed. by Ruth Lively. Celebrates the seasons’ best with more than 200 innovative, tasty recipes from the country’s most beloved chefs, restaurateurs, and authors including Lek and Potato Soup; Roasted Vegetables with Lemon and Anchovies; and Peppers. 300 pages. Taunton. Pub. at $29.95. ★ 6882641 TASTE OF HOME MAKE IT TAKE IT: Filled with 384 bring a dish lifesavers! Each recipe is guaranteed to come together easily, travel well and satisfy a hungry group of party-goers. Pick from any of the sensational recipes here such as Spiced Apple-Empanadas, Quick and Colorful Corn-Bean Salad; or Honey-Pecan Squares, and you’ll find your contribution is the hit of the party. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. PRICE CUT to $11.95

★ 2867672 CLARIDGES: The Cookbook. By M. Nair & M. Erickson. Recipes to savour at any time of the day from London’s most elegant hotel. Includes a treasury of decadent recipes such as Hand Dived Scallops, Lobster Thermidor, Roast Rack of Kendall-Jackson Reserve Au Poivre, and Angus Beef, or Duck Terrine. Also features signature cocktail recipes such as Bee Pollen Crusha, or The Bonnie Coll. Color photos. 260 pages. Mitchell Beazley. 8x11¼. Pub. at $49.95. ★ 6796939 RETRO RECIPES FROM THE ’50S AND ’60S: 103 Vintage Appetizers, Dinners, and Drinks Everyone Will Love. By Addie Gundry. A curated and updated collection of classic recipes from an era when cooking was a talent and not a talent. From unforgettable dishes. Gundry celebrates the offerings with recipes from Classic Meat Loaf to Pineapple Upside-Down Cake. 228 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $11.95


★ 2976293 PATE, CONFIT, RILLETTE. By Brian Polcyn with M. Ruhlman. Polcyn and Ruhlman provide a comprehensive guide to the most elegant and accessible branch of charcuterie tradition. The recipes span traditional dishes and modern inventions, featuring a succulent chicken terrine embedded with sautéed mushrooms and flecked with bright green herbs, classic consis of duck and goose, vegetable layered potato terrine, and much more. Well illus.. in color. 320 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00. $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/815
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373063 THE BEANS & GRAINS BIBLE. By Emília Bongheri. Explores the multifaceted world of beans and grains, from the important nutritional benefits to their many culinary uses. A comprehensive directory profiles a multitude of nutrient packed beans and grains, from the familiar to the exotic, while making it easy to incorporate these invaluable superfoods into your diet. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Thunder Bay. 6x11¼. Pub. at $24.95. 


290921 GLUTEN-FREE BREAD: More Than 100 Artisan Loaves for a Healthier Life. By Ellen Brown. A gluten-free diet does not mean that simple pleasures like toast or PB&J have to be out of reach. It includes mouthwatering recipes that are every bit as delicious as their gluten-heavy counterparts. The most of these super spices that contain a host of powerful health benefits, including anti-inflammatory and antibacterial properties, with these forty delicious recipes like Ginger Chicken Broth, Duck Satay, and Tomato & Ginger Chutney. Color photos. 96 pages. Tyler Books. Pub. at $12.99. 


369827 COCONUT 24/7: Easy Ways to Look and Feel Better. By Pat Crocker. Harness the incredible power of coconut! Adding coconut oil to your breakfast smoothie will leave you feeling powered up all day. Honey Lime Coconut Dressings liven up a salad, while coconut boosts simple desserts. It includes mouthwatering recipes that are every bit as delicious as their gluten-heavy counterparts. The most of these super spices that contain a host of powerful health benefits, including anti-inflammatory and antibacterial properties, with these forty delicious recipes like Ginger Chicken Broth, Duck Satay, and Tomato & Ginger Chutney. Color photos. 96 pages. Tyler Books. Pub. at $12.99. 

399851 THE HEALTHIEST MEALS ON EARTH: The Surprising, Unbiased Truth About What Meals You Should Eat and Why. By Jonny Bowden with J. Bessinger. Combines ingredients that promote long-term health to create meals that literally save lives. Studies show that the eating the ingredients featured here as part of a balanced diet can cut the risk of heart disease by three-quarters, boost overall heart health, and add years to your life. Illus. in color. 367 pages. Fair Winds. 8x10¼. Pub. at $24.99. 

378018 THE GOODNESS OF GINGER & TURMERIC: Secrets to Look and Feel Better. By Jonny Bowden with J. Bessinger. Combines ingredients that promote long-term health to create meals that literally save lives. Studies show that the eating the ingredients featured here as part of a balanced diet can cut the risk of heart disease by three-quarters, boost overall heart health, and add years to your life. Illus. in color. 367 pages. Fair Winds. 8x10¼. Pub. at $24.99. 


472338 THE ULTIMATE CREAMY NOODLE COOKBOOK. By Deborah Gray with E. Dingmann. The author makes the most of reach. It includes mouthwatering recipes that are every bit as delicious as their gluten-heavy counterparts. The most of these super spices that contain a host of powerful health benefits, including anti-inflammatory and antibacterial properties, with these forty delicious recipes like Ginger Chicken Broth, Duck Satay, and Tomato & Ginger Chutney. Color photos. 96 pages. Tyler Books. Pub. at $12.99.
Low Fat & Healthy Cooking

374390 DRESSINGS: Over 200 Recipes for the Perfect Salads, Marinades, Sauces, and Dips. By Marnie Fennimore. This is the only dressing bible you’ll ever need, full of ideas for any season and for any occasion. Try Marnie’s grapefruit muffins dressing over a bed of kale. Make your own Hollandaise sauce, for home made eggs Benedict. From rose water vinaigrette to smoky ranch, this perfect collection gives you tasty ways to add health and flavor to salads. Color. 261 pages. Cider Mill. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $4.95

3787036 THE EVERYTHING HEALTHY SLOW COOKER COOKBOOK. By Rachel Rappaport with B.E. Horton. Thanks to this groundbreaking recipe collection, a bon fide barbecue expert shares her fuss-free, hearty swallows, healthy soups, and zesty chili, there is something for everyone. With minimal prep work and easy clean up these yummy meals include Pumpkin Turkey Chili, Herbed Chicken and Pasta Soup, and Marsala Beef Stew. 174 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

3793042 365 SLOW COOKER RECIPES. By Patricia Thomas. Includes a recipe for every day of the year. Recipes range from the slow-cooking Barbecued Country Style Ribs to the heart-warming Sunday Pot Roast to the unexpected Caribbean Jerk Chicken, and many are as easy as adding the ingredients to the pot and letting the cooker do all the work. Size more’s techniques and passion for fresh, flavorful ingredients will transform how you use your most treasured kitchen appliance, whether you’re entertaining a crowd or feeding your family. Tasty meals include Pulled Pork with Black Beans and Rice, Mushroom Soup and Chipotle Crema. Color photos. 202 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

294524X FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT SLOW COOKER FAVORITE RECIPES. By Hope Comerford. If you want delicious meals but don’t have the time to prepare them after a long day’s work, the slow cooker is for you. This appetizing cookbook presents scrumptious slow cooker recipes like Jalapeno Popper Chicken Taquitos, Apple Salad with Amazing Caramel Dressing, and more. Well illus. in color. 341 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $5.95

3797096 FRESH FLAVORS FOR THE SLOW COOKER. By Nici Sizemore. In this inspired collection of recipes for the slow-cooker, Sizemore offers a collection of more than 150 flavorful ingredients will transform how you use your most treasured kitchen appliance, whether you’re entertaining a crowd or feeding your family. Tasty meals include Pulled Pork with Black Beans and Rice, Mushroom Soup and Chipotle Crema. Color photos. 202 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

3797034 FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT SLOW COOKER FOR TWO: 150 Small-Batch Slow Cooker Recipes. By Hope Comerford. If you want delicious meals but don’t have the time to prepare them after a long day’s work, the slow cooker is for you. This appetizing cookbook presents scrumptious slow cooker recipes like Jalapeno Popper Chicken Taquitos, Apple Salad with Amazing Caramel Dressing, and more. Well illus. in color. 341 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $5.95

3787095 FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT SLOW COOKER FREEZER MEALS. By Hope Comerford. In this collection you’ll find 400 recipes, most gluten-free, you can prep ahead. All you’ll have to do for dinner is thaw it in your fridge for 24 to 48 hours, pour it in the slow cooker, and hit “start.” From smoky ribs, to seafood casserole, to healthy salads, these good recipes include Herbed Pot Roast and White Bean and Chicken Chili. Fully illus. in color. 343 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $12.95

2945255 FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT LAZY AND SLOW COOKBOOK. 360 Delicious Slow Cooker Recipes. By Hope Comerford. These collected recipes are created and carefully tested by home cooks across America with ingredients most people already have in their cupboards. For every week of the year includes more than 150 healthy, hearty meals from Chicken Tortilla Casserole, Mexican Haystack Nachos, Brunswick Soup, and much more. Photos. 452 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $11.99

3777377 FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT FAVORITE SLOW COOKER RECIPES. By Hope Comerford. Whether Dad likes to cook or likes to be cooked for, this collection of 150 tried and true recipes are sure to be a hit! Buffalo Chicken, Cherry Pie Apple Dumplings, Lamb Meatballs, Bacon Wrapped Meatloaf, Ribs, Chocolate Pudding Cake, Beer Poached Italian Sausage, Spicy Pulled Pork Sandwiches, and more. Well illus. in color. 331 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95
2945231 FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT CHRISTMAS SLOW COOKER FEASTS. By Phyllis Good. These recipes are created and carefully tested by home cooks across America with ingredients most people already have in their cupboards. So take your slow cooker off the pantry and put the worry of preparation behind you. Here are 600 slow cooker recipes that will wow your friends and family. Full color. 304 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

2898506 FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT CHRISTMAS SLOW COOKER FEASTS. By Phyllis Good. Take your slow cooker out of the pantry and put away the stress of planning. Here are 600 easy slow cooker recipes that will help you wow your friends and family. Well illustrated in color. 223 pages. Char-Towell. 8 1/4 x 10 1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. **PRICE CUT to $8.95**


6978614 INSTANT POT MIRACLE. Fully in color. 304 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**


2884423 INSTANT POT ITALIAN: 100 Irresistible Recipes Made Easy Than Ever. By Beyond Omatis. Offers 100 delicious recipes for weeknight cooking and beyond. Recipes take advantage of the pot’s many settings, from sauté to slow cook. Whether you are in a hurry or have a bit more time, this collection will inspire you to create a delicious home cooked meal. Well illustrated. In color. 288 pages.ellers. Pub. at $17.95. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**

3779432 TASTE OF HOME INSTANT POT COOKBOOK. Today’s home cooks know that there are a multitude of easy, sensational dishes no matter how much time you have, from quick, satisfying family favorites to creative, flavorful comfort foods. Well illustrated. 208 pages. Reader’s Digest. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**

6921535 INSTANT POT ELECTRIC PRESSURE COOKER COOKBOOK. By S. Queensberry & K. Merker. From healthy breakfasts and sides to slow-cooked stews and one-pot meals, these low-maintenance recipes will help you get a meal on the table in a fraction of the time. With the easy to follow instructions you’ll discover quick and tasty meals like Apple Cider and Thyme-braised Brisket and Lemon Chicken with Green Olives. Color photos. 176 pages. Race Point. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

373076X DISNEY THE SIMPLE FAMILY COOKBOOK. By Jean-Francois Mallet. Now your family can cook together with these 100 recipes inspired by your favorite Disney characters. Each recipe has no more than five ingredients, with easy instructions for simple, healthy dishes. You’ll be cooking up a storm with Dumbo’s Favorite Salad; Fairy Godmother’s Magic Soup; Gustave’s Ratatouille; Aurora’s Berry Crisp; and more. Fully illus. in color. 219 pages. ILEK. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT to $6.95**

2078410 QUICK-FIX DINNERS. Ed. by the eds. of Southern Living. There’s a little something for everyone in this helpful recipe collection. Recipe flags show busy cooks at a glance how long a dish takes from start to finish. There are ideas for comfort foods pasta night, meat night, and healthy weeknights, proving that dinner made fast can be flavorful, satisfying, and best of all, stress free. 256 pages. Demont. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

3956405 COOK FAST EAT WELL: 5 Ingredients. 10 Minutes. 160 Recipes. By Martha Stewart. Perfect, hearty Fettuccine Alfredo to Vietnamese Duck Rolls—uses only five ingredients and takes a mere 10 minutes from preparation to plate. Quinn includes lists of pantry staples to have on hand, and concise, clear directions and photos of all the ingredients used in the recipes. 256 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

3730875 JAR FOOD: Recipes for On-The-Go. By Dominique Eliose Alexander. Healthy, quick recipes for on-the-go eating. You’ll only need limited time to spare. Desk lunches, picnics and food on the move needn’t be boring, expensive or unhealthy. Featuring 30 recipes that are healthy and nutritious at breakfast, lunch and snack time. All the recipes require little or no equipment except for your jar and minimum preparation. Well illus. in color. 80 pages. Pavilion. Pub. at $12.95. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**


2787333 **GOURMET ONE-PO T MEALS.** By Elizabeth Yaneff. Offers a totally new way to prepare a quick and easy one-pot meal, while keeping ingredients intact and full of flavor. All it takes is a Dutch oven and a handful of pantry foods or frozen ingredients that have been layered, never stirred. 223 pages. Clarkson Potter. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. **PRICE CUT to $4.95**


2996603 BEST DOLLAR SAVING DINNERS. By Monica Sweeney. When both time and money are tight, it’s tempting to buy processed foods— but not necessary. Inexpensive cuts of meat, filling vegetables, and a variety of side dishes based on this week’s sale will do the job. 204 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

2995127 FRESH FLAVOR FAST: 25 Easy, Delicious Recipes for Any Time of Day. By Martha Stewart Living. A must-have for anyone who want to make flavorful, healthy meals morning, noon and night, here are 250 recipes organized by meal. All are made with easy to find ingredients, in a short amount of time. Try Ophelia’s French Toast for breakfast, a Chicken and Basil Stir-Fry for dinner. Well illus. in color. 384 pages. Clarkson Potter. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. **PRICE CUT to $6.95**

3761567 THE “I LOVE MY INSTANT POT” INGREDIENT DICTIONARY TREASURE CHEST RECIPE BOOK. By Maryea Flaherty. By reducing your body’s response to inflammation, you’re reducing your risk for chronic health problems. Eating whole and unprocessed foods is the best way to do so—and easier than ever, thanks to your Instant Pot! A must-have for Instant Pot fans, these 175 recipes include: Raspberry Steel Cut Oatmeal Bars; Lemon Garlic Turkey Breast; and Coconut Curry Potato Soup. Color photos. 224 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. **PRICE CUT to $12.95**

3787435 THE INSTANT POT HOLIDAY COOKBOOK: 100 Festive Recipes. From brunch to dessert, from appetizers to main dishes. By Heather Schlueter. This recipe collection provides inspiration for delectable holiday faire. Welcome guests with the fragrant aroma of Warm Spiced Wine. Tender Turkey for a Small Gathering is worthy of oohs and aahs, while Sweet Potatoes and Marshmallows is a yummy classic. And desserts such as Pumpkin Cream Cake Lexa are fabulous. Let the festivities begin! Well illustrated in color. 176 pages. Epicure. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

2853576 THE EVERYTHING AIR FRYER COOKBOOK. By Michelle Fagone. With 300 quick and tasty recipes, this is the ultimate resource for air fryer and veggie lovers as well as classic favorites like fried pickles and jalapeno poppers, there’s an air fried meal for every taste. Let’s face it, you’re looking for an easy breakfast, a scrumptious snack, or a delicious dinner for the whole family, you can find it all here. Color photos. 303 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**
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Appetizers & Snacks

296662X BEST SALTY SWEET SNACKS: Gooy, Chewy, Crunchy Treats for Every Occasion. By Melissa Barlow. Easy, delicious plant-based recipes using your choice of seeds, nuts, and vegetables to achieve rich flavor and creamy texture. You'll learn to make spadeable cream cheese, grated parmesan, a smoky cheddar, and even goopy cheese sauces. Fully illus. in color. 262 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. $13.95.

2999056 HOME CHEESE MAKING, 3RD EDITION REVISED. By Ricki Carroll. More than just recipes, this guide offers you the know-how to take up cheese making. Includes tips from cheese makers and lots of "cheesy" lore. Step by step instructions for each cheese are included. Drawings. 278 pages. Spiralbound. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95.


Cheese

2897100 ONE-HOUR DAIRY-FREE CHEESE. By Claudia Lucero. In ingenious, step by step recipes, traditional cheesemaker Claudia Lucero shows how to make 25 delicious plant-based cheeses using your choice of seeds, nuts, and vegetables to achieve rich flavor and creamy texture. You'll learn to make spadeable cream cheese, grated parmesan, a smoky cheddar, and even goopy cheese sauces. Fully illus. in color. 262 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. $13.95.

2990089 BEST HOLIDAY SWEETS & TREATS. By Daniella Mattilino. Keep the holiday spirit alive with the quick and easy recipes included here. Snickerdoodles for Santa; Eggnog Cookies; Cranberry Bliss Bars; Peppermint Chocolate Bark, and Holiday Trifle all for delicious rockets and terrific holiday treats as well. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95.

369649X HOLIDAY RECIPES. By Auddie Gundy. This Food Network star offers easy, delicious holiday recipes all in one place, for everyone looking for that last-minute dish for entertaining. From easy appetizers like Caramelized Onion Tarts, to the best from creative dishes for your Thanksgiving meal, this collection is a winner. Well illus. in color. 226 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $5.95.


Bartending Guides


6831951 THE WALDORF ASTORIA BAR BOOK. By Frank Caiafa. One of the most iconic hotels since it opened in 1893, the Peacock Alley bar within has been highly celebrated. Blending recipes, history and how-to, this volume from the master mixologist of the bar is full of tips and variations, classics and their adventurous. 406 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $25.00. $20.00.

3736049 DRINKING WITH THE SAINTS. By Michael P. Foley. The author offers the faithful drinker witty and imaginative insight on the appropriate libations for the seasons, feasts and saints' days of the Church year. With more than 300 cocktail recipes and lively sketches of scenes from this colorful and perfect concoction that both sinner and saint will savor. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Regency. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95.

373642X JULEP: Southern Cocktails Relaunched. By A. Huetten & M. Stets. With a historically correct cocktail recipes, ranging from the iconic Mint Julep to modern inventions such as the Snake-bit Julep, Liquor Cucumber, and Hot Julep, this book accounts the saints and traditions that have shaped cocktail culture in the American South today. Illus. with photos and illustrated recipes. 212 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $25.00.

3741214 DOWNTOWN ABBEY COCKTAILS. Ed. by Bill Bastian. Tied to coincide with the much anticipated Downtown Abbey movie, this enticing collection of cocktail recipes is a perfect little volume celebrates the characters, customs, and drinking way of life at Downton Abbey. Color photos. 160 pages. Weldon Owen. Pub. at $25.00. $17.95.

Wine & Spirits

3714144 BEER FAQ: All That’s Left to Know About the World’s Most Celebrated Adult Beverage. By Jeff Cioccioli. A no-nonsense guide to the world of beer, answering many burning questions about the diverse array of styles, ingredients, and international drinking traditions that drive the world’s most celebrated beverage. Illus. in color. 389 pages. Backbeat Books. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $19.95.

372404X WINEMAKING: Recipes, Equipment, and Techniques for Making Wine at Home. By Stanley F. & Dorothy Anderson. Explains everything the beginning winemaker needs to know, covers all the principles, shows how to use the equipment, provides 80 recipes, and includes a buyer’s guide for winemaking supplies. This is the one resource wine lovers and winemakers will want to refer to. 284 pages. Harcourt Brace. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.95. $19.95.

3758133 MOONSHINE: A Celebration of America’s Original Rebel Spirit. By John Schlimm. Tells the rip-roaring story of the moonshiners who defied heroes for the ages and how their batches of XXX endure as the favorite thirst-quencher of millions. While stirring the rebellious spirit, the fun volume also includes over 100 recipes for infusions and cocktails using moonshine as a main ingredient. Illus. in color. 256 pages. Citadel. Pub. at $26.00. $5.95.

379224X LOST RECIPES OF PROHIBITION, Tales from a Bootlegger’s Manual. By Matthew Rowley. American Prohibition was far from watertight. If you knew the right people you could get a drink, most likely a variation of the moonshine you used to enjoy today. Relaxes. Well illus. in color. 232 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95.

6939400 WISDOM FOR HOME BREWERS: 500 Tips & Recipes for Making Great Beer. By T. Bruning & N. Sankey. A revision of 500 tips for making your own beer, written by two experienced brewers. The tips are grouped logically so that novices can build their knowledge gradually, while old hands may prefer to dip in at random or use the index to find specific topics. Illus. 288 pages. Taunton. Pub. at $21.95. $9.95.
**COOKING WITH CHOCOLATE: Essential Recipes and Techniques.** Ed. by Daniel Lurie with L. Defranco; with 100 fundamental techniques and building-block recipes: chocolate basics; bonbon fillings; decorations, pastry, brownies, cookies, and chocolate mousses; ice creams, sorbets, and sauces; and patisserie’s secrets. Each method is explained in text and step by step photographs, with 14 of the recipes clarified on the accompanying 30-minute DVD. 416 pages. Flammarion. 9/16x11. Pub. at $49.95

**374406** BRONTE AT HOME: Baking from the Scandi Kitchen. By Bronte Aurell. From warm sticky cinnamon buns to the ultimate celebration Almond Ring Cake, Aurell shares her love of baking with this collection of more than 70 recipes inspired by some of her favorite dishes from Scandinavia. 336 pages. Color photos. Pub. at $19.95


**6933534** SIMPLY GREAT BREADS: Sweet and Savory Yeasted Treats from America’s Premier Artisan Baker. By Daniel Lurie with L. Defranco; with 100 fundamental techniques and building-block recipes: chocolate basics; bonbon fillings; decorations, pastry, brownies, cookies, and chocolate mousses; ice creams, sorbets, and sauces; and patisserie’s secrets. Each method is explained in text and step by step photographs, with 14 of the recipes clarified on the accompanying 30-minute DVD. 416 pages. Flammarion. 9/16x11. Pub. at $49.95

**6933511** MAKE AHEAD BREAD: 100 Recipes for Melt-in-Mouth Fresh Bread Every Day. By Donna Currie. Fully illus. in color. 202 pages. Taunton. 8x10. Pub. at $22.00


**6933510** MAKE AHEAD BREAD: 100 Recipes for Melt-in-Mouth Fresh Bread Every Day. By Donna Currie. Fully illus. in color. 202 pages. Taunton. 8x10. Pub. at $22.00

**3773072** COOKIES IN A PAN. Text by Sabrina Fauda-Royle. Fully illus. in color. 70 pages. Hardtie Grant. Pub. at $11.99


**3989158** KING ARTHUR FLOUR WHOLE GRAIN BAKING. 16 pages of color photos. 612 pages. Countryman. Pub. at $19.95


**6880045** DONUTS: 50 Sticky-Hot Donut Recipes to Make at Home. By Tracey Meharg. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Starling. Pub. at $19.95


**3754693** TWENTY-FIVE: Profiles and Recipes from America’s Essential Baker and Pastry Artisans. Ed. by Jennifer Lee with L. Defranco. Features a profile and recipe from twenty-five of today’s most vibrant bakery and pastry artists on the American baking scene. Showcases the risk-takers, the doers, and the mad scientists who bring incredible creations to the modern pastry world. Recipes include Ciabatta Pizza Dough, Black Currant Doughnuts, and Spiced Carrot Cake. Well illus. in color. 170 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8x10.1/2. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00

**6952718** COOK’S ILLUSTRATED BAKING BOOK. By the eds. of _Cook’s Illustrated_. An authoritative baking reference and recipe collection for those who want to learn how to bake and for those who want to bring their baking skills to a higher level. Includes 100 recipes that covers everything you’ve ever wanted to master, cookies, cakes, pies, tarts, biscuits, breads, pastries, and more. Well illus., many in color. 18 pages. America’s Test Kitchen. 9x10.1/2. Pub. at $40.00

**3708748** DUMF CACKES FROM SCRATCH: Nearly 100 Recipes to Dump, Bake, and Devour. By Jennifer Lee. Dump cakes are easy, foolproof desserts that can be ready in minutes; you simply “dump” in the ingredients, spread them in the pan, and bake. Features chapters on minimalist baking, where there are over 100 delicious recipes including Raspberry Ice Cream Cake, Minty Icebox Pie, Coconut Milk Ice Cream, and more. Photos. 267 pages. Cider Mill. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

**3795031** SIMPLE DESSERTS: The Easiest Recipes in the World. By Jean Linde. From brownies to puddings, from cheesecakes to cookies, from cakes to pies, these simple recipes made simple with nearly 1,000 color photographs; each recipe has no more than six ingredients; each page shows the cooking time, number of servings, and the finished dessert, and the directions are simple and precise. So easy! 277 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 8x10. Pub. at $19.99


**3744130** EASY GINGERBREAD HOUSES. By Lisa Anderson. All of the houses in this guide are made using Graham crackers, cookies, cereal, ice cream cones, frostedings, and candy treats, and only require a few basic ingredients required. Make a Sweetheart Cottage, a Cozy Cabin or a Mermaid Palace with these easy instructions. Color photos. 72 pages. Gibbs Smith. Pub. at $14.99

**3745722** BETTY CROCKER A PIECE OF CAKE. Ed. by Anne Fiddler. Everyone loves cake, and now you can make delicious treats that fit every schedule and occasion: bundt cakes, single-layer cakes, 15-ingredient cakes, mug cakes, ice-cream cakes, icebox cakes, dump cakes and poke cakes—perfect for both new and experienced cooks! Includes some gluten-free treats and recipes with wine, vodka, orange, and other flavor ideas. Color photos. 304 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**3787401** 101 GOURMET ICE CREAM CREATIONS FOR EVERY CRAVING. By Wendy Paul. With recipes and handy tips and tricks, you’ll soon be creating your very own homemade ice cream, toppings and treats. Also includes a collection of holiday recipes and specially selected “fried ice cream” recipes. Includes some gluten-free treats and recipes with wine, vodka, orange, and other flavor ideas. Color photos. 304 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**296611** BEST BAKE & FREEZE TREATS: Frozen Fruit Salads, Pies, Fluffa, and More. By Broné Aurél. From warm sticky cinnamon buns to the ultimate celebration Almond Ring Cake, Aurell shares her love of baking with this collection of more than 70 recipes inspired by some of her favorite dishes from Scandinavia. 336 pages. Color photos. 288 pages. Countryman. Pub. at $24.95

**3785914** CHOCOLATE EVERY DAY. By B. Coffey & K. Keenan. With more than 85 photoshopped recipes and beautiful food shots, this guide will have you making your very own homemade ice cream, toppings and treats. Also includes a collection of holiday recipes and specially selected “fried ice cream” recipes. Includes some gluten-free treats and recipes with wine, vodka, orange, and other flavor ideas. Color photos. 304 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**3938462** PEANUT BUTTER COMFORT. By Averie Sunshine. Filled with decadent cakes, cookies, and candies—along with mouthwatering photographs—Sunshine’s easy to make recipes are sure to satisfy any chocoholic. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Reader’s Digest. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99

**3754610** TASTE OF HOME BEST LOVED COOKIES & MORE! Ed. by Janet Briggs. The desserts in this collection have generous yields and make fantastic choices for celebrations, potlucks and bake sales. A variety of cookies, brownie cookies, brownies, cupcakes, pies, cakes, chocolate and coffee cakes, and cookies and cream desserts. Each recipe includes the cooking time, number of servings, and the finished dessert; and the directions are simple and precise. So easy! 277 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 8x10. Pub. at $19.99


**3744044** OVENLESS DESSERTS. By Mamie Fennimore. Whether you’re entertaining guests or simply pulling together a quick meal, this collection has everything you need to satisfy your sweet tooth while keeping cool. From fresh and light desserts to picnic-friendly desserts, there are over 100 delicious recipes including Raspberry Ice Cream Cake, Minty Icebox Pie, Coconut Milk Ice Cream, and more. Photos. 267 pages. Cider Mill. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95
Beverages

2815516 INFUSED WATER: 75 Simple and Delicious Recipes to Keep You Hydrated and Healthy. By Dailea Tarhun. Provides a simple and tasty way for you and your family to get your daily dose of water. This book of infused waters are the answer to staying healthy, hydrated, and happy. Using such ingredients as cucumber, strawberries, mint, coconut, and many other herbs, fruits, and vegetables you can provide you with benefits such as energy, balance, or detoxification. Fully illus. in color. 168 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $16.99


2815311 THE COMPLETE HEALTHY SMOOTHIE FOR NUTRIBULLET. By Jason Maraninchi. Whether your recipe of choice is strawberry smoothie or a pineapple and mango smoothie, you’ll find a recipe for you. Learn about adding healthy fats such as virgin olive oil, avocado, and coconut oil, and get advice on eliminating separation and foam. Everything you need to know about healthy smoothies. Fully illus. in color. 191 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $16.99

282549X THE SODA FOUNTAIN. By Gia Giasullo et al. A quintessentially American institution, the soda fountain speaks of a bygone era and place. Brooklyn Farmacy & Soda Fountain, opened in 2010, revives this forgotten pastime in these pages, offering up delicious recipes for creating classic sodas, sundaes, and cream sodas. Well illus. in color. 216 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $19.99

2893037 INFUSED WATER AND ICE: Pump Up Your Agua with over 100 Recipes! By Amy Hunter. This collection is packed with over 100 creative and refreshing recipes sure to please. Whether you’re looking to boost your metabolism, enhance your energy levels, or add a little extra flavor to your water, you’re sure to find a recipe that will interest everyone. Featuring delicious and unexpected flavor combinations such as Citrus Fizz, Cucumber Mint, and Raspberry Jalapeno Sparkler, and more. Well illus. in color. 272 pages. Cider Mill. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99

2837296 THE COMPLETE SODA-MAKING BOOK. By Jill Houk. Re-create your favorite sodas in your own home, without the high price tag or all the unnecessary ingredients. Featuring 100 all-natural recipes, this volume shows you how to use your soda-making appliance to craft classic and unique soft drinks, from traditional colas to artisanal flavors. Color photos. 240 pages. Roost Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

2986191 MOCKTAILS: More than 50 Recipes for Delicious Non-Alcoholic Cocktails, Punches, and More. By Richard Mammano. Man shares his expertise and recipes for making delightful non-alcoholic drinks such as: Blackberry Spritzer; HarveyCollins; Juniper Berry & Tonic; Sangria Presso; Ruby Red Kombucha Lagers; Spiced Tea Punch, and many more. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Racehorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

2750876 PUNCHES & INFUSED RUMS. By Janice Kaneshiro Werner. Illus. in color. 72 pages. Weldon Owen. Pub. at $12.95


Seasonings & Condiments


6814808 FERMENTED PROBIOTIC DRINKS AT HOME. By Felicity Evans. Illus. in color. 192 pages. The Experiment. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

2930692 RED HOT SRIRACHA: 50 Recipes That Will Kick Your Ass! By Melissa Meier. With over 50 recipes of the hottest, most eye-watering recipes featuring everyone’s favorite hot sauce, this collection brings the heat to a whole new level. Try Firehouse Bloody Sliders, Spicy Goodness Tofu, Thai Corn Chowder; Four Alarm Baked Mac and Cheese; and much more. Well illus. in color. 127 pages. RacePoint. Pub. at $14.99


Canning & Preserving


3729967 PRESERVING FOOD WITHOUT FREEZING OR CANNING. By the Gardeners & Farmers of Terre Viva. This title celebrates the traditional but little known French techniques for storing and preparing edibles that maximize flavor and nutrition. Offers more than 250 simple, small-batch recipes featuring locally grown and minimally refined ingredients for those who seek healthy food for a healthy world. 197 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00


3951852 PRESERVING: Conserving, Salting, Smoking, Pickling. By Ginette Mathiot. Preserve fruit, vegetables, meat and fish with this thorough guide from France’s foremost author. With more than 350 classic French recipes, both home cooks and chefs will learn traditional techniques for sweet and savoury dishes made with jam. Includes clear instructions, mouth-watering flavor variations, and tips. Well illus. in color. 94 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

3957077 BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS YOU CAN CAN. Ed. by Jan Miller. Color photos. 240 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

3974855 MODERN PRESSURE CANNING. By Amelia Jeanroy. A one stop resource for safely and deliciously preserving your bounty. After a comprehensive primer on the basics, you’ll find lots of tempting recipes. Try classics like Green Beans, Apple sauce, Creamed Corn, or Cranberry relish. With a chapter dedicated to meats and another to salads, sauces, and broths, your pantry will never be the same. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Voyageur. Book/10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

See more titles at erhbc.com/815